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CLEVER PLAYLETS
.I

Last Night
’s Enter®
tainment At American!
Legion Hall

Subscriptions 13.00 per year payable ln Featured
advance; single copies three cents.
j
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.

NEWSPAPER HISTORY

TWO SERIOUS CHARGES

Volume 86.................. Number 39

MILD RIOT AT THE PRISON

Former Union Road Commissioner Arranged In Rockland Closer Discipline Causes Dissatisfied Convicts To Stage
Five-Hour Demonstration At Thomaston
Municipal Court This Morning

The Rockland Gazette was established
ln 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab
The Auxiliary to Winslow-Hol
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
In 1882. The Free Press was established brook Post played the role of host
In 18S5 and In 1891 changed Its name to
last night, and an audience
the Tribune. These papers consolidated °
March 17. 1897.
augmented by visitors from Camden

and Union thoroughly enjoyed an
.. excellently presented program. Two
«.
one-act plays, put on by pupils of
—
The surest way not to fall is to
Adelyn Bushnell, developed an un— determine to succeed.—Sheridan. -■ expected wealth of material, so even
ly balanced that special mention
would scarcely be fair.
One of the playlets was entitled
COL. HUME COMING
■ “Ever Young," and was of a strictly
character, no men appear
To Discuss Law Violations In Address ; feminine
ing on the stage except Milton
Before the Educational Club
Griffin and . Augustus Huntey
ted the curtain and
manipulated
Leave it to men to judge and who
Marshall Bradford who held the
chances are they will pronounce the leash controlling the property dog.
man who has just been reappointed Those who developed the plot to its
as collector of the port of Portland, unique conclusion were Mrs. Jose
as one of Maine’s best speakers. Col. phine Perry, Mrs. Caro Maxey. Miss
Frank Hume, past department com Olive Edwards and Miss Pearl Bormander of the American Legion, will gerson. “Love and Lather" was the
address the Woman’s Educational title of the second playlet, in which
Club on present-day law violations as Albert Dodge as barber and Melvin
he views them and is sure to be Vosberg
as
would-be
suicide,
greeted by a big turnout.
monopolized the situation until the
April 3 is American Creed Day in arrival of Miss Vada Clukey and her
process of being nationalized as such dog upset calculations.
How many have memorized it?
The “vodderville” offerings, which
Dorothy Harvey and Mary Hol deserved the repeated encores, combrook are miscellaneous leaders and , prised readings—“Trees” and “Ain’t
promise to put on a Chinese Play i it Funny What a Difference a Few
with fun and spirits in it to open I Hours Make." bv Albert Dodge; readwith. The music committee func- jag—“Pelang," by Miss Isabel Kirktions, with Mrs. Lillian Joyce as this ! patrick: readings—“The Sub-Deb"
year’s chairman.
, bv Miss yada Clukey: reading—
Hostesses are Nan Snow, Kathleen ' “Zingaretta," by Mrs. Josephine
Fuller, Matie Little, Emma Carver, | pPrrv. vocal solos—“Look Down
Annie Aylward. Ada Hewett. Alma op,,,. pves - and “Who Knows?" Mrs
Leo, Lizzie Humphrey, Elizabeth Ida Hur.tley.
Marshall Bradford
Marsh, Anne Haskell, Nellie Hol was the accompanist.
brook, Bertha Humphrey, Florence
At the conclusion of the program
Reach, Beatrix Flint. The Boost At- ’ the Auxiliary served sandwiches,
tendance committee is headed by cake and coffee.
Elizabeth Morton, Evelyn Cohen,
Elizabeth Gregory, Inez Crosby, Ada
Dver, Ella Maddocks, Corice Jenkins,
Ella Perry, Isabelle Lewis. Delano
Kelley and others. The Canadian
Pacific Railway Company is to send
880 feet of scenic film to be displayed
by courtesy of the use of the HlPh
School projection.
Every girl and woman is invited to
become an active or sustaining mem
ber now, to assist some vice president
to win as honor team for jhe Mav
Day supper. The various teams will
hold committee consultations at
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Toot! Toot! See Who's Here. Steamer Vinalhaven Pulled From Be
tween Her Winter Blankets To Take the Place of the Ill Fated Gov. Bodwell.
Island Folks Were Glad There Was a Boat In Reserve and Are Wondering
What Craft Is Going To Chum Around With Her This Summer.

When this paper went to press
Franklin McDonald, former road I
commissioner of Union, was answer- 1
ing to two complaints in Rockland '
Municipal Court. One charged him
with assault and battery, and the,
Other with threatening to commit an J
I offense.
’
j The victim of these alleged crimesi

FILMS LANDED

was McDonald's wife who told the
officers that he knocked her down,
kicked and bruised her, and throat
ened to kill her.
McDonald was taken in custody
early this morning, and was in an1
intoxicated condition at the time, j
according to Deputy Sheriff Ludwick :
who made the arrest.

IN

ROCKLAND

Motion Pictures Of Viking Disaster Brought Here From

STATES FESTIVAL
i

I NATTY BlMros adventures

Newfoundland and Forwarded To New York

Bov Scouts Are All Agog To Know
All Uver How He Made It As An Indian
Captive.

All O

Now That It Is
“St. Pete” Squares Away
For Spring Sports

Inmates of the State Prison went
on a rampage Saturday night, and!
for five hours turned the Institution,
into a bedlam. The demonstration
was made in apparent resentment on
newly enforced rules which they
seemed to look upon as an infringement of their rights. The net result

son found at the same time that they
must conform to the rules of other
penitentiaries and surrender their
cash. A "collection" thus taken net
ted about $700.. The specific objec
tions to allowing the prisoners to
retain money are that it fosters
gambling in the institution and
renders it much easier for an escap
ing prisoner to make his getaway.
The fiimates were sullen over the
loss of these privileges, but did not
show their resentment in any other
manner until Saturday night, when
the two wings were suddenly trans
formed into boiler factories. Any
thing that would produce a noise
was pounded against the cell bars,
and the loosely hung metal doors
were rattled with all the vigor at the
convicts' command; shouts, whistles
and catcalls resounded through the
corridors, and the din was such that
citizens living nearby locked their
houses in fright.
The raoket began in the east wing
at 8.30 p. m. and was taken up so
quickly by the occupants of the west
wing as to indicate the "under
ground’’ system of communication
had evidently been in effect. From
8.30 Saturday night until 1.30 Sun
day morning the din continued with
only brief cessations.
The guards continued their usual
rounds as though nothing were hap
pening but, with the other officials,
kept tabs on the disturbers as closely
as possible. Their investigation led
to the belief that 150 of the convicts
took little or no part in the dis
turbance. No meals were served
Sunday morning, however, until the
last man had been interviewed.
This was to have been the last day
for motion pictures thiit winter, but
the privilege was revoked. Dinner,
the second and last meal of the day,
was served at the usual hour, 4
o’clock.
Warden Linscott does not look for
a recurrence of the outbreak.

Bearing motion picture films taken I account of fog and at St. John, N. B
a’ the scene of the Viking disaster, a 1 Capt. Kent had to land and change
Natty Bumpo appeared at the
from skils to wheels. After that he
Court of Honor of the Boy Scouts Challenger-Robin flown by Capt. C. came through without a hitch.
S.
Kent
of
Atlantic
Airways,
St.
T. L. Blackwell, president of At
(By John Lodwick)
Friday night in the Congregational
St. Petersburg, Fla., March 29— vestry and aroused much enthusiasm, John, N. B. arrived here at 2.40 Sat lantic Airways, who with Rud Bray
(Special)—Passing of the Festival of not only among the boys but the urday afternoon, landing at the ley, mechanic, accompanied the film
Rockland Airport. Three minutes as far as Rockland, told of attempt
States celebration marks the opening grownups.
later the films, which were for the
of the spring sports season for which
Garbed in the gneen costume Acme News Service, had been trans- j ing to reach Horse Island Tuesday
in the same plane equipped with
more Maine visitors are remaining peculiar to one of his calling and to
each year as it is not only a season that day, with fringed hunting shirt, ferred to a Cessna plane of the Cur skiis in order to get pictures of the |
when nature is at its best in the coonskin cap, and leather leggings, tiss-Wright Flying Service, and with wreck. After crossing 100 miles ot
sub-tropics, but a time when King and bearing a genuine flintlock rifle, Charles Treat at the stick, were open water between North Sydney
Tarpon, the premier of all salt wa he presented a picture that was all being whirled in the direction of and Port aux Basques they flew on
looking for enough snow to land on
ter game fish, is arriving in great in keeping with the times of which New York at 120 miles an hour.
Treat landed at Bridgeport, Conn., but the rainfall of the previous three
schools at the favorite fishing he told.
grounds in waters contiguous to this
Requested to tell the boys some but delivered the films personally in days had washed it all away. They
Sunshine City.
thing of his early life, during the New York, returning to this city yes- | flew as far as Stephenville, ioo miles
Warden Charles E. Linscott
further and found the landscape so
It is a season for sports, not only French and Indian War, Natty terday afternoon.
The equipment was held up at Port bare ‘hat Srass along the railroad
on the blue waters of Bay and Gulf, launched forth on a series of tales,
but on land as well as the big league the first of which"* was" "about "his aux Bas<lues several days due to the tracks was being burneed. Turning was the incarceration of six men in
baseball teams, two of which—the early boyhood when he encountered irre8ular steamship service from back there they were compelled to
en( New York Yankees and the Boston hostile Indians for the first time. He there to Sydney, N. S. on the main- traverse the 100 miles of open water "solitary" and the continued
Braves—have their spring training brought out pointedly how necessary hind and the inability of any planes on the last of their gas supply, just forcement of the rules.
“As long as I am warden I shall
fields here, are playing their pre it was for the youngster of his day to land on Newfoundland. Once the barely making their goal. Mr. Blackseason exhibition games which daily to be prepared to meet any emer- pictures reached the mainland they well also reported that while they attempt
____ „ _______
___
to have discipline
here,"
attract thousands of fans.
gency, and since the spirit of the bov were dispatched to Rockland on the were changing to wheels at St. John warden Linscott told a Courier-GaAt the tourist game courts, the scout movement was taken from his special plane leaving North Sydney a telegram was received from Bern!
rpnnrtpr q„ndav
visitors avoiding the slush of spring type of man, it was made plain where at 6 30 a. m., A.S.T. The plane was Balchen that he was leaving Corner , zetle repolter bunaay.
There had been, for instance, no
thaws back home, are winding up the Bov Scout motto, "Be Prepared" farced down at Antigonish. N. S„ on Brook 12.20 A. S. T.
their Festival of States sports tour- originated.
i limit to the number of letters which
!---------------------------------------------naments in lawn bowling, archery,! Owing to the lateness of the hour j
I the convicts might write. Last week
NEW AIRPLANE SERVICE
A NEW FRIGIDAIRE
golf, quoits, roque. shuffle board and | judge Miles the chairman of the
Warden Linscott established a rule
other games
board of the Court of Honor, called a Manager Ambrose Plans Regular j
! that a convict could mail but two letThe current week has been replete halt to proceedings to the utter dis
Line From Rockland To Dark liar- Lime City Dales Has l ine
with the gay pageants and balls and gust of the bovs just as Natty was ,
_.
; ters a week, but having the privilege,
parades which mark the passing of captured bv the Indians, and his j bor.
Display At the Automo- however, of sending more, if there is
the great week of carnival in the family left in perilous circumstances '
a necessity upon application to the
2 p. m.
Frank Ambrose, manager of the
bile Show This Week
Sunshine City which is interna with their cabin ablaze and sur
officials.
tionally known as the Festival of rounded by fierce and ruthless local Curtiss-Wright base, announces
Avoid spring housecleaning work.
Pure white porcelain on steel, the
States.
Convicts who have been in the
savages.
At the next Court of that negotiations are under way for
There are many ways the People’s
Residents of Rockland and vicinity Honor Natty has agreed to appear the establishment of a regular air- most enduring and beautiful of fin- habit of having money on their perLaundry can help you. Telephone
im
e.u.u.wuuco
i
sh
es,
distinguishes
the
new
Frigidin the local Maine State Tourist So- j and tell the bovs how he fared as a plane service between here and Dark aires whjch wj], bp di ,ayed
g
170.—adv.
36-tf
ciety have been actively identified prisoner among the Red Hurcns or
Harbor.
Auto Show this week at Fireproof
icing and operating. $65; for rent of
with the many events.
Mingos. and also the fate of those
TOWN MEETING DAY
"As part of our program of expan Garage. The utmost in value and
Among the Rockland residents near and dear to him.
hydrants. $2900; calcium chloride for
__ _____________
_______
sion
for
the
summer
we
hope
to
exhere in time for the Festival of
roads, $1000; town nurse, $1000; in
c
•
a
ti
At the close of the session Nattv tend our setwice to Islesboro and quality is combined with the latest D
States were Albert P. Blaisdell and found himself surrounded, not bv Dark Harbor." says Mr. Ambrose. “It practical developments in advanced Uusy bession At 1 homaston terest on town debt, (bonded) $2011.25; principal town debt, $3000: surety
Charles P. Blaisdell. 3 Walker place. Indians but bv boys asking questions.
Joa early t0 announce any definite refrigeration. The hundreds of peo
Rings Down the Curtain bonds for town officers. $150: perma
Rockland: Mr. Broadway,
and Mrs. Charles T iXe^ttons’announce
ple who visit the
daily-will
look
^Ting*that
to* p.’all
o- schedule but
pX'nne?to
XX^eT
«*«show
‘he extra
features
we haveThe
equipment I with
nent sidewalks, $500; public library,
' Smalley. 298
For This Year
$450; improvements at cemetery,
and Mrs. Alice Marshall. Port Clyde II neer scouting, if submitted in
in writwrit-!1 ar<1 tt>e ^rbiaAds"^'far
pcronnel to gi e
that mark
mark Frivirtniro as
a« aa product
nrwhii-i
better !! that
ing to Judge Miles, will be answered service than has ever been possible apart from other electric refrigera-j Town meeting was held in Watts hall $300; repairs on culvert on Fluker
ALL THIS WEEK
street, $200; repairs on culvert on
FREE ON REQUEST by .him
, „
. . ...
bv boat. We can operate the year tors. It is guaranteed lor three years Thomaston. March 30. The arrangeTo acquaint you with The Financial World t great
A full report of the examinations r’und with greater regularity than The cold control for faster freezing ments made at the caucuses of the Georges street, $350; repairs on cul
value to investors, we offer our neat issue and
oTfor?x 1 Collrt °f Honor was Siven surface craft and transport passen- of ice cubes and desserts; the hv- ' two parties were carried out and vert on Gleason street, $300; perma
‘‘Leader of the Next Bull Market” free. Return
in Saturdays issue.
gevs far more quiCkly and comfort- drator for the crisp preservation of , served to expedite business The nent covers ot reservoirs, $105; to
flns “ad” and your address.
repair Western Meadow road, $1000;
ably. Judging from the traffic last vegetables; the quickkube tray for I total number of votes cast was 589.
Williams-Brazier Post, Memorial
^FINANCIAL WORLD Lincoln Colcord, well known Maine year, plane service back and forth the rapid and easy ejection of ice The officers plected were moderator, for
author and former Washineton cor will prove an additional attraction to cubes are all typical features that , Richard O. Elliot, uanimously; town Day, $50; for trimming trees, $100;
America's Investment W eekly-Fonndei 1903
to purchase snow fence, $200; as
63-XB Park Place
New York respondent of the Philadelphia Pub summer visitors. A scheduled run help make Frigidaire an unusually j clerk, Enoch M. Clark, unanimously:
lic Ledeer delivered an address on will not only benefit the island peo valuable aid in the kitchen. You too selectmen for three years, Edward sessors to make a valuation of the
“Present Day Problems” before the ple, it must ultimately benefit Rock will want to see these new Frigidaires Keating. Democrat, 326, Everett | town, $600; total appropriations,
Schoolmen’s Club of Knox and land too since to facilitate trans that are to be shown in this city for Cook, Republican, 240; assessor for I $56,156.92. Six articles were indefi
W. A. RIPLEY
Waldo Counties at The Thorndike portation invariably increases traffic the first time. Lime City Sales, Inc., three years, G. O. Frisbie, no oppo nitely postponed.
The town voted to award the taxes
erill Inst nieht. Asserting that there which in turn promotes business.”
with headquarters at 503 Main street. sition; treasurer Maynard Spear,
Carpenter and Builder
to the lowest responsible bidder; to
are 19.000 000 unemployed in the
The
Bicknell,
Rockland,
are
local
Democrat,
210.
Harriet
Williams,
Re

Read Our LIVER AND BACON AD on Pages 1 and 7
APPLETON, MAINE
Western world, he declared that war
distributors.—adv.
publican, 319; overseer of poor for pay the collector of taxes on sum
Telephone 3-13
Read Our Bl'TTER AD on Pages 2 and 13
Rockland Automobile Show. April
might result from the dissatisfaction
three years,
Minnie Newbert, no collected and not on the amount
39-44
1-4, Fireproof Garage.
36-40
if it continues.
opposition;
superintending
school committed; to charge interest on
BEGINS WORK HERE
committee, Mrs. Lavinia Elliot, unpaid taxes at 6 per cent on and
Democrat, 273, Herbert Morgan, Re after Oct 1; pay all bills contracted
; Margaret McKnight As Di publican, 249; auditor, A. Mabel in contagious diseases by the Board
of Health; to let Gen Knox Chapter,
rector of Knox County’s Fernald, unanimously; police officers D.A.R., have the use of Watts hall
and constables, Levi R. Clark, chief,
Ernest Gray. Anson Pryor, Horace one night, they to pay expense of
Unchurched Children
Keizer, Charles Winchenbach; tru heating and lighting; to let the Boy
The Knox County Association for ant officer, Charles Winchenbach; Scouts use Watts hall one night in
Rural Religious Education has been fire chief and wardens, Edwin An the week; to convey to the Knox
successful in securing a highly derson chief, Ernest Gray, J. H. Ev Memorial Association all of the
trained and experienced worker as erett, Henry Vose; sealer of weights town’s rights, title and interest in
! children’s director for the coming and measures, Earl Coates; auc and to Old North Parish Meeting
I year, and she has already begun tioneer. W. P. Strong; harbormaster, house, in Thomaston, known as "The
, work.
Arthur J, Elliot; building inspector, Old Church on the Hill."
Some spice was injected into the
; Miss Margaret
McKnight o! Edwin A. Anderson; fish warden,
Charlestown, Mass., who has been Horace Vose: health officer. Dr. Lucy proceedings by citizens of the West
Spear; cemetery committee, Richard ern Meadows who made a strong ap
E. Dunn. J. Russell Davis; field peal to have their roads made passa
drivers, Kenneth Robinson, Ellis C- ble. ,The town voted to raise one
Young. Reginald Henderson. Maurice thousand dollars for that purpose.
Sawyer, Kenneth Feyler, Walter
It will be news to many that Maine
Young, Howard Bicknell, Theodore
has two electric chairs, one in Port
Clukey.
Read Onr BUTTER AD on Pages 2 and 13
Committee of 21 to recommend ap land and the other ln this city. The
Read Our COFFEE Al) on Pages 3 and 16
propriations for 1932; C. A. Creigh latter is located in the dental office
ton, N. F. Andrews, Everett Cook, of Dr. Perley R. Damon and is the
Levi Seavey, R. O. Elliot, R. E. Jor- last word in dental equipment. At
; dan. T. R. McPhail. E. M Clark, J. the toueh of a button the chair is
] L. Paquin, R. E. Dunn, W. P. Strong, raised or lowered and another con
H. E. Mnonald, A. J. Elliot, W H. trol raises and lowers the foot rest.
Brackett, B, H. Copeland. C M. Star- Mrs. Vivian Hewett is employed there
rett, E. A Anderson, Howard Beattie, as dental nurse during several
Rita C. Smith, Harriet R. Williams- months' leave of Mrs. Margaret
The committee on additional room Forbus.
for pupils, reported that grade one
was the only class that was crowded. YOUR FAVORITE POEM
The suggestion was made that tem
porary partitions could be placed in
If I had to live my life again I would
the assembly room of the High have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at least once
School. No action was taken.
a week. The loss of these tastes Is a
Attention was given to the 60 loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
The Sixth and Greatest Rockland Auto Show opens tomorrow evening in the
articles in the warrant. Articles 1,
Is Available At
HIGHLAND MARY
Fireproof Garage, next north of Strand Theatre. With the 1931 exhibition the show
2. and 4 are covered in the list of
banks and braes and streams around
officers elected. Article 3, it was YeThe
castle o’ Montgomery.
finds itself so extended that the entire floor space of the huge structure is utilized. The
voted to accept the reports of the Green be your woods, and fair your
flowers.
past
year
as
printed.
The
appro

Miss
Margaret
McKnight
new Sturtevant blower heating and ventilating system spells a maximum of comfort for
Your waters never drumlle’
priations follow: Support of schools, There
simmer first unfauld her robes.
the exhibitors and the crowds attending. A full fledged cafeteria operated by the Senior
$16,400; repairs on school buildings,
And there the langest tarry;
assigned this task is a graduate of $200; electric lights and water for For there I took the last fareweel
Class, Rockland High School, will look to the comfort of the inner man. It is noteworthy
O’ my sweet Highland Mary.
Boston University School of Religi schools, and Insurance on school
ous Education with the bachelor’s buildings, $1340; pay of school com How sweetly bloom’d gay green blrk.
AT
that the management has donated the booth to the Seniors and the proceeds will go to
How rich the hawthorn's blossom.
degree, and will receive the master’s mittee, $75; medical inspection in
their fragrant shade
degreq in June- She has had a wide ! schools, $75; salaries of officers, AsI underneath
ward the Washington trip. Commodious rest rooms are provided for the weary and an
clasp’d her to my bosom!
experience in the field of elementary $2500; town expenses, $2500; repair of The golden hours on angel wings
excellent program has been arranged with Kirkpatrick’s full orchestra as headliners.
Flew o’er me and my dearie:
religious education. Last year she j sidewalks, $1000; highways and
dear to me as light and life
was junior critic teacher for Boston j bridges, $4000; breaking out roads, For
Was my sweet Highland Mary.
University
Demonstration
school
of
$800:
shoveling
snow
from
sidewalks,
Beyond question the 1931 Show will be the best ever. Fifty odd cars will be exhibit
Week Day Religious Education. She $750; improvement of State aid Wl’ monle a vow and lock'd embrace
Our parting was fu’ tender:
has also had experience as director road, $1194; patrolling highways, And.
ed including all the popular makes with their latest models. All the year s Qcv”lopments
pledging aft to meet again.
of vacation schools.
$311.40;
maintenance
highways,
We tore oursels asunder;
But
oh;
fell Death’s untimely frost.
Miss McKnight takes up the work Chapter 28, Section 18 R. S„ $60;
in accessories, tires, etc., will also be available.
DELIVERED
That nipt my flower sae early?
for the unchurched children of the third class road. $240; lighting streets, Now
green’s the sod. and cauld's the
county begun by Miss Villa Bur $1,809; support of poor, $1500; to pay
clay.
An outstanding feature of the big show is the free gifts, totaling over $800.00, and
That wraps my Highland Mary.
roughs, under the Knox County note for loan and interest paid to
R. E. THURSTON, Prop.
Ministerial Association and the George H. Starrett estate as ordered O pale, pale now. those rosy lips
including an all electric radio, free gas, free storage for a year, free washes, free greases,
I aft hae kiss’d sae fondly!
Penobscot Bay Bethel Mission. Miss by Law Court, $4825 27; support of
closed for aye the sparkling glance
44
TILLSON
AVE.
McKnight. with her sister Mrs. Bea fire companies, $600; to operate fire And
accessories, etc. Friday will be a gala night when the radio will be presented. There
That dwelt on me sae kindly!
trice Brown, have taken the Cobb- alarm, $15; to purchase fire hose. And mouldering now ln silent dust
will be a free dance Saturday night, 10 to 12. The show opens tomorrow night and
That heart that lo’ed me dearly!
Davis apartment, at 5 Grove street, $500; running expenses of fire equip
TEL. 127
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL 1290
still within my bosom’s core
where they will make their perma ment, $300; for storing combination But
Shall live my Highland Mary.
thereafter runs afternoon and evening through Saturday.
pump and chemical, including serv
nent home.
—Robert Burns O759-1796)*

SPECIAL

GARDEN OF ALLAH
COFFEE

lb 29c

Perry’s Market

Auto Show Ooens Tomorrow!

SPECIAL

WEDNESDAY ALL DAY

4Q

ONE POUND PIG LIVER

HALF POUND STAR BACON

C

a/

Perry’s Market

Lest You Forget
QUALITY COAL

INDEPENDENT COAL CO.

$15.50

I

per
ton

Every-Other-Day
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LAST WEEK OF LEAGUES

“ON MY SET”

The Courier-Gazette

i

AT THE CAPITOL

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

The “Administrative Code” bill,
which stole the legislative spotlight
i just before the weekend adjourn
ment, seems likely to hold it for a
second performance this week—con............. ■■»—
sidered by many the final week of
form
With only this week to go Forty bert. 292; Williams, 278; Jacobs, 276; I
form, the ofmeasuie,
APR-IL
Club No. 3 is coming down the home Cnioiiotr
Smalley, oQB
288,’ fntoi
total 1410
1419.
; aimingamended
at reorganlzation
several
Heaven and earth shall pass away,
3 ~4stretch five points ahead of the Fed
IP
departments,
was
given
senate
apbut my words shall not pass away.—
erate in the City League, while Forty
Local bowlers read with interest
Mark 13:31
Club 2 or 1 is sitting real comfy in the recent match between the San proval after a vitriolic attack by
i
the County League. Here are the ford and Kittery teams in which the ®e"a^°r. *ldr‘^’ Sagadah?<“
Sanford team made the remarkable d®fba d ‘he
was a start toward
figures, as of March 27:
A year hence primary elections
The post season hoekev game
total of 1611, high string being 141 ^traluingpower of government.
City League
will be in full swing electing dele
between the Boston and Mon»
*
W L
Teams
P.F. and high total 351. The question °£ly
treal teams was being broadcast
gates to the national political con
from
Forty Club No. 3 65 35
27,664 now is: What would Forty Club 2 or hls stand. As it stands the bill;,.
from
the
latter
city
Saturday
ventions. The Republican party can
‘,epar4tni?n]s *
60 35
26.470 1 be able to do with that outfit?
Federate
night, but my impressions were
• • « «
and reorganize three others, includ59 41
27,503
The Pirates
do little clsf than stand pat for Herb
somewhat vague as it was being
A local expert has picked three' ing
merginS °Lthe dePartm5n“
57 43
Boiler Makers
27,235
ert Hoover, whose two yeys in the
done in Frenrh.
25.869 all-star bowling teams. Spe how you of "^lfare and health into one which
Burpee Furn Co. 54 41
Return
Limit
April
7
White House have been fraught with
24.375 like this arrangement:
would assume charge of all instituFord Motor Co. 43 47
The song of the fisherman's
more disturbing features than have
26,716
Team No 1-Carl French. Earl L‘onal w°rk’
Twenty-eight state
Rock Body Shop 26 74
Phene 92 for details
reel, as it whirs under the power
23.832 Dnnkwater, Vance Norton. Dardy boards and agencles would be abol21 69
Street Railway
assailed any other President, even in
37-39
of 20 pounds of rushing salmon
County League
Rackliff and Dick Rockwell; Team i lsl^d
war times. A radical, and at times
will be heard by the radio audi
W L
PF No. 2—Jack Black. Fred Black, Sam T?10 bI was tabled in the House
Teams
Maine
ence (faring the Soeonvland
seemingly irresponsible element has
27.183 R0gers, prank Jacobs and Russell, W1th specia1 ass^nment for Tuesday.
71 24
40 Club 2 or 1
Sketch tonight at 7.30 o'clock.
central
blocked legislation that might have
65 35
Dark Horses
28.634 gtewart;
Team
No.
3—Harold
On thd same day the House was
Railroad
Arthur Allen, whose 150 roles in
49 41
25.595 ThomaS, Dave Daris, Robert Shields ° take from the table a bill calling
Five Aces
been expected from his own party,
these sketches during the past
48 47
Central Maine
27,229 Harry Phillips and Austin Brewer.
for a one-cent increase in the gasoand he has often felt conppelled to
three years have made him
38 47
Under Dogs
23,857
-a match between Teams 1 and 2, llne ^ax which would raise the presROCKPORT
known to a large number of radio
take a stand which was better calcu
37 53
Wholesalers
25.159 with No 3 rolling the winner, ought cn£ tax to five cents a gallon.
listeners, will play the part of
lated to preserve the taxpayers' in
31 54
Kickapoo C G
23.419 [0 furnish some sensational games,"
During the week the Senate passed
This week is being observed as
Andy Durkie, fisherman and
27,694 remarks Charles M. Lawry, manager
enacted a bill to repeal the i
L. P. C. Dragons 31 69
terests than it was to enhance his Holy Week by the churches in town
guide on “Sebago Lake" in Maine.
*
»
•
of the Stoole-Late Club's bowling 1 'tatute prohibiting exhibition of
popularity. President Hoover has with special services each evening.
Both in 1929 and 1930 the Soeonyprize fight films, It was sent to the
The individual records
team.
land radio trip to “Sebago Lake"
been a much harassed Chief Execu This Tuesday evening Rev. F. F.
governor.
winners:
Fowle will speak at the Baptist
was
voted
widespread
popularity,
tive, faced by problems no other Church on "Some Modern Betrayals
Highest string: City League—Israel
Forty Club 2 or 1 beat the Under
A bill to tax and regulate billand for that reason it was decid
! Snow. 1st, 136: Gregory 2d, 129; Dogs last night 77 pins with J. Black boards, considered virtually killed
President has had, but through it all of Christ.’’ Tomorrow evening Rev.
ed to repeat it this year.
Stockford.
3d.
128:
County
League
—
he has been a brave and uncom George F. Currier will speak at the
carrying off single honors on 128 and when the Senate accepted a minority
J. Black and Elliot, tied for 1st, 145: having high total by 41 points. The “ought not to pass" committee report,
Local listeners were much
promising figure deserving of his Methodist Church, his subject “Judas
I
C.
Maxey
and
F
Black,
tied
for
2d.
to Betray His Master.”
summary: \ was assigned for action by a conferpleased Palm Sunday with the
party's sympathy and support and Bargains
136: V. Norton and D. Daris, tied for
These services begin at 7.30.
Forty Club 2 or 1—Orff, 292; Jack- ence committee after the House inrendition of the late Rev. E. S.
I
3d.
134;
highest
threestring
total:
evidences are not lacking that he
Mrs. Louise Holbrook entertained i I'fTord's hymn "Throw Out the
son, 299; Glendenning. 259; F. Black, sisted on such procedure. The
City League—John McLoon. 1st, 336: 277; J. Black, 341; total, 1468.
will have both, although not in the the Saturday Night Club last week
Life-Line’’ by the 13 Class under
House previous had passed the
Rackliff,
2d.
335:
Brault,
3d,
333:
Henry F. Merrill's leadership,
Under Dogs—Howard, 252; H I amended bill to be engrossed
abnormal degree that marked the
home on Mechanic street.
County
League
—
J.
Black,
1st,
37<i
over WCSH: also the rendition
Newbert, 28?; C. Smalley. 280; MarThe committee on public utilities
election
Uoyd
Rhodes
andt0Maynard
Grafeiection of
oi 1999
i9.y.
fam
returned
today
Castlne to
re.
Ireland. 2d. 359; French. 3d. 345: tin, 276; Goodwin, 300; total, 1391.
of “The Old Rugged Cross" by
favorably reported a measure to perhighest
total
pintail:
City
League.
The Democrats seem headed to- sume their studies at the Eastern I the male quartet. Class 13 leads
• * • •
mlt a possible expenditure of $1,000,Rackliff. 1st. 5651: Brault, 2d, 5655
ward the nomination of Franklin D. State Normal School after spending ; the Canton, Ohio, class by a
Forty Club No. 3 beat the Boiler ooo in grade crossing elimination
(Rackliff
winner
as
his
•
ruHCKiiii
a
sure
wumer
«s
iir
> team
icaiii
avwac
hod
,
i,
. ,
Roosevelt, New York’s governor; in the spring vacation at their homes.
scant margin in the attendance
has a postponed match); County i Makers 15 pins tot night
Mrs.
Everett
F.
Libby
and
daughcontest
which
closes
next
Sun

League-Jacobs. 1st. 5874; C. Sma!- hl«h stJing (114) and hlgh tOta ;
* * * *
fact, he seems to be an outstanding
.
..
ter Katherine of Manchester, N. H..
day.
Ipv 2d 5759
The summary.
The Pensions committee yesterday
preference in a straw ballot, but the arrjved Saturday to spend a week ]
♦ ♦ * ♦
Forty Club No. 3—Reed, 300; Glen-i repOr^e(i “ought to pass” on a new
next Democratic national convention with her mother, Mrs. Charles F.
Those who were tuned in upon
The Stoole-Late Club was iust that denning, 277; Marshall 265; Jackson. | draft of a measure providing for a
WGY
at
10
p'elock
last
night
will have to take into account its Ingraham.
in its match with the Federate at the 292; Daris. 307; total,
recess committee to study old age
Charles Tolman of Rockville was
heard a marvelous performance
Boner Makers—Snow, .97, wllhs. pensjons and draft a pension bill for
nominee of 1928. ex-Gov. Alfred E
Star
Alleys
Friday
night.
Benner
|
, , . ., t a recent guest of his daughter, Mrs.
of a new composition on “The
Beaudoin, 263; submission to the 86th Legislature
had high string (106); also high 253; ,, “P?5'. ,315;
,
Smith, who may not take kindly to Herbert Mann,
Seven Last Words of Christ,” as
total. President Lawry's total didn't Brault. 298; total 1426.
providing investigation indicated its
the idea of being sidetracked in a
Leslie C. Deane and William Murpresented by organ and a double
desirability
at
all
sound
like
his
prowess
of
quartet of mixed voices.
year which holds so much hope for ray returned Friday from a business
The Under Dogs had a walkover
olden da vs. The summary:
Democracy, after being sacrificed in trip ’l0 Reading Mass.
Federate—T. Perry. 277; Philbrook with the Dragons last night, winning
The committee on Public Health
a campaign which was hopeless from
Clinton Shibles having spent a ,
CAMDEN
288; R. Perry, 261; Benner, 290; by 144 pins. C. Smalley had high
The ! burned down a bill relating to state
string
(110)
and
high
total
, i.
week at his home here returned Sat-1
Rackliff, 270; total. 1386.
and municipal plumbing regulations
the start. The Democrats have one urday {<> Amherst Mass where he
Mrs. Harry Richards entertained
Stoole-Late Club—Lawry,
270; summary:
and establishing minimum and maxlprospect, head and shoulders above1 a student at the Massachusetts [ Mrs. J. Crosby Hobbs. Mrs. Ludwig ’ Ames. 277; Freeman. 281; Porter.
Under Dogs-Howard, 280 H^Newplumbing permits,
bert, 291; C. Smalley, 295; Martin.
, , , ,
the others mentioned, and his name Agricultural College. Enroute he Setter, Miss Mary E. Bartlett. Mrs. 270; Thomas. 280; total 1378.
is Owen D. Young, but how often was overnight guest of friends in Charles E. Lord. Mrs. Robert Jamie- j
293; Goodwin, 276; total, 1435Among the 26 measures signed by
son and Mrs. Christopher Longworth
L P. C. Dragons—Lynch, 249;’ I the Governor yesterday were: To
have we seen ability sacrificed In fa- ■ P<^tlal?d_
The Wholesalers defeated the Dark
... ,
i Carol T. Fuller, Beech street, went at cards Saturday' afternoon, to I Ho^’i^plm^t CaVr’r^eyslTi- Pomeroy. 270; Atwood 256; Cates, establish duck sanctuaries in Knox
vor of vote-getting.
Boston last week on a business I honor of Mrs. Oscar H. Emery of day night, the contest being marked 259; Hastings. 257; total, 1291.
County; classifying the bear as a
Both parties are going to have trip.
Bar Harbor who has been spending tfv the pretty race for honors between
game animal; to incorporate the
their troubles with the rum question.
« • • •
; a few days jn Camden.
Glidden and Rogers. The former
Blueberry Farm Water Co. of Cam
SOUTH THOMASTON
Among public men today, whether!
Enjoyable High School Play
Arthur Mullen motored down from won with a string of 121 and a 12den.
found in Republican ranks, or DemoOwing t0 the many social Actions' Concord. Mass., on Saturday to spend pin margin on total. The summary:
Opening dance of the South Thom
1
, occurring the past week the attend- the weekend with his family,
Wholesalers—Jordan. 248: Glid
WALDOBORO
cratie, there are many who feel that ance a[
high school play “It Looks
Mrs . Harold Brown and Miss den. 325: Chisholm, 290; Rogers, 313: aston A. A. will be held at South
Thomaston grange hall Friday night.
Mrs. Mabel Moore spent the weekthe 18th Amendment is no longer a Like Rain," Friday evening, was not Lucine Arau spent the weekend in French 285: total, 1461.
J end at home from Rockland.
"noble experiment” but a flat failure,' as large as expected, but all who wit- j Portland.
Dark Horses—Ireland. 285; New- Music by Kirk’s Orchestra.—adv.
and they want to see it repealed. On messed the performance found it very ; Mr and Mrs Charles Weed and
th„
J°5at>le- Thls was a comedy in chudren have returned to Deer Isle
I
the other hanrt
hand tharn
there ctanric
stands na dtps
great’ en
three
acts the stovy of a young inn a{tw
wUh
t and Mrs Cur_
\\
mass of men and women—uncounted proprietor whose fortune depended
weed.
P^gVlXED F141/Q
and unestimated, which says that: upon the rain which came at the
The students who have been
comers ARY
*
prohibition. even half enforced. is eleventh hour. The cast . Monty Mans- spending a short vacation in Camden
I field, the proprietor, Vere Crockett;
doing more for the general welfare > Reggie Van wert. an ambitious au- 1 returned to u- cf M- Monday morn
than was seen in the days of free thor. Lawrence Sn^; Ehno ^mMae BjUs Qf
Castine Nor.
rum. There is an element in the Re- strong, Monty’ s cousm
in Annis ; maJ
facuRv (s lhp guest Qf
publican party which wants to see Seto Thuston; Nellie Wa^n her Sister MrS
T °0Uld'
Charles Babb, a student at the
this plank torn out of the platform
daughter, Thalice Spear; Martha
and the old board put back in its j Watson, his better half, Lois Burns; Textile School in Lowell. Mass., is 1
visiting his parents Mr. and Mrs. C. j
place; but there is pn element in the i Vi'lent Hickey, a neighbor, Mary Wilkes Babb.
Veazie.
Democratic party which is just as
Howard Moody of Union is em- ,
Each part was well taken and the ployed at the Maine State Fish ]
firmly opposed to a wet plank In the
story presented in a manner to comDemocratic platform. We shall see Znd the
some lively days in political circles audience. The High School Orches- Dwinal. students at Bates College, are
i tra
rendered these selections preced' ,me
h _
t recess.
next year.
,
r—nor ; nome flor
taster
ing the play, "Ambassador.” ••“’Tender
Mrs. Oscar H. Emery and daughter
In order to meet the slimmer Thoughts" and “Idyl of Springtime Barbara ..............
...................................
have returned
to their home
purses of the summer vacationists it “g™a*on^^
' ^ar„
Rockland. Me. March 31. 1931.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle.
who on oath declares that he Is Press
man In the office or The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of this paper of
March 28. 1931, there was printed a total
of 6258 copies.
W H BUTLER.
Notary Public.

Forty Club Outfits Are Still Out In Front At Carr’s
Candlepin Chat

$721

ROUND TRIP

ROCKLAND

133

You can have a feast this

17

Early Easter
Means Early Wearing of

New Spring Braeburns

If Easter Sunday is the one day
of the year when you religiously
go to church, that is all the
more reason why you should
make your appearance equal to
the occasion.

$40
with two trousers

*

❖
s
+

Selz Shoes, Easter Hats, Easter Neckwear
and Ladies’ Tailored Coats
$30

i

I
S

♦
❖

•9
❖

GREGORY’S
416 MAIN ST.

&iH

H

❖

ROCKLAND

I

II

SALADA
TEA.

Easter at LOW COST with

is announced that there will be re-; few weeks, and the excellent progress dayVs" Ruth Thomas of Saco spent
auctions in rates ranging from $11 which has been made under the lead-' the weekend WRh her parents Mr.
a week In farmhouses to $1 a day in j ^rship of Clarence Fish was fully and Mrs Frank H. Thomas, Union
. .,
. ,. . , I demonstrated. Each number was'
hotels at some of the resorts listed heartily appIauded The newly or. str*et
en.
In the annual edition of the Boston ganized olee Club also was heard tor tcr’ainfddMr and MrP Anie 6. Pills-’
& Maine Railroad’s booklet “Summer the first time, their selections beingbury Mr and Mrs John L. Tewksin New England—1931.” One hun-, “Soldier s Chorus. "Santa Lucia," . bury and j^r. and Mrs Finlay Calder
dred thousand copies, gaily illustratTh'JbPP
at dinner and bridge Saturday night.
oWeet Home.
A'llSS Trialice Speai
lurrc Tnhn Rirri snri A/Trs L NT
ed in colors and with attractive pho- and Miss Dorothy Nutt, accompanists, chandler motored to Augusta' for the
tographs of New England's summer- Specialties consisted of recitation! weeijend
time play-places, have been printed. J®L.and^.IlLMary »YeazleL s°?.?_a_nl?
Mrs. Freda Simmons of Rockport
..j .....
, . ls
Camden community Hospital
M m w, mm. .ki®
as?
for a major operation.
an effort, the railroad s announce- Hair Has Turned To Silver," Vere
Clifton Conary has gone to Au
ment states, to attract vacationists i Crockett. The sum realized will be gusta where he will be manager of
to New England and to attract travel used toward the support of athletics an A.&P. store.
by train. These 56-page booklets, in the high ^h00'Mrs. J. Hugh Montgomery enter
tained the Monday Club yesterday
which have been printed annually
afternoon at her home on High
Twentieth Century Club Meeting
for years, include this year nearly 200
The last meeting of the Twentieth,
golf courses in Maine, Vermoht. New ,
club for the season was I 1116 body of Fred Thompson, 50.
held “Friday"“at''toe“home of the ’ arrived from Galesburg, Ill Monday
Hampshire and Massachusetts
, president, Mrs. Minetta Paul and was noon- Funeral services will be held
At the recent meeting of the I well attended. It being the regular I Y0™ tbe bome °f, hlS, motber’
A.
Outhouse. Mountain
Mountain street
street to
A B.
R Outhouse
to-
Democratic State Committee jn : yearly business meeting, raports cov- day
Tuesday, at 2 o'clock. Rev. Ralph
l ering the past year’s work were read
Hallowell a boom was launched in fa ' and accepted.
H Hayden officiating and interment
vor of the nomination of Frank A.1 The nominating committee, Mrs. will be in Mountain Street cemeterv.
Mrs. Arthur Mullen and two chil
Morey of Lewiston for the guberna- i Louise Holbrook, Mrs. Lida Champ- dren, Mrs. Robert W. Jamieson and
torial nomination. We had rather , ney, and Mrs. Mildred Putnam pre- Mrs. Harry Richards will spent today
expected that the first three letters1 ssnted for election the following in Rockland, guests of the latter's
...
, , , ,
,, , ; officers: President, Mrs. Addie Jenof the condidates name would be|kins; vice president) Mrs Mildred mother Mrs. Alma Leo.
* * » •
Mor.
Putnam; secretary and treasurer,
Mrs. Susie Bisbee
Mrs. Z. D. Hartshorn; executive com
Susie, wife of Dr. Walter Frank
King George has assured Belfast mittee, Mrs. George F. Currier, Mrs.
(Irelandi linen manufacturers that Elizabeth Spear, Mrs Blanche Stew Bisbee, died at her home on Moun
ard: entertainment committee. Mrs. tain street Monday morning, follow
he has lost none of his fonejpess for Blanche Ellsworth, Mrs. Edith Buz- ing a long illness. She was born in
Irish linen, and that his every shirt zell, Mrs. Effie Veazie; picnic com- Camden 71 years ago, the daughter
will continue to come from Belfast. mittee. Mrs. Linthel Lane, Mrs. Nina Of Joseph and Abbie Ward Ogier.
Green, if we remember aright, is to Carroll, Mrs. Marie Bisbee, and they Besides the husband, she ’leaves one
were elected to serve for the season brother, Rev. Walter W. Ogier of
be the popular color this summer.
of 1931-32.
Pasadena, Calif. The funeral will be
An interesting program was then held Wednesday at 2 o'clock from the
The New York World no longer. given on "Arts and Crafts’’ under residence. 42 Mountain street, Rev.
exists as such, but from its talented the direction of Blanche Ellsworth, Leroy Campbell officiating and in
staff there has been some salvage— : Mrs. Putnam, who was formerly art terment will be in Mountain Street
cemetery.
notably Walter Lippman, editor, who instructor in the scnools, spoke brielly on her work and presented tor lnAwnings, boat covers etc., prompt
has been signed up by the Herald- spectiOn a very interesting table cover
Tribune as a regular and free-lance which she designed and embroidered service. Rockland Awning Co. Tel.
39-T-51
contributor.
for use in her home, each stitch hav- 1262-W.
____________
I ing a significant meaning, the whole
„ ..
__ _
, forming a sweet story of home life.
If the weather men have any Mrg Mgud Walker a cousin of the
April fool jokes to play let s hope, ia^e Cora Buzzell Millay, gave a few
they get them off their chest tomor- facts in regard to the latter’s life,
Advertising In
row, which is All Fools’ Day. You j and read one of her poems. Mrs. Nellie Morton spoke on “Hooked Rugs,"
know we have had some rather un relating many interesting experiences
THIS
expected happenings later in the regarding her work along those lines.
Mrs. Ellsworth gave a paper on the
month during recent years.
PAPER
life of Robert Louis Stevenson.
Delicious refreshments were served
THE COl’RIF.R-C.AZETTE
Welcomes contributions from Its read-! by the hostess, assisted by her daugh
Is a
ters upon any subject of public Interest. ter Mrs. Mabelle Crone. The reAll communications must be signed, al tiring president. Mrs. Paul, thanked
though signatures will be withheld upon
Good Investment
request. No attention paid to anony- all who had assisted during her three
years of service in that capacity.
Rockland Automobile Show, April The meetings of the club will be
suspended until October.
1-4, Fireproof Garage.
36-40

The Tea that comes to

RMOUR’S yClXED/FLAVOR

you

“Fresh from the Gardens”
49

CTAR HAM
upplies

No other meat is so economical—
No other ham has been so popular during

the past year
We will be pleased to serve the needs of
! - '6

No other ham has such fine flavor and

tenderness
The Fixed Flavor label and U. S- Inspection
are twin guarantees of Star Ham perfection.

^havokI

all Fresh Water Fishermen
Our Stocks Are New and Complete

Easter meals take on new meaning with
Fixed Flavor Star Ham. Whether you
have a broiled slice or a whole or half
ham baked, you will taste the famous
Fixed Flavor perfected by Armour and
Company’s exact methods of selection,
cure-and-smoke. The control of heat in
the smoking process is as accurate as
your regulation of baking temperatures.

You can serve Fixed Flavor Star Ham
as low as 10c a meal per person if you
buy a whole or half ham. Sold by dealers
everywhere. Order one today and ask
for a free copy of “5 ways to enjoy
your Easter Armour’s Fixed Flavor
Star Ham.”

CRIE HARDWARE CO.
408 Main Street

Rockland

SPECIAL
TUESDAY AFTERNOON

CLOVERBLOOM

BUTTER

lb 29c

Perry’s Market
TUNE-IN ON THE ARMOUR RADIO HOUR, FRIDAY NIGHT AT 9-30

p. m.

Brad Our LIVER AND BACON AD on Pages 1 and 7
Read Our COFFEE AD on Pages 3 and 16

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
April 1-4—Rockland’s Sixth Automo
bile Show at Fireproof Garage.
April 3 (3 to 9.30 p. m.)—Educational
Club meeting. Copper Kettle Porch.
April 5—Easter Sunday.
April 6—Spring schedule of Eastern
Steamship Lines on Boston and Bangor
division begins.
April 9—Intercity meeting of Rotary
Clubs at Camden.
April 10—Bird Day.
April 10—Sophomore speaking contest
nt High School.
April 14—Chapin Class card party at
the home of Mrs. Anne Haskell. Ocean
street.
April 19—Patriots Day.

This Week’s Weather
Weather outlook for week in
North Atlantic States: Generally fair
except rain about Thursday, colder
at beginning of week Temperature
considerably below normal in Middle
Atlantic States Tuesday; warmer
Wednesday and Thursday and colder
latter part of week.

Dr. W. H. Armstrong is making ex
tensive improvements on his prop
erty on Union street.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, March 31, 1931
Promotion Day exercises were held
Many Rockland housekeepers are
in the Bible School of Littlefield engaged in that happy task known as
Memorial Church Sunday, 49 pupils spring housecleaning.
receiving their diplomas.
The managers of the Home for
Among the students of Bridgton Aged Women will hold their April
Academy winning letters for the girls' meeting tomorrow afternoon at 2.30
basketball team is Miss Mary Lawry at the Home.
of this city.
The Lewiston Sun says that the
The offices of the Lawrence Port movement to make Frank A. Morey,
land Cement Company in New York the Democratic gubernatorial nomi
are now located at 270 Broadway, op nee originated in Knox County, and
posite City Hall.
is backed by party workers in this
section of the State.
Norman Waldron left Monday by
motor for Manlius, N. Y., after
White rabbits holding bright col
spending his vacation at his home ored eggs, fluffy yellow chickens and
here, and with friends in Brunswick yellow jonquils, symbolic of the
Easter season, comprise the window
The steam lighter Atlas which has and blackboard decorations in the
been ashore at Bay Point, near Bath, lower grades of the Tyler school.
has been floated, and will proceed to
Portland with her granite cargo from
“Swede” Mulvaney, a well known
Hall quarry.
member of the local Naval Reserve
Force during the war, has been ap
The Burpee Furniture Co. will close
athletic officer of the Ban
Wednesday afternoon out of respect pointed
gor American Legion Post and will
to the late Mrs. Elenora Stevens, coach the American Legion Junior
mother of Manager John O. Stevens, Baseball League.
whose funeral is then to be held.

Fireproof Service Station, Main
Last week's prizes at Carr’s alleys:
B. Stinson, 146; P. Jacobs, 139; Rock street at Winter, is open for the sea
son and will be in charge of Edward
well, 132; V. Norton, 130.
Adams, a lubrication engir|^er, gradu
Robert A. Webster is in Portland ate of the Tydol Service School at
today in the inter’est of the three Manchester, N. H.
As, which he represents in this vi
The fortnightly supper of the
cinity.
American Legion Auxiliary will be
Miss Persis Vose of Portland will served Saturday night—On the after
address the Lions Club tomorrow noon of April 11 the Auxiliary gives
noon, and Mrs. Ralph Wentworth will an entertainment for the benefit of
the Past Presidents' Parley, the bene
appear as vocal soloist.
ficiaries of which will be disabled exRobert Johnson was before Judge service women.
Butler Saturday and paid costs of'
court for trapping muskrats at
It is expected that the equipment
Meadow Brook without a license.
at the Mount Waldo Granite Co.'s
works in Frankfort, will be ready
Edwin Libby Relief Corps will have next month and that 250 men will
a candidate for the degrees Thurs be employed. This statement was
day night. Mrs. Rebecca Ingraham made by James H. Duncan, of Sears
will have charge of the supper.
port, the speaker-guest at the last
meeting of the Belfast Lion’s Club.
Sunday’s band concert was very
slimly attended because of the stormThe Sir Knights of Claremont
The little group of listeners enjoyed Commandery will assemble at the
it none the less.
Asylum next Sunday morning at 9
o'clock for Easter breakfast. At
The recent high tide worked havoc 10.30 the Commandery escorted by
with the road which passes the Cres the Rockland City Band will attend
cent Beach cottages to the westward Easter services at the Pratt Memo
of Henrickson's Point.
rial Church.

The average temperature for the
month closing today was 36, or five
degrees warmer than in March of
last year, according to C. M. Lawry,
a local weather recorder. Snow fell
on 11 days«and rain three days. It
was the warmest March in nine
years.

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
We are now ready for Easter throughout our shop. Each and every de
partment has a splendid showing of merchandise for
Easter Wear and Easter Gifts

Dresses for Easter

A Buick sedan driven by Harland
Pease of Warren side-swiped an
Essex coach driven by Almore Spear
of Warren Saturday, damaging the
latter's rear mudguard. Pease, who
is alleged to have been driving quite
speedily, proceeded a quarter of a
mile before stopping and then left
the road, and landed on a rock pile,
damaging the running gear, steering
apparatus and axle of his car. The
case was promptly’ investigated by
Patrolman Shaw and as a result of
his finding Pease was before Judge
Butler on two counts. He paid $25
and costs ($16.08) for reckless driv
ing and $10 and costs ($4.02) for
driving an unregistered motor
vehicle.
Our light-keepers on the Maine
coast have some special conditions
to deal with in the winter time, but
one of the lights farther to east’ard
had an experience last week some
what out of the ordinary. Says the
newspaper account: With the break
ing up of the ice bridge, the usual
means of transportation until the
middle of April, and the breaking of
the submarine telephone cable, the
light-keeper on the outer island, Port
Hood, Cape Breton, and his family
were marooned. There was a good
deal of anxiety about them lately,
but after 20 days a boat was able to
get to the island and found all well
and with plenty of provisions.

Sunday’s heavy rainfall was about
Kennedy Crane and Wilbur Senter
what the doctor ordered, although have bought the well known D. T.
not so badly needed here as it was Percy department store in Bath and
in other New England localities.
will operate it along the general lines
of the Senter-Crane Company store
Fred C. Dyer will be much in evi in this city. The plant will be re
dence at the Automobile Show dis modelled according to up-to-the
playing the new models of De Soto minute practices.
and Plymouth cars for which he has
the agency.
The high school debaters repeated
their debate on the merits or lack of
The main traveled highways are merits of the chain store before the
free from snow, but one doesn't have Forty Club yesterday noon and were
to go far back in the country to find applauded to the echo. Even the
evidences that the last snowstorm most argumentative of the Forty
BORN
was a busy affair.
Club boys will hesitate before cross LOVEJOY—At Knox Hospital. Rockland.
March 11. to Mr. and Mrs. Harry Loveing wits with those capable young
Joy of Union, a daughter.
The new mushroom highway sig sters.
HODGKINS
—At Winthrop. Mass. March
nals constitute a much smaller bar
31. to Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Hodgkins, a
rier for careless drivers, but it is
Several of the Central Maine em
son. Wendell Walker.
wiser to give even those strawberry ployes are taking lessons from Adelyn HENDERSON—At Thomaston. March 30.
to Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Henderson, a
shortcakes a reasonably wide berth. Bushnell in public speaking. The
son.
Central Maine speaking contest will
HANNAN
—At Union. March —. to Mr
tell the story of a well known be held one week from today to select
and Mrs Vivian Hannan, a daughter,
Rockland man, now deceased, who the employes who will represent the
Geraldine Estelle.
did so much clerical work that he Company in the State contest to be JOHNSON—At Knox Hospital. Rockland,
March 24. to Mr. and Mrs. Amos E.
was in fear of becoming round shoul held later in the month. Following
Johnson of Thomaston, a daughter,
dered- As a preventive he used to, the State contest winners will be
Elvira Ann.
balance a,heavy atlas upon his head selected to represent each geographic
so that he would be obliged to sit section from which the national con
DIED
test will decide the ultimate winners MONAHAN—At Vinaihaven. March 27.
upright
John Monahan, aged 86 years, 1 month,
—men and women, to receive each a
11 days.
Stanley C. Boynton spent the prize of $1000. Second prize for each ] YEYKEI^-At Rockland. March 24. Carrie.
weekend in Rockland, returning yes group is $500 and third prize is $250.
M.. wife of James Yeykel, aged 68 years.
terday to Lexington, Mass. He has
[Correction.|
The
leading
feminine
role
in
the
STEVENS
—At Rockland, March 30. Ele
formulated no definite plans for the
nora (Butler), widow of Oliver Stevens,
summer, but is hoping that they will three-act comedy, "Nothing But the
aged 85 years. 9 months. 17 days. Fu
be such as to bring him in close Truth,” which will be presented next
neral Wednesday at 2 p. m„ from 165
Pleasant street.
proximity to Rockland ffhd his be month by the St. Bernard's Players,
will be portrayed by Miss Helen BISBEE—At Camden, March 30, Susie O..
loved cottage at Crescent Beach.
wife of Dr. Walter Frank Bisbee, aged
Moulaison. This part calls for a
71 years. Funeral Wednesday at 2
Golden Rod Chapter, O. E. S., met vivaciousness in action for which
o’clock.
Friday night with about 150 persons Miss Moulaison seems to be fitted.
CARD OF THANKS
attending the supper served under This local young woman scored suc
We wish to thank our neighbors and
the direction of Mrs. Minnie Miles', cessfully in the high school play in friends
for their kindness and sympathy
with Mrs. Hester Chase in charge of her senior year when she took the during the illness and death of Carrie
the dining room. Degrees were con lead in “The Goose Hangs High" and M. Yeykel; also for the beautiful floral
ferred upon Mrs. Frances Starrett again she showed her versatility in offerings.
James Yeykel and sister, Mrs. Cor
and memorial services were conducted the musical operetta staged by rigan.
Father Faucher, “The Drum Ma
for the late Capt. J. F. Gregoryjor." In her two years at Gorham
MICKIE SAYS“Community Park, dedicated to the Normal School she was honored with
boys and girls of Rockland and pre important parts In several of J.
sented by the Rockland Community. Ha;rtley Manners’ plays, particularly,
WHEU YOU WEED A SHOWCARD
and School Improvement Association’' “Hiappiness."
for. your store,phoue us=
is the legend on a handsome sign ap
WE PRtkTr'EM m BOLD AWO
A Bar Harbor despatch in the Ban
pearing in the window of the Crie
€M0WY type om heavy
Gift Shop. The sign was designed gor Commercial says: “When the
CARD SOARDc THEY LOOK
and executed in the Crie studio and veteran steamboat captain, Rodney
I “SWELL, AUO -TH' COSY iSKTT
will be set as soon as weather permits. Sadler, long in the M.C.R’s French
Cl ."
.._______ -A
man’s Bay steamer service, sails out
of
the
harbor
on
April
5,
on
the
Local interest the last half of th*.
week will center on the Rockland Pemaquid, it will mark the beginning
Automobile Show at Fireproof for the first time in the nearly half
Garage Not only will the exhibits century of the line of a period of no
be of unusual interest, but excellent steamer service on the Bay from the
programs will be provided and gifts Ferry to the Harbor, connecting
will be presented, totalling a value trains. For the Norumbega has been
of rising $800. On Friday night an sold and the Pemaquid, instead of
electric radio will be given away and going to summer service after win
on Saturday night there will be a ter on the Bay will go down to Rock
free dance with Kirkpatrick provid land for repairs and will then come
back on the summer run. Capt.
ing the music.
Sadler will be in Rockland during
The annual missionary week ob the three weeks of his boat's repair
served by the Salvation Army around there. The business here will be car
the world is called Self Denial Week. ried on during the absence of a
This year the Salvationists of the steamer by truck.”
United States are denying themselves
Awnings, boat covers etc., prompt
in order that their comrades in China
and Korea may be helped to carry on service. Rockland Awning Co. Tel.
39-T-51
the work in those countries. Last 1262-W.
year the local corps raised $175 on this
effort and this year they seek to raise
the same amount. As well as the
amount realized by their own Sell
Denial, the Army is asking the public
to contribute a small sum. If all of
the Salvation Army friends would
REGULAR SAILINGS FOR
deny themselves of some littlq lux
ury. the amount will be raised very
quickly. This appeal is entirely un
Are there lots of foods you can't
selfish and it is expected that tne, eat- for fear of gas, bloating, pains
amount desired will be raised. The1 in the stomach and bowels?
dates set aside for this work are from
Do you have to pass up favorite Steamer CORNISH, freight only,
leaves Rockland for Boston Wednes-*
March 29 to April 5.
dishes—while the rest enjoy them?
That’s a sign you need Tanlac! For days and Saturdays at 9 A. M.; leaves
Now is the time to have your quilts more than 10 years Tanlac has re Rockland for Bangor and intermedi
and blankets washed. Call The Peo stored to vigorous health thousands ate landings, Tuesdays and Fridays at
about 5.30 A. M,
ple’s Laundry, Limerock street. Tel. who suffered like you do.
170.—adv.
36-tf
Mrs. Arvena Bowers, of 1230 Jack- Steamer WESTPORT^ freight and
son St., Topeka, Kans., says: “Five
We have stock and mutual casu- years I was troubled with gC3, bloat passengers, leaves Rockland for Bar
ality companies to take care of your ing and dizzy spells. But Tanlac Harbor and intermediate landings,
automobile insurance. We have toned up my whole system and in Tuesdays and Fridays at 7.30 A. M.
for Brooklin and intermediate land
stock and mutual companies to take creased my weight 10 lbs.”
If you suffer from indigestion, gas, ings, on Mondays and Thursdays at
care of your fire insurance. We rep
resent five marine companies to take dizziness, headaches, or torpid liver— 7.30 A. M.
care of your yacht and fishing boats try Tanlac. One bottle often brings
and builders’ risk insurance. Phone the needed relief,
Tanlac is a good, pure medicine,
675 and representative will call.
Roberts Ac Veazie, Inc. M. F. Love made of roots, barks, and herbs. Get
it from your druggist today. Your steamship lines
joy, Mgr., Masonic Temple.
36-tf' money back if it doesn’t help you.

Easter Millinery

—'New Redingotes
—New Colorful Prints
—New Canton Crepes
—New Flowered Chiffons
Junior and Misses
11 to 19—12 to 20
Women’s sizes 34 to 46

We have given the matter of large
sizes in matrons and youthfully mod
eled hats, our especial attention.
A larger showing of young matrons
and matrons models are always on
display.

Our Easter Showing of millinery
ranges from $1.50 up and are faith
ful copies of What's What in New
York and Paris,
/
Please visit our Second Floor Front.

Peasant Dresses
for junior and misses
15.00

Blue, Green, Red,
Black
(White Smocking)

Smart Easter Fur Scarfs
In All Shades of the Popular Fox

And a showing of the cutest flat scarfs imaginable at most reason
able prices
White Gallipon,
Nutria,
Tan Combinations
“Flat Scarfs are so Essential to your dress and suit"

Fox Scarfs in—
Red
Cross
Silver

Brown
Pointed
Blue

Beige

Gray
Black Pointed

Smaller Animal Scarfs—
SPECIAL
Little Women’s Ha If-Size
SHORT COAT DRESS
of Bordered Prints
Navy, Brown, Green
Sizes 1644 to 26*4
$15.00
Also
One Piece
PRINTED SILK DRESS
Sizes 16*4 to 26*4
$15.00

Baum Martin
Sable

Stone Martin
Fitch

Gray Squirrel
Fisher

Easter Fur Jacquettes
A most unusual and stylish garment for Immediate wear.
An extra fine assortment shown in our Fur Department.

Suits
The very smartest and newest addition to your wardrobe.

*

t

Blouses—Blouses are here again, and we think to stay for some time
to come. To the very young graduates, the blouse is an entirely new
addition to the wardrobe.
Specials for $1.95 to $7.50
STREET FLOOR

Priced

$15. - $16.50 - $19.50 - $25. and up
Do Not Overlook
Our “Mezzanine Floor’’ Dress Department
have received several new lots of Dresses
the past few days. Colorful Prints in long
and sleeveless models.
5.50 and 9.50

Men’s Furnishings
White Broadcloth Shirts. Splendid
gift for Easter,
$1.85, $3.00

dCCESSOPJES

Men's 4-in-Hands, new silks, crepes,
iatlns, 1931 materials, 50c to $4.50

Men's Munsingwear a special at
traction
Union Suits, Running Pants, Ath
letic Shirts, in cotton and Rayon, all
new patterns.

Easter Candy

Lace Neckwear

Now that the Lenten period of selfdenial and self Imposed sacrifice
brings us a respite as Easter Day
dawns, we naturally remember our
friends who have kept religiously to
this custom, and we suggest that to
gether with gifts of lilies and what
not, a bit more of sweetness may be
added, with a box of our 75c mixture
of new candy.
Please pause at this attractive de
partment; we will gladly execute any
order with the greatest pleasure and
care.
Chocolates and Bon Bons, Salted Nuts
all 75c iper pound.

We have always, and now
especially, a beautiful line of
Women's Neckwear for any
occasion. The new Batiste
Eyelet Embroidery, white and
egg-shell.
Newest models,
50c up

Rayon Lingerie

Silk Underwear

Gloves, Jewelry,
Perfume, Bags
Among the Easter Gifts we
have many lovely new articles
at prices that Will sifit all
purses. Any one of these men
tioned departments are filled
with the newest staple and
novel numbers.

Eat Everything
without Fear
of Indigestion

Just a word about our crepe
de chine, Rayon, Pussywillow,
and Italian silk lines of Un
derwear.

Tea Rose, the newest shade
shown in French hand made
garments has been duplicated
by our own dyers, and which
we feature in our own selec
tions.
Slips, lace trimmed and tail
ored,
$1.95
Crepe de chine Special, Lace
trimmed Step-ins, Panties,
Chemise. Colors, green, tea
rose, Lido Blue, Peach,
$1.50 any piece

BOSTON

EASTERN
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Bloomers, Panties,
Shorts, Vests
Two-toned, Lace,
trimmed or applique
Pink and Peach
50c

New line of alluring
Tayshan or Shan
tung. A fascinating
rayon fabric of
beauty. Printed
designs and plain
color to match
36 in. wide

58c yard

Corset Department
Gossards

Handkerchiefs
Special Easter Numbcrs—18 inch Chiffon, all combinations of pastel
shades, hand blocked, 45c each
Men's Linen Handkerchiefs, sheer and regular weight.
Priced 1214c to $1.50

Dress Up Your Table for Easter
Fine quality bleached linen damask cloth and napkins in unhemmed
or hemstitched sets. A wide range of patterns to select from, and
prices within reach of every purse.

70x90
70x70
22x22
68x86
20x20

Pure IrLsh Linen
Pure Irish Linen
inch Napkins to
All Linen Cloth
inch Napkins to

Tablecloth ..........................................
Tablecloth ..........................................
match; dozen ....................................
...............................................................
match; dozen ....................................

$7.50
6.00
7.50
3.75
3.75

A variety of Cloths at.................................................$4.00, $5.00, $6.00

Hosiery
All the spring leather and
cloth shades included In our
Easter selection, and showing
of silk stockings, chiffon,
Grenadine,
and
service
weights.
Complete lines at
75c, $1.00 and up

Miss Simplicity is the last
word in Corseting. We are
fitting this model with the
greatest success and are delighted to demonstrate its ad
vantages to you, even though
you are more interested in
one of our numerous lines in
cluding C B, Nature's Rival,
Nemoflex.
A complete model line always
available

Dinnerware— 50
pieces. Ivory Set in
new square shape.
Very attractive de
sign
I
$15.00

54x54 Pure Linen and Rayon Covers, only special value at.... $2.95
54x69 All Linen Sets, all hand embroidered and colored appli
que ........................................................................... $1.50 3.00
4.50
54x69 All Linen Silver Bleached Cover ....................................
2.50
54x54 Colored Border Table Tapestries, each ..................................76
Special Linen Bridge Sets, colored borders, blue, gold and
green, with four napkins .........................-..................................... 58

42 Piece Dinner Sets, three very handsome patterns. High
grade American make, per set .............................................
Simplicity Hand Cut Patterns, new spring line now on hand

8.50
.15

THE FEATHERHEADS

Every-Other-Da^
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Good Wholesome Fun

By Otborna
<• kr Wssissb N*«av*»ar «■>«*>

{COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

P

Rule of the Sea
able to have several callers at Knox returned Monday to the University
of Maine.
Hospital
If a ship in midocean sends out
Hints for Homemakers
an S O S call and is towed to
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Thompson
Miss Edna F Boggs accompanied I Miss Beulah Starrett expected to
shore by a relief ship, compensa
Miss°Orace“La*wr7nce“in attendance I ^turn Monda? t0 the University of of Friendship were the guests Sun
By Jane Rogers
tion is due the ship giving the
of Farm and Home Week which took Ma‘ne.
. day of Mrs. Susie Philbrook.
service, unless It is done by the
place at the University of Maine
Mrs. Herbert Wa tz returned
There will be a Child Health Con
United States navy.
The exact
She reports that the Institute or Thursday from a weeks visit with ference at the Congregational chapel
amount of compensation depends
Child Welfare program was very in- ; jj®r sister Mrs. Olive Brasier at Wednesday at 2 o'clock. Dr Fred
upon the value of the cargo and
structive and interesting.
Thomaston
Campbell and Miss Grace Lawrence
the cost to the ship providing as
George Martin has bought 2500 expect to be in attendance
Mrs. William Morrison and jpj,
sistance.
chicks
of
Foster
Jameson.
Richard of Portland spent last
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Stevenson and
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Nichols and
week wd‘1
”
who daughter Ruth of Rockland were daughter Vira of Camden and Charles
Cobalt Glass Coloring
absence of Miss Edna F. Boggs who, calJ«s gunday
Mr
Webb were dinner guests Sunday
The use of cobalt In coloring
as at Orono.
[of G- D- Gould aud Mrs. May Robglass In ancient times has been
The food sale under auspices of Chester Wyllie
Mrs. Wendall Studley and Miss1 dins.
proved by recent experiments of a
the Girls' Club of the Congrega
German scientist. Upon analysis
The pageant, entitled “Light of the
tional Church and scheduled for Bertha Storer attended the regular
of some fragments of Babylonian
next Saturday afternoon at 2 o'clock meeting of the Social Club at the World," given at the Baptist Church I
artificial lapis lazuli, taken from
will be held in the Andrews' block home of Mrs. John Rines Thursday by the World Wide Guild Girls,
the excavations at Nippur and dat
brought in its simplicity a message of
next to the Cloverdale store instead afternoon.
ing from approximately 1400 B.
Miss Mildred Waltz resumed her great worth to the audience. Three
of at the chapel as previously re
C„ the use of both cobalt and cop
teaching duties at Friendship Mon-( „f the girls robed in white flowing
ported.
per was demonstrated.
Alfred Oxton arrived home from day after a vacation of two weeks. robes representing Love, Service and |
Florida Friday of last week.
A large flock of geese was seen at Hope stood with lighted candles held
RANGE juice as a substitute for
Skip’s Great Stability
Guests Sunday of Miss Adelaide 8 o'clock Saturday morning flying aloft and others who stood for dif- J
vltteznr will give a new and
Holt were Miss Doris Sylvester andlow and in a northeasterly direction. ferent nations. Spain, Arabia. Cuba
The Navy department says all
deliciously piquant flavor to French
Miss Alice Stearns of Camden.
Leland Philbrook went to Portland India, Africa, Czecho-Slovakia, Italy dressing. Select the thin-skinned
ships are so constructed on the
Mrs. Albert MacPhail is reported Friday on business.
and America lighting their candles yellow uran-es when, as here, the
designs of naval architects that
to be resting more comfortably and
Parker Spear and Fred Overlock from that held by Christine Star- amount of juice is the first consid
they retain their stability In all
conditions of rolling and pitching
~__
rett, who was one of the three her eration. These are always the
with the sea motion and when all
alds. Others who took part were juicier.
the guns are being fired. The re
Frances Moore, Mary Trone Annie
An fee cream carton makes an ex
coil of the guns produces hardly
Starrett, Hilda Anderson, Thelma
cellent
m'-uld
for
icebox
cook

any rolling effect on large ships.
Starrett, Katherine Peabody, Bertha
ies.
Press
the
mixture
in
firmly
Hunt, Marguerite Simmons and Mil
mid
put
on
the
cover.
Then,
when
City in Itself
dred Spear. It was directed by Mrs
wanted, just tear away the card
Boyd Caler.
The Vatican In Rome covers,
board a"*’ you have a perfectly
with Its open courts, about 13*4
On account of the complaints that the buyers have made lately and
While enroute to Thomaston
- Unde- all ready to lie
acres and has over 1,100 rooms.
on request of the people living in our community very well known
around 6.30 Saturday night the car Filin''
The pope's residence is In the
and popular, highly esteemed citizens, we, the undersigned, have
driven by Almore Spear and also
containing Mrs. Tena Hunt and son to their homes Saturday after a visit southeast part, and besides this
started to transact farms.
there are chapels, libraries and
Ernest Hunt was nearly forced into of a few days with Chester B. Hall
Therefore, if you wish to sell your real estate, let us know about it.
the ditch and sideswiped near the
The Grange Circle will meet Wed museums, art collections, offices
Charles Salo in Union and vicinity or Erick Harjula, Thomaston
Hyler place at South Warren by a nesday with Mrs. Olive Peabody. A and dwelling apartments.
and vicinity. We do not ask you to sign any contract.
speeding Buick eoming towards War- picnic supper will be served at 6
If you wish recommendations, we refer you to John Williams. Bank
Health Hint
ren. The car belonging to Mr. Spear o'clock and will be followed by a
Manager; John Creighton, Storekeeper; or Fred Burkett, Maine
A dish of prunes or other stewed
was apparently not injured beyond a social in the evening.
Legislative Member, all living in Union, Maine.
dented mudguard. The other car ca- |
------------------fruit at bedtime and a glass or
reened up the road and finally came
Awnings, boat covers etc., prompt two of water at ordinary tempera
Respectfully,
to rest on the rock pile near the resi- 1 service. Rockland Awning Co. Tel. ture on arising will go a long way
toward bringing proper elimination
dence of Mrs. R. E. Cutting, and did 1262-W.
39-T-51
after breakfast and keeping the di
not fare as well, as it had to be towed
CHARLES SALO. Union, Maine, Tel. 3-11
i to the garage.
Let the People’s Laundry, Limerock gestion in shape.
ERICK HARJULA, Thomaston, Maine, Tel. 168-4
Fred Eldridge and friend George street, clean your rugs and carpets
36T42
Money No Longer Cleaned
' i Pierce of Middleboro Mass, returned Tel. 170.—adv.
36-tf
The cleaning of money, both pa
per and coins. In the United States
treasury has been discontinued.
When money has become too soiled
aud disreputable for circulation.
It Is destroyed and replaced with
new.

WARREN

OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE

O

NOTICE TO THOSE WHO ARE

INTENDING TO SELL THEIR FARMS

FINNISH REAL ESTATE AGENCY

McDOUGALL-LADD CO.

UNION SAFE DEPOSIT AND TRUST
CALEDONIAN INSURANCE COMPANY
of Edinburgh. Scotland
COMPANY OF DELAWARE
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
396
Congress
Street, Portland, Maine
Collateral Loans ....................
*6.770 oo
Stocks and Bonds ... ........... 3.634.930 00
ASSETS
DEC. 31. 1930
Cash In Office and Bank ...... 142.431 19
Agents' Balances .................. 45I'SXl
Mortgage
Loans
...............
.
$17,325 00
38.624
03
Interest and Rents .............
3.855 82 Collateral Loans ..............
23.500 00
All other Assets .................
Stocks and Bonds ............
488,796 80
Gross Assets .......... ...............*4.308.532 99
Cash in Office and Bank
47.600 91 I
Deduct items not admitted .... 36, nJ
Agents’ Balances ..............
12.726 32
Admitted ........................ 84^72.409 30 Bills Receivable ..............
1.385 69
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
5.218 94
Net Unpaid Losses ................
52 Interest and Rents ..........
Unearned Premiums ............. 2.447.039 38
S596.553 66
All other Liabilities ............. 106,838 28
Deduct items not admitted
34.036 82
cash Capital. Statutory De-

ROYAL INDEMNITY COMPANY
New York City

ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
Mortgage Loans .............. -....... $45,000
Stocks and Bonds ........ -........ 20,765.351
Cash in Office and Bank
959.752
Agents' Balances ..... „.............. 136,198
Bills Receivable ..............-.......
42.293
Interest and Rents .................. 251.621
All other Assets ....................... 3.372.442

00
79
90
19
39
81
27

THE HANOVER FIRE INS. CO.
New Y’ork
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
Mortgage Loans ...................... $209 000
Collateral Loans ...................... 400 000
Stocks and Bonds ....................16.935 185
Cash in Office and Bank ...... 835 006
Agents’ Balances . .................... 748,813
Bills Receivable ..................... 46 656
Interest and Rents .................. 97.643
Ail other Assets ........................ 129.755

Has Lofty Purpose

The Gideon society was formed
In 1890 by three commercial trav
elers for the purpose of banding
00
00 together Christian commercial trav
44
elers. It Is this society which fur
79 I nishes Bibles for the guest rooms
56
of hotels.
60
57
19

Gross Assets ......................... $19,403,061 15
Gross Assets ...................... $25,572,660 35 Deduct items not admitted .... 47.491 93
Deduct Items not admitted... 1.051.102 21
Admitted .............................$19,355,569 32
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
Admitted -...........................$24,521,558 14
Net Unpaid Losses .................... $756 377 45
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
Unearned Premiums .............. 4.972.716 42
other Liabilities ............. 589 740 24
Net Unpaid Losses ................$10,498,704 00 All
Capital ............................. 4.000 000 00
Unearned Premiums .............. 6,663,994 57 Cash
Surplus
over all Liabilities . .. 9,036.735 11 '
All other Liabilities .............. 1.334.014 91
Cash Capital ............................ 2.500.000 00 Total Liabilities <St Surplus *19.355 569 22
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 3.524,844 66

Going Up

WIIAT DID IT MEAN?

Betty had a piece of candy and
she didn’t want her brother Paul
to have any of it. Paul handed
Betty a picture which he had
drawn on a piece of paper and
said it would express his senti
ments. Betty is puzzling over it,
but you can help her for if you
take a pencil and join all the
numbered dots together, starting
with dot number one and ending
with dot number thirty-eight you
will have a picture lijye the one
Betty is looking at

It isn't difficult to increase tlie
price of Wheat. You Just grind it and
bake it.—Altoona Tribune.
EMPIRE STATE INSURANCE COMPANY
Watertown, N. Y.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
Collateral Loans .................... $100,000 00
Stocks and Bonds ................ 2.495.265 05
161.093 71
Cash In Office and Bank .....
85.750 99
Agents' Balances ....................
25.540 58
Interest and Rents ...............
Gross Assets ......................... $2 867.650 33
Deduct items not admitted ...
147,509 38

Admitted ............................ $2,720,140
LIABILITIES DEC. 31 1930
Net Unpaid Losses ................. $43,860
Unearned Premiums .............
434.072
201,981
All other Liabilities .............
Cash Capital .......................... 1 000.000
1,040.226
Surplus over all Liabilities

95

HORIZONTAL
1-Finest
4- Tear
8- Dispatched
9- Land measure
11- Order
12- Writing fluid
15-Vehicle
17-Part of head.
19- Egyptian gun-god
20- 0ne of a trible of
N. American
Indians
21- Associate of the
Royal Society of
Arts (abbr.)
23- Smallest State in
U. S. (abbr.)
24- A high Turkish
official
26-Allure
28-Small children
30-Decay
32- American writer
33- A fish
34- A heroic poem
36- Arrived
37- CuStoms
38-Slide
40-Twelve months
44- Ass!st
45- A high explosive
(abbr.)
47-Female saint

(abbr.)

I !07!iZONTAL (Cont.)
43-To walk lamely
51-An ancient city of
Greece
53 A river In Germany

VERTICAL (Cont.)
16-Skill
18-Ascend
20-A craw
22-Smallest particle
55- By
25-Anger
56- To wither
27-The early part of
58-Percolate
the day
|
60- Prefix. Two
29-A lyric poem
61- A number
31-Shy
,
63- To strive for
13-Boxes
superority
35- Head covering
64- Perched
36-To shed tears
65- Remark (abbr.)
38- Boy’s name (short)
66- 1n a greater
39- Edges
quantity
41- On the top
68-Unlock
42- A color
70- Accorr.plished
43- Thln narrow board
71- To break suddenly 45- Large wooded plan)
46- Throw
VERTICAL
48-Extremely neat
1-Piece of furniture
50-An entry In an
i 2-Half an em
account
' 3-Aggitate
51- 8. W. State of
5- Wanders from the
U. 8. (abbr.)
truth
52- Ocean
6- Negative
54-Paradise
7- Female deer
57-Smooth
8- Kingdom of
59-English school
S. E. Asia
62-To bow the head
10- A javelin
,65-Material with a
11- Raised
corded surface
13- Ensnare
67-Square land
14- Retain
,*
measure (abbr.)
15- A wrap
69-Father
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)

THE FINNISH CHI'RCH
The campaign for funds for the
Finnish Church on the St. George
Road goes on apace and will con
tinue some time. The authorized
collector for the Thomaston section
is Ansel Aho. Rev. Mr. Raita wfll
look after the Waldoboro territory
and Eric Harjula and Matt Pulkin
will be the Rockland representatives.

aa at
n HS!
shdhi
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na bi
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FITCHBURG MUTUAL FIRE INS. CO.
Fitchburg. Mass.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
Real Estate ............................. $130,000 00
Stocks and Bonds ................. 588 016 70
Cash in Office and Bank ......
21.282 81
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
Agents' Balances .................
70.796 14
STEAMBOAT CO.
11.826 63
Interest and Rents
3.150 45 ,
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
All other Assets
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island at 5.30
Gross Assets ....................... $825,672 73 1 A M . Stonington 6.25, North Haven 7.25,
o94 96 Vlnalhaven 8.15, due to arrive at Rock
Deduct items not admitted
land about 9.30.
Admitted ............................. $824,977 77
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.,
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
_______________
_____________
Vlnalhaven
2.45, North
Haven 3.30,_____
StonNet Unpaid Losses ................ $47,936 83 ington at 4 40; due to arrive at 8wan’a
424 OAC
846 n28° Island about 6.00 P. M.
Unearned- “
Premiums
18.774 11 !
B. H. STINSON. General Agent.
All other Liabilities
143-tf
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 333.420 55

09
68 Total Liabilities and Surplus $824,977 77
33-T-39,
23
00
POULTRYMEN
ASSESSORS’ NOTICE
95
CITY OF ROCKLAND
,
The subscribers. Assessors of Taxes, I
. $562,516 84
Total Liabilities and Surplus$2.720.140 95
Surplus over all Liabilities.... 1.210,749 54
39-T-45 of the Cltv of Rockland, hereby give
We Want Your
notice to the Inhabitants of said City
1930
Total Liabilities and Surplus $4,272,409 89
AMERICAN CENTRAL INSURANCE CO. rod other persons having Taxable Prop
LIVE
POULTRY
ASSETS
DEC.
31.
1930
THE AMERICAN INSURANCE COMPANY
erty within said city, to make and bring
. $37,369 34
$6,925,084 40 in to said Assessors true and perfect
And Will Pay Highest Market
15 Washington Street, Newark, N. J.
All other Liabilities ............
47.083 87
Thought for Today
151.100
69
Cash
In
Office
and
Bank
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
lists of their polls and all their estates.
Price
Cash Capital ........................
250.000 00
613 444 42 r?al and personal. In writing including i
There Is something good In all
Real Estate .................... -...... >4.468.000 00 Surplus over all Liabilities
228.063 63
93.304 07 Money on Hand or at Interest, ard j Call or write and trucks will call.
Receivable ...
Mortgage Loans ...................... 2.147,995 00
weathers. If It doesn’t happen to he Bills
81,747 10 debts due more than owing, aud ail,
COHEN BROS.
Interest and Rents
Stocks and Bonds .................. 25.301.805 97 Total Liabilities and Surplus 562.516 84 Total Liabilities & Surplus $24,521,558 14
good for my work today, it’s good All
other Assets ....
26,246 87 property held in trust as Guardian.
Cash in Office and Bank ...... 868.470 12
THE P1KENIX INSURANCE COMPANY
Care CHARLES McKELLAR
for some other man’s today, and
Agents’ Balances ..... -........... 2.013.252 72 ------------------------ ----Executor. Administrator. Trustee <»r.
WARREN, ME.
Hartford. Conn.
otherwise (except as Is by law exempt,
wtll come around for me tomor Deduct items not admitted. ..$7,890,927 55
Bills Receivable ........ ............. 151’Si 21I I
36,235 63 from taxation) which they were posses- .
Telephone Warren 2-3
Interest and Rents ...............
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1930
row.
—
Charles
Dickens.
All other Assets .................... 228.991 95
sor of on the first day of April. 1931.
Reference: Any poultry raiser
Admitted ..............................$7,854,691 92 and to be prepared to Make Oat li to the ,
Real Estate ...... -........................ $567 121 04
109-tf
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
Gross Assets ....................... 35.928.024 03
Mortgage Loans ....................... 660 250 00
truth of the same.
Colonial Delicacy
Net UnpAld Losses .................. $410,060 85
Deduct items not admitted.... 1.824,589 7<
And they ar? particularly requested
Stocks and Bonds ................... 36.197.133 00
In Colonial times a form of com Unearned Premiums .............. 3.432.373 01 to XiOtify the Assessors of the names of i
Cash in Office and Bank
. 3 354 685 60
All other Liabilities ................ 333.325 41 all persons of whom they have bought l
Admitted .............................$34,103,434 26
Agents' Balances ................... 1,761.001 02
bread was called journey cake or Cash
Capital ............................ 1.000.000 00 or to whom they have sold taxable
Why suffer tortures from Rheu
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1930
Bills Receivable ....................... 59.598 48
cakes,
and
was
probably
cooked
for
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 2,678,932 65 property since the first day of April, I matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
Net Unpaid Losses ................ $2,447,736 47
Interest and Rents ................. 243.143 50
The lowest possible rates that are consistent to
carrying on a journey. The word
Unearned Premiums ............. 14.809.204 38
All other Assets ...............
37,515 47
1930.
Liabilities and Surplus $7,854,691 92
All other Liabilities ............. 1.017.578 64
And for the purpose of receiving said, lar Lameness, Sprain* and Bruises
has become “Johnny” as It lost its Total EDWARD
W. BERRY. Agent
lists and making transfers of all prop-, when
Gross Assets .........................$42.880.J48 11
Cash Capital ...........................
29
good
business
significance.
40
Broad
Street
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 9,141,434 77
erty bought or sold, the undersigned will |
Deduct items not admitted
142.054 02
Rockland. Maine
36-T-42 be in session at the Assessors’ Room.
METHYL BALM
Total Liabilities & Surplus $34.103,434 26
No. 7. City Building, from nine to twelve ,
Admitted Assets .................. $42,738,394 02
MANUFACTURERS
AND
MERCHANTS
Delayers
of
Progress
>
and
o’clock In the forenoon, and from one
will bring almost instant relief?
MUTUAL INSURANCE CO.
GLENS FALLS INSURANCE CO.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
Hampering and retarding the
to four o’clock In the afternoon of each
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
Glens Falls, N. Y.
A scientifically compounded ex
Net Unpaid Losses ................. $1 682.331 15
progress of every project in the Mortgage Loans ....................... $20 000 00 day.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
A
record
of
prompt
adjustments
in
our
entire
WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY. FRIDAY,
Collateral
Loans
.......................
223,450
85
Unearned
Premiums
..............
12.041.716
36
ternal application that should be
Real Estate ............................. $705,920 74
world
’
s
history,
the
doubters
In
APRIL
1,
2,
3,
1931
Stocks and Bonds ................... 1.014,022 43
All other Liabilities ............. 2 485 917 19
Mortgage Loans ..................... 735,230 38
in every home. Sold only at
the ranks have been more danger Cash in Office-and Bank ........
29.231 84 Special Notice to Executors, Adminiv
Cash Capital ............................ 6 000.000 00
Collateral Loans ................... 401,000 00
list of claims
trators, Trustees or Gitardians
Surplus over all Liabilities ....20.528.429 39
18.804 82
ous than the foe.—George Y. Ham Agents' Balances ...................
Storks and Bonds .................15.041.396 64
The statute provides that you must,
Johnston’* Drug Store
Interest and Rents .............
5,445 83
Cash in Office and Bank ...... 2,228.873 65
mond.
bring in to the Board of Assessors a true j 73 PARK ST.
Total Liabilities & Surplus 42.738.394 09
Agents’ Balances .................... 1,346.660 76
ROCKLAND
and
perfect
list
of
all
taxable
pronerty
Gross
Assets
.........................
$1,310,955
77
Interest and Rents ...............
71,855 81|
in your possession to date of April 1,
Sent Poet Paid on receipt of price
rAll other Assets ..................... 219.394 18
Geographical Designation
Admitted ................................. $1,310,955 77 1931. otherwise it will be taxed as the
78 cants
INSURANCE CO. of NORTH AMERICA
statute provides, and any personal ex
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
Gross Assets ......................$20,750,332 16
“Levant" Is the name given to
<1tf
amination
of
property
by
the
Assessors
Net Unpaid Losses .................. $11,097 65 will not be considered as a waiver of
1600 Arch Street, Philadelphia. Pa.
Deduct items not admitted ....
18.576 00
the coastlands of the eastern-Medi
Unearned Premiums .............. 260.271 58 neglect of any person in bringing in true
Talk
over
your
automobile
coverage
with
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
terranean sea, from Greece to All other Liabilities .............. 50,511 10
Admitted .............................$20,731,756 16
perfect list as required by law.
■3BV1.. ■
Egypt, or more generally to the Surplus over all Liabilities .... 989.075 44 and
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
DR. ETHEL CRIE
Real Estate ....,........................ 5200.000 00
Any person who neglects to comply
Net Unpaid Losses ................ $1,354,033 62
Mortgage Loads .....................
2 357 80
coast lines of Asia Minor and Total Liabilities and Surplus $1,310 955 77 with this notice will be doomed to a tax
Unearned Premiums ........... 7,706,865 45
Osteopathic
Physician
MR. LADD—or—MR. CHANDLER
Stocks and Bonds ............... 82.771 759 33
according
to
the
laws
of
the
State
and
Syria.
____________________________ 36-T-42 be barred of the right to make application MAIN STREET,
All other Liabilities ............. 407.690 65
caah In Office and Bank
4 102.123 03
THOMASTON
Cash Capital ........................... 5.000.000 00
Agents' Balances ................... 4 7 82.43 1 70
i
..SJ
BOSTON
CASUALTY
COM
PANY
either
to
the
Assessors
or
County
Com

Phone 136—Residence
83
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 6,263,166 44
Bills Receivable ................
99,190 94
Boston, Mass.
missioners lur
for any
any aoaiemeni
abatement oi
of taxes.
I AOffice
inissiuiiers
ia.xeA.i„
n aa
mnn
Tree
Rings'
Formation
(They’ll be glad to call on you)
Interest and Rents ................. 487,010 25
unless such person offer such list with .Free Chlldiens Clinic 9.00 to 10.00
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
Total Liabilities & Surplus $20,731,756 16 j
All other Assets ....................... 518.492 58
The forest service says that when Stocks and Bonds .................. $116,665 74 his application and satisfies the assessors i
Every Saturday Morning
4.544 24 that he was unable to offer it at the ;
NIAGARA FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
weather, moisture and Soil condi Cash in Office and Bank ......
23-tf
Gross Assets .................. .......*92 998.107’ 81
’ Balances ...................
1,537 97 time appointed.
80 Maiden Lane, New York
tions are good the rings on trees Agents
1
................
f
Deduct items not admitted
565.517 06
Bills Receivable ..................
2.935 60
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1930
Chairman.
are
wider,
and
there
Is
a
higher
Interest Accrued on Bonds ....
1.606 99
Mortgage Loans ..................... $58,000 00
M. M. DAGGETT.
Admitted ............................ ,92.432.590 75
9,251 26
Stocks and Bonds ................ 21,876,433 00 i '
L. A THURSTON.
proportion of summer wood In the All other Assets .......................
DR. MARY E. REUTER
Cash in Office and Bank ...... 1,012,909 30
•
H. W KEEP.
LIABILITIES
DEC.
31.
1930
ring.
Gross Assets ......................... $136,541 80
Agents' Balances .................... 1,450,039 76 {
Assessors of Rockland.
Osteopathic Physician
Deduct items not admitted
6.037 97
Rockland. Maine, March 2. 1931.
Bills Receivable .....................
14.890 48
Net Unpaid Losses ............... *6,729,194 00
14 School Street Rockland Phones 393—394
27-T-39
Interest and Rents ...............
80.168 06 ;
Graduate American School of
Unearned Premiums ........ t.. 28 009,581 28
Poverty and Wealth
Admitted .............................. $130,503 83
All other Liabilities .............. 2 057 872 63
Osteopathy
Gross Assets ...................... $24,492,440 60 |
None is poor but the mean In
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
Cash Capital .......................... 12.000.000 00
400 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND TEL. 1233
Deduct items not admitted .... 103.425 94 , _
Surplus over all Liabilities .. .43.635,942 84
mind, the timorous, the weak and Net Unpaid Losses .................. $6,341 53
Premiums ............
11.209 25 j
28tf
unbelieving; none Is wealthy but Unearned
Admitted ..........................$24,389,014 66 .
All other Liabilities ..............
3 497 37
Total Liabilities & Surplus *92 432 590 75
FIREMAN’S FUND INSURANCE CO
U. S. BRANCH
the
affluent
In
soul,
who
Is
satis
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
Cash
Capital
............
100,000
00'
&
MERCANTILE
INS.
San Francisco, California
Net Unpaid Losses ................ $929,717 01 NORTH BRITISH
Surplus over all Liabilities ....
9,455 68'
fled and floweth over.—Tupper.
Unearned Premiums ............. 9,050,516 96
COMPANY, Ltd.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
SPRINGFIELD FIRE & MARINE 1NSUR
All other Liabilities ............ 1 056.000 00
Total
Liabilities
and
Surplus
$130,503
83
ANCE COMPANY
Edinburgh
Cash Capital ........................... 5.000.000 00 London and Kingdom
33-T-39
Keep It Quiet
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
of Great Britain i R<>al Rt»te ..............................*1.390.364 00
Springfield, Mass.
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 8.352,780 69
j Mortgage Loans ....................... 2.863.548 49
Not every man marries the girl
ASSETS
DEC.
31.
1930
|
Collateral
Loans
.....................
718.587
39
Osteopathic Physician
ASSETS
DEC.
31,
1930
Total Liabilities & Surplus $24,389,014 66
he wants; most of them have to
«
Stocks and Bonds .................... $14,442,781 23 stocks and Bonds ................... 28.219,067 74 Real Estate .............................. $376,315 07
marry
the
girls
who
’
ll
take
’
em
In
~ UNION ASSURANCE SOCIETY, LTD.
35
LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND
We believe “a satisfied cus
ArenW
^""..7:: 1.519^89 ?9 Cash in Office and Bank ...... 1.478.218 95 Mortgage Loans ...................... 1.886.717 49 preference to remaining old maids.
of London. England
Stocks and Bonds ............... 28 147.547 50
PIIONE 136
tomer is the best advertise
ASSETS DEC 31. 1930
Receivable
22.49090 Agents’ Balances ............... 3.161.425 28 Cash In Office and Bank
1.737 208 23 —Cincinnati Enquirer.
ment,” and on that principle,
Stocks and Bonds ..................$2,870,312 75 Bills
nd Rents ............. 166.303 79' Bills Receivable ........................ 103.134 12 Agents' Balances ............... 2,244.513 83
' : IK
SnaWSUK
our business is increasing.
Assets .......................
39.95427 i Interest and Rents ................ 248.790 77 Bills Receivable ......................
19 515 08
All other Assets ....................... 60.595 93 Interest and Rents .............. 227 093 82
Valuable Tree Leave!
We shall be very glad to ad
838 46
If Getting Up Nights, Backache,
Bills Receivable
All other Assets ......................
60.305 06
Gross Assets ..................... $17,044,996 25 [
TO
vise you on the selection of a
Interest and Rents .................
27.891 00 Deduct items not admitted .... 117,193 08 , Gross Assets .......................*38.243,732 6'
The leaves of the “traveler’s frequent day calls, Leii Pains, Nerv
ousness,
or
Burning',
due
to
function

Fine Suite of Offices, newly painted,
All other Assets ....................
10'5 12
suitable Memorial for your
Deduct Items not admitted .... 196.999 34
Gross Assets .......................,34.699.216 08
tree” of Madagascar are service al Bladder Irritation, in acid condi
papered and thoroughly cleansed,
Admitted ...........................$16,927,803 17 ;
Cemetery plot.
able In house building as thatch
tions, makes you feel tired, depressed
Gross Assets .................. -..... *3.247.921 84
Admitted ..............................*38.046,733 33
Admitted .............................*34.699,216 08
tellings whitened and floors reftnished.
Deduct Items not admitted ....
I6.5ob 25 i
partition, and even for muklng and discouraged, try thp Cystex Test.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1930
Works fast, starts circulating thru
Over Huston-Tuttle Book Co. Terms
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1930
walls.
.................. $3,231,335 59 Net Unpaid Losses .................... 1.055.754 00
the system in 15 minutes. Prulsed by
very reasonable. L. F. CHASE, 45
Wm. E. Dornan & Son
Net unpaid Losses .................*2.883,306 38 Net Unpaid Losses ................ $1679.487 08
thousands for rapid and positive ac
Middle Street. Tel. 1185-W
22tf
Unearned Premiums ..............14.751.849 74 Unearned Premiums .............15.149.184 23
tion. Don't Rive up. Try Cystex (proNet
T
^i^
In
Other
Word*
UneaVnetfprenUums
.........
1*528.521 oo
19 cash; capita..
Statutory De659 000 00
All other Liabilities ............... 788.878 37 All other Liabilities .........
nouneed Sisa-tex) today, under the
Inc.
Cash
Capital
............................
7.500.000
00
Cash
Capital
..................
5
000.000
OO
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can buy
“Be dignified, young men,” a psy Iron-Clad Guarantee. Must quickly
All other Liabilities ...............
95.545 60
allay these conditions, improve rest
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
Surplus over all Llabtllti.
1.437 552 80 Surplus over all Liabilities . . 6.574,146 75 Surplus over all Liabilities ....12,122.698 84 Surplus over all Liabilities 12.211 544 77
chologist advises college students.
EAST UNION, ME.
ful sleep and enciey, or money back.
home news, at Central News Co., 66 Con
In other words, up, boys, and high Only 60c at
117T-tf
gress St.; or Ross News-stand, 381 Va Con
Total Liabilities and Surplus $3,231,335 59 Total Liabilities & Surplus *16.927,803 17,' Total Liabilities & Surplus *38.046.733 33 Total Liabilities & Surplus $34,699,216 08
hat ’em!—Boston Transcript
gress St.
C. H. Moor & Co., Rockland

Years ago a man who solicited
business for a wholesale house
from the retailers was known as
a drummer: then a salesman, now
a representative. We’ll next know
them as ambassadors.—Atlanta
Constitution.

ATTENTION!

We Offer You

every grave

Bladder
Weakness

Memorials

LET

*S 2

I

Every-OtKer-Day
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VINALHAVEN

Ocean's Temperature

E. H. Andrews returned home
Thursday after a ten days’ stay at
the Marine Hospital, Portland.
Annice Gross visited Rockland Fri
day.
wuwm

When you feel a headache coming
on, it’s time to take Itaycr Aspirin.
Two tablets will head it off, and
you can finish your shopping
in comfort.

Any over-exertion is apt to
bring pain in some form. Head
pains from crowds or noise, lambs
that ache from sheer weariness.
Joints sore from the beginnings of
a cold. Systemic pain. The remedy
is rest. But immediate relief is
yours for the taking; a pocket tin
of Bayer Aspirin is protection
from pain wherever you go.

You never know when these
tablets may save the day, avoid
breaking an engagement, spare
you from a miserable evening or
sleepless night.
Gel real aspirin. Look for Bayer
on the box. Read the proven
directions found inside every
genuine Bayer package. They
cover headaches,colds,sore throat,
toothache, neuralgia, neuritis,
sciatica, lumbago, rheumatism,
muscular pains—and other suffer
ing which need nut be endured.

OWL’S HEAD
The Christian Endeavor Society
was led last Sunday by Miss Isabel
Bain. Miss Camilla Emery leads
next week.
An entertainment will be given for
the benefit of the church this Tues
day at 7.30 p. m. The school chil
dren under Mrs. Myra Scammon's
direction give a little drama entitled
“Teaching the Teacher," with this
cast: Teacher. Alice White; Jennie,
Madeline Philbrook; Louise, Beda
Emery: Tillie, Dorothea Merriam:
Fred, Billy Foster; Will, Robert St.
Clair; Horace, Lester Emery; “The
Kite Song." “Bed In Summer,”
"Raindrop Song,” by chorus; read
ings by Miss Madlene Rogers; read
ing by Mrs. Page; tableaux of James
Whitcomb Riley's poems, with read
ings by Mrs Parker Merriam. Mrs.
Myra Scammon and Miss Ella Mad-

SAVING

With INSULATED
Gas Oven and new
Color Combinations
rer/tly
price
During April
Club Sale!
HE famous Gold Medal Glenwood is
now equipped with the newest and
latest development of gas cooking —
INSULATED WALLS in the gas oven
w hich keep the heat more even for better
baking.'All enamel, this dual purpose range
is now furnished in a number of new and
modern color combinations.
This range gives you a complete combina
tion of coal, with the most modem of gas
equipment for every kind of cooking. It
has, in addition to its big coal oven, a gas
oven and a high speed Gas Broilet. And
now, without extra charge, it comes
equipped with the famous Glenwood
“AutomatiCook" oven heat control that
saves watching and worrying and gives
you more leisure.
You can save yourself a lot of money by
buying one of these ranges now, at greatly
reduced prices. Remember this offer is for
this month only! Don't miss this chance!

T

*

also reduced
f
280 Glenwood C
. |«f *117.90
a

'Jwmerty

$159*00

$41.10 Saving

280 Glenwood C Coal
Range with large square
oven. Finished in Gray,
Green or Ivory Enamel.

Glenwood
RANGES
MAKE

COOKING

EASY

JOHN BOLCS WARNS

seniors

held a cabaret Thursday evening at
Memorial hall. Interspersed with
the dances was the following pro
gram: Opening chorus, trombone
solo. George Swears; solo dance, Ruth
Wadsworth; soprano solo, Martha
Beckman; song, “Would You Like to
Take a Walk,” Dorothy Billings,
Ruth Snowman, Martha Beckman
Donald
Amiro,
Fred
Swansong
Arthur Patrick; pianist, Mrs. O’a
Ames. Mrs. Hazel Dyer was coach,
and it was due to her efforts that
the performance was so successful.
L. B. Dyer was master of ceremonies,
and music was furnished by the
Fakers. A good sum was netted.
Mrs. Isaac Calderwood of Camden
is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. S.
Black, and her daughter Miss Cath
erine, a student at Woodfords Acade
my, is a guest of Mr. and Mrs Austin
Calderwood for the Easter vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Gray and
children are visiting friends in Bath
and Rockland.
I Miss Celeste Carver, a student at
Bates College, is at home for the
Easter recess.
Milton Ames left Saturday for
South Carolina to join the yacht
Lone Star on which he has employ
ment.
Gertrude Vinal spent the weekend
In Rockland, guest of her cousin
Miss Frances McIntosh.
Mrs. Rebecca Arey visited in Rock
These tablets do not depress the heart.
land Saturday.
Nor do they upset the stomach.
Mr. and’Mrs J. E. Beggs of Rock
They do nothing but stop the pain.
Every druggist has Bayfcr Aspirin
land are guests of Mrs. Miles
Sawyer.
in the pocket size, and in bottles. If
you wish lo save money, buy the
Mrs. W. Y. Fossett was in the city
genuine tablets by the hundred. It
Saturday.
doesn’t pay to experiment with
Mrs. Elizabeth Barton was in
imitations at any price!
Rockland Friday and accompanied
home her mother Mrs. Etta Clark
who recently underwent a surgical
operation at Knox Hospital.
Calvin Vinal was in Rockland Sat
docks; tableaux, “Prayer Perfect,” urday.
Miss Isabel Bain; “Granny,” Mrs.
Mrs
Llewellyn
Thomas
and
Calvin Rogers; “An Old Sweetheart daughter Dorothy have returned
of Mine," Mrs. Walter Ross and Mrs. from Portland.
Burnett Bain; “Little Orphant
Neil Calderwood arrived Saturday
Annie," Miss Alice Scammon; “Eliza from Derby, Pa., where he has been
beth Ann," Beryl Borgerson; "Out the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
at Old Aunt Mary’s," Mrs. Susie Post; Condon.
“There, Little Girl Don’t Cry,” Joan
George Fuller arrived Friday from
Emery, Elizabeth Scammon and a visit with his son in Searsmont.
Camilla Emery; "The Raggedy Man,”
John Monahan, 86. died at his
Orrin Scammon and Billy Buckmin home
ster: “Old Glory.” There will be issue. March 27. Obituary in next
other songs and musical selections.
The Boy Scouts, accompanied by
The Circle meets this week with
Assistant Scoutmaster James Smith
Mrs. Rose White.
snent the past week at Camp
Wooster, Calderwood’s Neck. Scout
If you want to draw a good laugh master Rev. Archie Begg also spent
1 from a bootlegger, just tell him that two days with the boys. Camp
drink is the cause of poverty,— Wooster is a log house of three large
Louisville Times.
rooms, a museum, which contains a
large number of curios collected by
Rockland Automobile Show. April the Scouts, a kitchen and bunk room.
Chief cook was Clyde Bickford; phy1-4. Fireproof Garage.
36-40

*88.00

DON’T GROW OLD
“Nowadays no wo
man need be afraid
of birthdays,”
John Boles says.
“Charm isn’t by
any means meas
ured by years 1
“Not only stage
JOHN BOLES
and
screen stars
Universal
but hundreds of
other women, too, have learned a very
important secret of allure. YOUTH
is recognized for the priceless thing it
is ... complexions are kept glowing.”
“To keep youthful charm, guard
complexion beauty,” the famous ac
tresses will tell you. “Keep your skin
temptingly smooth, alluringly aglow 1”
Actresses the world over use Lux
Toilet Soap!,. At their request, this
fragrant, beauti
fully white soap is
in theaters every
where ... is of
ficial in all film
studios.
Of the count
less Hollywood,
Broadway, Euro
pean stars who use
LUPE VELEZ
Universal
this white soap,
some have the skin that is inclined
to dryness; some the skin that tends
to be oily; some the in-between skin.
Whateveryour
individual type
may be, you, too,
will find Lux Toi
let Soap a perfect
soap! The caress
of dollar-a-cake
French soap . . .
just
lOf.
EVELYN LAYE

Spring housecleaning has started
and wc are now looking forward to
hearing the musical voice of the
frogs.
Mrs. Olive Stone who has been
spending the winter in Thomaston
has returned to her home here.
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Maloney re
cently spent a few days in Thomas
ton.
Miss Alcada Genthner of Waldo
Firit to Cross Australia
has employment at the home of
Tiie first journey across Australia boro
Davis.
was made in 1844-45 by Frederich Riley
Mrs. Grace Maloney spent the
Wilhelm Ludwig Leichhardt, who
went from Germany to Australia in weekend at the home of her son
1841. Setting out from Darling Ernest Maloney, at Port Clyde.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Orne spent
Downs, in the south of Queensland,
he made his way to Port Essengton Sunday of last week at W. J. Orne’s
(Northern territory), tlie most in Fast Friendship.
There will be an Faster concert in
northerly tip of Australia.
,x
the schoolhouse next Sunday eve
ning., to which all are invited.
Advice in Verse
Vertna Beckett of Thomaston has
And whether you're a yachtsman employment with Byron Coombs,
bold or a flying fellow you won't carrying clams to the factory in
get very far unless you’ve got a good Thomaston in the boat.
OLIC comes suddenly. Your first intimation
propeller. And, otherwise, you won’t
Miss Enid Maionev of Port Clyde
that something is wrong may be a warning
get far up the heights of your is visiting her grandparents Mr. and
cry
in the night. If you have a bottle of Castoria
wisliin’ unless the car you're riding Mrs. A. W. Maionev.
handy you needn’t worry, for a little of this pure
in is engined by ambition.—Houston
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Marshall are
Post-Dispatch.
vegetable remedy will soon have baby his happy
being gladly welcomed here again
after an absence of 14 months which
self again; let him go back to sleep.
The Kiss by Mail
thev spent at South Hope.
The use of crosses for kisses
The Sunday afternoon meetings in
Castoria is always the sensible thing to give
owes its origin to the time when the schoolhouse have been postponed
an ailing child. When a child is restless, fretful,
few could write and made their sig for a few weeks; Rev. Mr. Timberlake
with coated tongue, had breath and lack of
natures by a cross. Tlie latter was will meet with us again as soon as
appetite, it is a mother's standby. Most mothers
solemnly kissed in token of faitii. the roads become settled. At the
and when education rendered an X last meeting. Marion Orne and Ar
give Castoria an important place in their homes.
signature unnecessary, the X was ietta Maloney sang a duet.
Ready for sour stomach, constipation, or upset.
used as a kiss symbol only.
When buying Fletcher’s Castoria always look
It seems the latest thing in biogra
phy is to assemble the opposition's
for Chas. H. Fletcher's signature on the wrapper.
Big Real Estate Deal
The United States took posses speeches in '60 and '64. and call them
This identifies the genuine product.
sion of the Louisiana territory De a new estimate of Lincoln.—Detroit
cember 20, 1803. President Thomas News.
Bore has been increased from 2%
Cheap politics is always tne most
Jefferson bought this land from Na
Rockland Automobile Show. April to 2% inches, stroke 4Q inches, in expensive to the taxpayer.—Louis
poleon I, emperor of France, for
36-40
the new Greater Hudson Eight.
ville Times
$15,000,000. This purchase doubled 1-4, Fireproof Garage.
the area of the United States.

BABY
HAS COLIC

C

Truth Always Supreme

If a crooked stick is before us.
you need not explain how crooked
it is. Lay a straight one down by
the side of it and the work will
be done. Preach the truth and
error will stand abashed In its pres
ence.—Spurgeon.

ROCKLAND DI VIS FC"

Dirigible's Advantsges

sical exercise director, Allen Middleton; song leader, Robert Littlefield,
ably assisted by Ivan Nickerson; chief
patrol, Will Clayter. The flag was
raised and lowered every day Each
Scout had his daily duties which he
cheerfully accomplished, and the
work was done like clockwork. EVery
light was out at 9 o'clock, with an
hourly watch by each boy. Un
fortunately one of the Scouts slept
through his watch and two more
hours, so the fire was on the blink
that night. Much credit for the
wonderful week's outing was due to
the efficient management of Assist
ant Scoutmaster Smith, who planned
daily programs of work, hikes, fish
ing, etc. Much praise is also given
Scoutmaster Begg for his work with
the Scouts. The hearty cooperation
of the boys made it a very enjoyable
camping trip.

NORTH WARREN

______
Friends of Mrs Albert MacPhail
are sorry to learn that she has had
to enter Knox Hospital but hope for
favorable reportsWhite Oak Grange is slowly com
ing out with the frost. Most of the
Granges take a vacation during the
haying season, but White Oak pre
fers to take theirs during cold weather
and bad traveling.
John Kenneinen has closed his
place and gone to New York where
he and his wife have employment
for two years.
Miss Helen Robinson is boarding
with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Erickson
during the spring term of school.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Mank are en
tertaining George Coombs and Eddie
Coombs of Brunswick and Miss
Skillins of Portland for a few days.
Clifford Robinson is sawing up the
neighbors’ wood piles.
Mr and Mrs. E. E. Jameson and
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Munsey of the
village spent the day recently with
Mr. and Mrs. F. O. Jameson.
Eddie Coombs and Dorothy Skil
lins were callers Wednesday at C. W
Mank’s.

CUSHING
Unfailing signs of spring are seen
everywhere. Wild geese are flying
Northward, Miss Avis Maloney found
a live grasshopper Sunday and her
father D. L. Maloney saw a large
beautiful butterfly on the same date.
Mr. and Mrs. Orett Robinson and
daughter Lois of Castine and Thom
aston were Sunday guests of Mr. and
Mrs. H. L. Killeran.
Clinton and Bernard Dinsmore,
sons of Arthur Dinsmore of Massa
chusetts are at H. L. Killeran's for
an indefinite time.
»
Master Howard Orne of Pleasant
Point spent the past week with Mr.
and Mrs. Homer Marshall.
Miss Evelyn Mossman of Thom
aston was an overnight guest at H. J.
Marshall’s recently.
Among the latest ones to be afflict
ed with the prevailing distemper are
Eli Maloney, B. S. Geyer and H. D.
Flint.
Bobby Barter of St. George was
in this place recently.
L. B. Ulmer has had his barn torn
down, I. A. Fales, F. L. Killeran and
Oscar Young doing the work.
Mrs . M. J. Maloney, daughter
Marilyn and Mrs. Lora Olson and
daughter Ann spent last Thursday
with Mr. and Mrs. B. S. Geyer.
Lawreston Creamer is at home
from Pleasant Point where he spent
the winter. Mrs. Creamer expects to
arrive home soon.
Miss Barbara Fales was the week
end guest of her grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. W. E. Flint.

One of the greatest advantages
a dirigible has over an airplane is
that it does not depgnd on its en
gines for sustentation. If desired,
the motors may be shut of entirely
and the ship can be flown as a free
balloon.
Hoe Long?

“What,” asks the art critic in
the Outlook, “does tlie gravely ques
tioning expression of Millet’s ‘The
Man With the Hoe’ soy to you?"
Well, how about “Hoe long, O Lord,
hoe long?”—Farm and Fireside,

BURPEE’S

And Never Will

bite on the chin by her pet
poodle caused a woman’s death in
New Jersey. We have never heard
of such an accident happening to. a
woman from holding A baby in her
lap.—Houston I’ost-Dispntch.

SIMON K. HART
53

MONUMENTS
Pleasant St TeL 911-M Rockland
30Ttf

I?

Natural Strongholds -

Along the Queensland (Australia)
coast, for a distance of 1.300 miles,
is an immense chain of islands,
shoals and reefs, which serve as
natural fish hatcheries and sea-bird
rookeries.

L lemrurw J

WEEK OF MARCH 30

Mother Love

Mother love is what thinks, when
the yonng man flunks in all Ids ex
aminations, that the studies are tlie
least important part of college life.
—Ohio State Journal.
Strong Friendship

CAMAVl

CAMAY TOILET SOAP
One Lge. Pkg.

j
I
I CAM AY I

3

There Is magic in the memory of
schoolboy friendships; it softens
the heart and even affects the nerv
ous system of those who have no
hearts.—Benjamin Disraeli.
Architectural Term

In architecture, a pylon Is a
gateway building having a trun
cated pyramidal form, or, more
often, two such truncated pyramids,
with a gateway between them.

FREE

NATION-WIDE

« GELATINE

3

FLAVORS

ter

Few Bysantine Relics

Vanilla
CROW

There Is often more Intelligence
displayed in finding an alibi for not
doing a thing than would he re
quired In actually doing it.—Lorain
Journal.

The honeymoon is that part of a
girl’s life that conies between the
lipstick and the broomstick.—Stur
geon Leader.
Taste of Hereafter

Greater love hath no man than
that he smoke every cigar of tlie
box given to him by his wife.—
Louisville Times.

Portland, Maine
Quality Work,
Family Washings
Called For and Delivered
Parcel Delivery Service

Walter Dorgan, Tel. 106R

ALL
FLAVORS

J 49
for

DOROTHY RICH

Chocolates
MITY
NYCE

1 Lb.
Box

49
Per Can

SPREAD 10
SPLENDID

SLICED

PINEAPPLE Le«
MAINE MAID

2c“.25c MINCE MEAT Z—

In Northland

At Grunberg, in Germany, In the

Division of Tima

Jw /

CATor DOG
FOOD

“Ceramics” is an art-pottery
term which Includes in its broadest
sense all objects fashioned from
clay and then hardened by fire.

same parallel of latitude as New
foundland, are the most northern
vineyards In the world.

2-Oz.
Bottle

CALO

Takes in Large Field

JELL-O

pure

three

The palace of the Hebdomon at
Constantinople, and a fragment of
Theodoric’g work at Ravenna, Italy,
are all that remain of Byzantine
palaces.
Why Alibi

IVORY SNOW

Bars

Temper’s Result

Every outburst of temper short
ens life. Tlie nervous system Is
strained and the reserves of vi
tality Impaired, That is what
causes exhaustion after an out
break.

GLOBE LAUNDRY

Rockland Maine

FASTER,
SAL£

A

Evil Pride

Adv. N-10

PLEASANT POINT

It Is not hot on the bottom of
the ocean. There Is a rapid de
crease in temperature of tlie ocean
until a depth of about 4(Hl fathoms
is reached, after which there is u
gradual lowering to the bottom.
Here the temperature remains prac
tically uniform at from 82 to 35
degrees Fahrenheit, and is inde
pendent of latitude.

It Is pride which fills the world
with so much harshness and se
verity.—Blair.

| 361 Main Slreel

Page Five
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One Pie Plate FREE

Gold Medal
CAKE
FLOUR

19
SELOX
Per
Pk«.

I

LARGE SIZE

Formosa Oolong kPOUND

TEA 27'
Orange Pekoe H POUND

TEA

36'

NUT TOP

Caramels

Pound

39
Per Pkg.

Package*

35 MALT-O-MEAL 23c

Every-0 ther-Day
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finder and observer. Betty Brown—
second class scout, laundress, needle
woman, citizen, tree finder, house
Advertisements In th’s column not to
A flock of wild geese passed over keeper, home nurse, cook, observer, exceed
three lines Inserted once for 25
Sargon Ended the Distress Saturday
bound north, and Mrs. Levi scholarship, pathfinder, handywom- cents. 3 times for 50 cents. Additional
lines
5
cents
each for one time. 10 cents
of Mrs. Elizabeth Girven Seavey reports robins in her do^r- an and hostess. Elizabeth Wood for three times.
Six words make a line.
yard Monday morning. Welcome, cock—silver star—laundress, home
After Long Illness
harbingers of spring.
service, home nurse, housekeeper and
Miss Minnie Fernald and Miss
“I can't help but think oi the days Gladys Fernald have been in Cam tsribe. Alice Tuttle—silver star—
and nights of suffering X would have den several days caring for their home service, needlewoman, child
first aid. housekeeper, scribe,
saved if I had only started taking sister and husband who arp ill. Miss nurse,
......
••• ••• •••
home nurse, observer and pathMinnie will return today.
Miss
June Henry- silver star-. envelope, containing bins, papers,
Gladys remaining for an indefinite finder..
Home sen ice. first aid. housekeeper, (.^c , lost Saturday. Reward. Tel. COUstay.
and home nurse. Alice Janet Henry. 1 rier-gaeette '
39’4i
Mrs. Lloyd Bean and young son second class scout—housekeeper. —........ i^—■
As we are often known by the company wr keep, so is a Feed often
returned Saturday to their home in Janet Tuttle and Iva Henry were en—
—————F
known by the Company that makes it. CHIXSAVER is manufac
Appleton after being with Mrs. rolled second class scouts.
♦
. iiTrn *
tured by THE ELMGKES.
Luther Clark since the 4th of March.
Henry Hanley of Pownal spent the *
W AN 1 till
* I
The
Federated
and
Baptist weekend with his sister, Mrs. Isaac
CIIIXSAVER is manufactured according to an OLD and TKIEU
*•* ••* *•**•*••••••••*•••••« 9^
Churches will hold union services in Young, Pine street.
formula. It is not a new Chick Starter. The Formula is one that
MIDDLE-AGED
woman
desires
position
!
observing Holy Week, as follows:
Mr nnd Mrs Mavnftrd Carter havr
ue&irrh position
has long been known to reduce mortality among chicks to a mini
Mi
ana
Mrs
niaynara
carter
nave
MMlDULt-AU&u
hougekeeper lnwoman
working
mans home,
Tuesday at Baptist Church, speaker gone to Bath where Mr. Carter has will work for room and board. E. Call
mum, and to be inducive to maximum growth. Many users report
Rev. H. A. Welch of Warren; Wed employment in the Bath Iron Works, at 8 willow St.___________________ 39M1
as high as 95% of their chicks successfully raised.
nesday, Baptist Church. Rev. G. H
The regular meeting of the Wil- nJnEtN*nN£r^T.EDCALL
Welch of Rockland; Thursday,
CHIXSAVER has not been made to sell at a price, but was made to
CASHIER wanted-for~iia-in ^reTt-sUtre
Methodist Church. Rev. H. I. Holt. wm’he he,rtCAn^14
be an ideal food for BABY CHICKS, with the result that CHIX
w
ill
be
held
April
4,
in
the
new
rooms
ju
ust
have
some
knowledge
of
shorthand
Warren; Friday. Methodist Church.
SAVER is the best food for the delicate CHICK that money and
over
the
A.
P.
store,
at
7.45
p.
m
and
typewriting.
Write
giving
experlRev. Jesse Kenderdine, Rockland.
modern Poultry Science can produce.
Meinbers
are
asked
to
take
paint
,
™
ce
,
IU
'/?
references,
a
.
b
.
c
.,
care
Director H. D. Crie of the Sea and
lunch—i—_
Shore Fisheries has returned to his brushes and cloths. A light
Ask your DEALER for CHIXSAVER, the IDEAL FOOD for BABY
Mem- _
w
work after an illness lasting a month. will be served after the work.
CHICKS. You can’t go WRONG as full feeding Directions are to
bers
pot
solicited
should
take
pastry
if
i
The April meeting of the D.A.R
be found in every Bag or Package.
will be held April 6 with Mrs. R. E. or ddughnuts.
Through error the Barnes of Ben
Dunn.
Elmore's complete line of Poultry, Dairy and Stock Feeds, Guaran
I'
Miss Emma York and Mrs. Anne jamin Smalley and Maurice Brasier IP
teed to give Satisfaction by the following dealers or your Money
Day are the committee on decora appear in the list of unpaid taxes; I EXPERIENCED middle - aged house
Refunded.
—
this 1 keeper wanted, some care of child. TEL.
tions for Easter Sunday at the Bap the collector gladly corrects
Camden 2319.
----36-38
mistake.
tist Church.
THERE ARE NO BETTER FEEDS AT ANY PRICE
Miss Jessie Crawford who has been
Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Henderson ************************
the guest of Mrs. F. U. Curtis of are being congratulated on the birth
A Lily “In Memory" for your Church, a Bouquet or
Boston and of her sister Mrs. Qeorge of a son March 30.
MRS. ELIZABETH GIRVIN
B. Matthews of New Britain, Conn.,
DISTRIBUTORS
Mr. and Mrs. orett Robinson and
Sargon sooner," declared Mrs. Eliza has returned home.
Potted Plant for your home, a Corsage for “Her,” a
daughter Lois are passing a few days
Miss
Matina
Hilton
of
Waldoboro
ROCKLAND,
ME.
beth Girvin. 913 N. Goodman St..
at their home here before returning
who has been a visitor in the home to Castine where Mr. Robinson is a
Rochester.
"Nothing
I
d
eat
would
Floral Remembrance for an invalid or shut-in—all
E. N. Duffy
S. E. Winchenbaeh
The Payson Co.
I digest right; I suffered continually of Mr and Mrs. Wallace Feyler has teacher in the Normal School.
By NELLIE MAXWELL '
Camden, Me.
with heartburn, pains in my stomach returned to her home.
Waldoboro, Me.
Miss Katherine Creighton has re
Rockland, Me.
Wilbert Rice came down from turned to Boston where she attends **4HHHt*******4HHHHHe-»***»
these will help to make this the best Easter you ever
and back, and my feet and hands
37-52
! would get terribly swollen. Six bot- Warren to attend town meeting. He the Bouve School of Physical Edu
Solitude la as necessary to the *
1 ties of Sargon put my stomach in will return to Warren. His health Is cation.
had. Try it—with our assistance.
Imagination,
as
society
is
wholej
perfect condition and ended every improving.
Maynard Carter is ip Bath where
some for the character.—Lowell. "
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Cameron of he lias employment at the Bath Iron
trouble I had! Sargon Pills over
---------JW
came a chronic condition of consti Boston were weekend visitors of Mrs Works. Mrs. Carter will go later.
This and That
Cameron's
mother,
Mrs.
Hattie
pation and entirely relieved me of
The dinner served by the Pythian .
ANDIES make a delicious gar
the laxative habit. There's no com-1 Copeland.
Sisters Monday had much in the
nish for simple desserts, and
Mrs.
Wallace
Parker
and
daughter
parison in the way I feel since taking
menu and service to commend it to
save the time necessary for pre
Natalie who have been visiting Mrs the patrons. The ladies are to be
“SltSBY'S”
Sargon."
►
»t
Sold by The Corner Drug Store. Parker's parents, Mr. and Mrs. commended for the skilful manner in 1 paring more elaborate ones. A
two
tenement
house
with
nine
FURNISHED or
bit
of
chocolate
or
maple
fudge
Alpheus
Jones
returned
Saturday
to
FARM.
Inc., in Rockland; by George H.
which they carried on and had a crumbled over ice cream, cornstarch acres of fipirt nnd wood for sale, in vll- apartment to let. all modern, call 1ZB5
Rockland
371 Main Street
Gardiner in Warren; and H. L. Lynn. Illness caused a change from good patronage.
The committee pudding, custard, or junket, makes lage. J. L ALLEN South Thomaston. ! or inquire RUBENSTEIN’S, 6 Talbot Ave.
39*411
._______ 39-tf
Bossa in Waldoboro —adv.
39-lt a date previously named.
were Mrs. Ora Woodcock. Mrs. Alton
Miss Helen Carr and Miss Blanche Chadwick, Mrs. Alpheus Jones, Mrs. | nn otherwise plain dessert very
39-41
TWO
STONE
JARS
without
covers.
25
MODERN
6
room
cottage
to let for
Ravsor will open their Easter sale Anson Pryor. Mrs. Ward Grafton. stylish.
cal J C MUNSEY Warren.
39*41 season at Crescent Beach. Completely
To make an old dust mop practi ® ---- :i---------------------------- furnished, hot and cold water, fire place,
today. Tuesday.
Mrs. Bertha Frost. Mrs. Blanche Wil
TRUCKMAN to move furniture. Salem.
room, parage, electric lights. CALL
Pine Cone Troop of Girl Scouts ob son. Mrs. Harriet Tillson, Mrs. Grace , cally as good as new put a large N H to Waldoboro. Send cost. E. I. Jbath
206
38-40
tablespoonful of concentrated lye ORFF. 148 Woodland St., Lawrence
served their fifth anniversary Satur Andrews.
FOUR ROOM apartment, all modern.
39*4)
ln a pail half-full of boiling water Mass.
day evening fri the parlor of the Con
Benjamin Smalley and family are
Brewster street; also 5-room tenement,
and let the mop boll in it. Rinse , SKIFF and .trailer, price right. D. L. modern
gregational vestry. Scout games and moving into a tenement in Fred
lmprovemertts. and garage. $1150
39-44 per month.
Older your Spring Suit and Top Coat within a few
KARL.
50
Granite
St.
Tel.
152-R
thoroughly
several
times
and
put
ini
MIKE ARMATA. at the
stunts were enioved and followed bv Hinckley's house, comer of Green and
ROLL
TOP
DESK,
second
band,
cheap
Men
’
s
Shop.
Park St.______________ 37-42
the
sun
to
dry.
I
a
lunch
of
sandwiches
and
cocoa
and
days and have it made to measure.
Water streets.
H.
E
PAGE.
154
North
Main
St.,
side
One or two tablespoonfuls ofl entrance.
a handsome cake made by Elizabeth
TENEMENT of five rooms, large bed39*lt
Bart Smalley of Andover. Mass.
SUITS $25.00 up; TOP COATS, $22-50 up
__ _
room, large living room, dining room,
Henry and decorated by Betty Browr. and Lewis Smallev of Bath spent the kerosene put into the boiler with
PLATE GLASS. 5 pieces, highest quail- kitchen. bathroom and basement. Inthe
clothes
will
whiten
them.
with silk yoke and sleeve linings
under the instruction of Mrs. Clara weekend with their aunt, Mrs. Clar
ty. size 30 In. x 17 ln. and 44 In x 12 ln.,
, p L HAVEnER Tel. 792 .
39-41
Begin early and start right with Phone Mr FOLLETT. 1226 Rockland.
------------------------------------------------—----Ellingson.
The following honors ence Robinson.
Phone 986-J and 1 will call on you with samples at
______________________________
38-40
|
MODERN
4
or
5
room
tenement,
fine
the
child;
this
is
especially
Impor

were distributed: Elizabeth HenryMiss Mary Hanley entertained at
i^MLT- Mi
your convenience
gold star for not being absent one auction Saturday night. The plavers tant If lie iuubea strong, well and eZ°ZDZRh^S
meeting—laundress, home service, were Mrs. Lena Merrv, Mrs. Cora an efficient citizen.
bull, coming three. Guaranteed ln every
SIX ROOM rent, first floor, all newly
The normal child eats with zest way. EDGAR W. MOODY. Union. Me papered
C, A. HAMILTON
needlewoman, handicraft, wild flower, Currier, Mrs. Gcorgie Robinson,
and painted, with or without
the
food
placed
before
him.
Daw

Tel.
9-4.
29 CHESTNUT STREET
TEL. 98C-J
ROCKLAND, ME.
38
gara’e. 102 Union St. Tel. 1013-J. 35*40
tree finder. First aid. housekeeper first honors falling to Mrs. Currier
dling
over
food
or
refusing
to
eat
LARGE
baby
carriage
for
sale,
refer.
__ __
scribe, cook, handy woman, path- 1 and conso’ation to Mrs. Robinson.
SUMMER COTTAGE. Seven rooms.
it will need hard work to overcome. sible body. Inquire 82 BROAD ST. 38*40 I 2-car
garage.
3
miles
from Rockland. To
Mrs. Ruth Creighton returns today It is far easier to form good habits
,— 1 let for the season. NELSON g. COBB.
BABY CARRIAGE ln good condition '
to Northampton, Mass., after a than break bad ones:
33-tf
sale at reasonable price. MRS CECIL
week’s vacation.
If the child Is accustomed to for
SMALL. Tel. 1243.
38*40
AT 23 FRANKLIN ST.. Rockland 4Miss Mary C. Carter and guest a variety of foods very early, be
CLARION range, gas range and library
wlth or without
garage. MRS. DAVID OSIER. R. 4. Wa
Miss Doris Gross of Stonington are fore he begins to form Itkes and table. TEL. 1003-M.
37*39 terville.
Me.
37*42
leaving todav on their return to the dislikes, he will like and eat every
POTATOES grown from certified seed,
University of Maine.
TO LET—5-room flat, all modern. 23
DELIVERY
thing as lie grows older.
fine stock, $1.25 per bu. CHARLES M.
37-39 Fulton St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT.
Stephen Lavendar is spending his
It is the very exceptional child COMERY. Thomaston.
WHEN
__________ 27-tf
OPEN
vacation with his mother. Mrs. A. W. who is made 111 by certain foods;
REAL VERMONT maple sugar and 240 Broadway.
SIX-ROOM HOUSE. 146 Limerock St.
for sale. Orders will be received
Peabody.
WANTED
of course one must eliminate them syrup
27-tf
for sugar and syruD now being made TOL 819-W.
AN
Miss Mvrtle Wolf, librarian in the if It Is found to be a real case. Syrup,
A small deposit
per gallon. $2.50; two-quart cans.
TO LET- Modern rent ln brick house
schools
of
Caribou,
is
spending
a
Some
children
feign
Illness
and
$1.35;
sugar,
cakes
per
pound,
40
cents;
will hold your
at 157 Talbot Ave., vacated by Supt.
5 lb. pails, $2; sugar, cream in Toner. OVERNESS SARKESIAN. Tel.
week's vacation with her parents.
nausea to gain attention and some sugar,
ACCOUNT
purchase for later
1 lb. cartons. 50 cents. Made on my 568^W.___________________________ 27-tf
There
will
be
a
cooked
food
sale
thing
refused.
home farm in Vermont. GEORGE H.
ROCKLAND
delivery.
283 MAIN STREET
TO LET—On Warren St., 6 room tene
Friday from 2 to 4 in R. W. Walsh’s
One's methods in dealing with the WELCH. R^ne 1047.
37-33
ment. also 7 room single house on Knox
store, proceeds to be used for music food question must vary with the
?A^JD?^JSUA„TE/f25.
JtV1 St.. Ras'and electricity. Apply at 12
for the High School Glee Club and child. It will work with some to for sale, consisting of 8 room house, WARREN ST. Tel. 577.
27-tf
lot. fruit trees and berries. In
Orchestra, which are not included in insist on the food on the plate be double
TO LET—Tenement at 38 Mechanic St.
quire P. N. BARTLETT. 112 North ____
Main
the town’s appropriations for music ing eaten before he has dessert If St.
34-39 MRS W. S. KENNISTON, 176 Main 8t.
Tel. 874-W._______________________ 27-tf
in the schools. The committee. Mrs. not hungry enough to eat the food
FOR SALE—Dry cord wood. $10, Junks.
Frank Elliot, Miss Elizabeth Wash on the plate, he is not hungry $12; wood fitted and under cover, $14. O
TWO-ROOM apartment to let. newly
first floor; lights and water
burn, Mrs. Lawrence II Dunn, will enough for dessert. A word of H. CRIE. Thomaston. Tel. 122-2. 27-tl renovated,
free. Apply 2 WILLOW ST.
38*40
PATCHWORK - Dress Percale. Clip
endeavor to fill anv special orders if praise, a reward, often brings the
TWO TENEMENTS of 5 rooms each to
pings; 7 lbs. $1.00. Postpaid. Or pay
As children are postman,
notified. They solicit contributions desired result.
Satisfaction
let. C. M. BLAKE WALL PAPER STORE.
plus postage.
*
from any citizens who are interest people they should be treated as guaranteed. LAWSON TEXTILE CO.. 9
38-40
such; uo two individuals enjoy ex Aster St.. Trovidcnce. R. I.
ed in these musical activities.
5511?
THREE-ROOM apartment to let on
actly tLe same thing, so we must
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy i Orient St., street floor. Available April 4.
38-tf
A cordial invitation is p ven to the be tactful in dealing with little copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the i NELSON B. COBB.
home news, at the Old South News
people.
public by Miss Carr and Miss Ravsor.
Agency. Washington St., next Old South--------------------------------------------------------It is wise to look over the sup Church; also at M. Andelman’s, 284 Treto visit their little gift shop, "The
••• ••• ’•* ••• •••
H
t
They give your dollar new purchasing power. Reductions range in all departments from 20%
Sign of the Ship." at the home of ply shelf often and keep It well mont St.
lilled,
fcr
with
the
holiday
season,
Miss Carr at No. 3 Elliot street,
to 50% off. Values we may never be able to duplicate. But you must not delay in order to buy
Thomaston. They are opening for many unexpected calls may be
*•• *•* *•■ *•• ••* -•* *•* *•* *•• *•• *•* ••• *•* ••*
the season on'Tuesday of this week, made upon it.
at these rock bottom prices.
<©. 1430, Wjftern Newspaper Union.I
with a very attractive line of Easter
EIGHT-ROOM house, modern, bath,
lot 150x120. work shop. 60 ft. of sheds.
srifts, especially featuring the popular
Idea of Thermo* Bottle
Ideal for poultry. C. N. GRANT. Har••• ••• •»*•••••••♦• *•• ••• .»• ••*
little Japanese gardens.
39-40
rington Del._____________________ 38*43
Sir James Dewar, an English sci
REPAIRING at 21 Limerock St.
FARM on Lake Ave . 10 minutes walk
Awnings, boat covers etc., prompt! entist, realized that if a vessel O.AUTO
E RIPLEY (formerly of Buick Garage
the car line. Nice orchard, fcood
39*44 from
service. Rockland Awning Co. Tel. could be contrived that would pre Call Munsey Garage.
buildings all connected and good repair
vent
liquid
air
from
rapidly
ab

1262-W.
39-T-51 “|
I AM READY to clean chimneys. Ad inside and out. GEORGE M. SIMMONS.
sorbing the heat of its surround dress 5 DONOHUE LANE or Tel. 1119.
23 Tillson Ave. Tel. 4, Rockland. 37-39
39*41
ings, the air could he kept longer
SMALL FARM from Rockville across to
UNION
in a liquid state. His efforts to in
CARPETS CLEANED, windows washed. Simonton’s Corner. GEORGE M. SIM
MONS. 23 Tillson Ave. Tel. 4, Rockland.
vent such a vessel were success Janitor w’ork and house cleaning of all _________________________________
37-39
kinds Address or call ARTHUR W. SUL
Little Jean Douglas is very ill with ful and resulted in tli • Dewar LIVAN.
24 Holmes St.. City. Best of ref- , SMALL FARM at Pleasantville, make
influenza.
flask, which has had a trjeh wider erences.
38*48 a good hen farm. Will sell on easy
Miss Lila Glidden, assistant at the commercial use as the well-known
MARCEL WAVING, 50c; shampooing. terms. GEORGE M. SIMMONS. 23 TlllHigh School, has been called home thermos bottle.
50c. MADELYN McCABE. 20 Oak St. son Ave. Tel. 4, Rockland._______ 37-39
Tel. 191.
26’37-tf
to Jefferson bv the death of her
NICE house lot on Middle St. GEORGE
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws j M. SIMMONS. 23 Tillson Ave. Tel. 4.
father Daniel Glidden. Much sym
Where Whispere Travel
and repair your furniture at 216 LIME- Rockland.________________________ 37-39
pathy is expressed to the bereaved
______
27-tf ' WILL sell business from Tillson Ave.
The best known “whispering gal ROCK ST. Tel. 1010
family, for none knew Mr. Glidden leries” are the dome of St. Paul’s
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods through tp Winter St. Will sell sepa
but to love him.
cathedral in London, Statnnry hail at the Rockland Hair Store, 24 Elm St rately. GEORGE M. SIMMONS. 23 Tlllson Ave. Tel. 4. Rockland.________ 37-39
Mrs. Fred Lucas is seriously ill and
in the Capitol, Washington: ttie Mall orders solicited. H. C. RHODES
72-tf
friends arc anxiously watching for vases in tlie Salle des Cariatides in Tel. 519-J.
O'NEIL property on Tillson avenue.
GEORGE M. SIMMONS. 23 Tillson Ave.
her recovery.
tlie Louvre, Paris; the church of St.
37-39
••• ••• ••• •••
.«.
,e. ,e. gp Tel. 4, Rockland.
Mrs. Harry Lovejoy who has been ' John Lateran, Rome; the car of
DUCK hatching eggs for sale from
at Knox Hospital for the past two Dionysius nt Syracuse, nnd tlie ca
thoroughbred white pcklns, the breed
weeks is now at hcftne with her little i thedral of Girgenti in Sicily.
that grows big. V. E. GROVER. Tel.
baby girl.
1988._______________________
37-39
Friends of Lionel Newbert are
178
ACRE
FARM.
8
acres
broken
up
Graeehoppere at Food
with enough dressing to plant with.
much pleased to hear he is gaining.
Nice
large
orchard,
all
kinds
of
apples.
In
Tientsin,
the
bodies
of
grass

Mrs. Emily Bacon and George
Pond on place, lots of blueberries; 90
Reynolds of North Waldoboro were hoppers are stripped of legs and
foot barn, nice house, all kinds of hen
wings
and
are
then
fried,
nhd
when
houses. Located on the State road at
recent ca'lers at Frank Watts'.
Rockville. GEORGE M. SIMMONS, 23
placed
upon
a
platter,
look
for
all
Mr. and Mrs. Vivian Hannan are
Tillson Ave. Tel. 4, Rockland.
37-39
rejoicing over the birth of a little I tlie world like a heaped and invit
FIVE COTTAGES—three Meguntlfcook
ing
portion
of
hot
potato
chips.
Blit
dauehtcr. Geraldine Estelle.
Lake, one Crescent Beach and one Sears
port. GEORGE M. SIMMONS. 23 Tillson
Mrs. Euda Lermond gave a whist the insect is more palatable than
the
vegetable
—
or
so
we
are
in

Ave. Tel. 4. Rockland.____________ 37-39
party Saturday evening in honor ofI
formed.
—
The
Living
Age.
FOR SALE—Modern house. 6 rooms
Miss Ida Hughes.
and bath, garage. A. B. HIGGS. 140 TalChester McFarland, Henry Burns
bot Ave. Tel. 711,_________________27-tf
Seeing
Italy
S. C. R. I. REDS—Baby chicks from
and Alvin Hcald "ho are attending
utility stock.
Mpine ac-1 FOR SALE—Six room house, garage,
Fondness for eloquence and the standard
Kent's Hill and University of Maine
credited. April 20 to May. 18c, after j electric lights and water, double lot of
are at their homes here for the use of big words led to a statement’ May 1. small lots, 16c each. 500 or more land. Pleasant Gardens, for sale on
rent plan, $1500. $15 month. V. F.
Easter vacat'o’’.
by one who was planning his fortune 15c teach. Hatching eggs. Write or i STUDLEY,
69 Park St. Tel. 1080. 27-tf
E. C. TEAGUE. Warren. Me. Tel
Frances Watts and Thelma Watts should-he become wealthy; “Well, Dhone
13-42.
35-tf I FOR SALE—Penobscot Bay farms and
with Mirs Marv Jones attended if I were rich I would like to go to
BARRED PLYMOUTH Rock Chicks, cottages Tor sale and rent, attractive
church Sunday at North Waldoboro Europe like Mr. Brown and see Mt. for sale $20 per 100; S.C.R.I. Chicks. $16 prices. Ideal loactlons, tea houses, and
Voraciou and saliva run down the per 100; White Leghorn Chicks. $14 per; shore lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY, Belfast,
where Miss Jones is pastor.
27-tf
100. from our own breeders. On display Maine.
The next bibv conference wi" be sides.”
at 656 Main St. R. W. DAVIS & SONS
npld at the M. E. vestry Friday from
Rockland. Me. Tel. 891 and 591-M.
■».
38-43
2 to 4 p. m
Not Practical Method
F"ven Tr<-- 4-H dub bovs wi’l meet
BABY
CHIX.
Wyllle
’
s
S.C.
Reds.
Bred
It might be possible to s»rt a
i April 3 a* 7 "h at the home of John pine by planting a cone, but not for eggs, type and color. State accred- !
for white diarrhoea. $18 a 100 post- ;
,a.
.•< >•. >•>
ytt’-ns. A judging contest will be practical. Usually a cone after be ited
paid for April 21 and 28; May $16 for 1
. held.
500.
$1
and 1000 $2 less a 100. Safe ar
ing buried becomes damp and closes
LITTLE
OLD
Ford
touring
'fhr-.-p ’--ill be a meetin" of the in such n way that the seeds can rival guaranteed. F. H. WYLLIE & SON running order. $10 takes It.car, L.good
K.
27-tf
I iTptr-i Hanpw Farmers 4-H Club not sprout. Cones should be dried Thomaston. Me.. Route 1.
GREEN, at Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
39*41
FOR SALE—R. I. Red Chicks. State
; AVr-il 4th at 2 p. m nF the home of in tlie sun, tlie seeds shaken out accredited
1929 ESSEX will be sold right. Just
$15 per 100. W. L. MERRIAM.
: Clifton Meservey. This is a junior and planted.
Union Maine. Telephone 8-5.
21-ti overhauled, good paint and tires. NORMAN
COLOMY 12 North Main St. 38*40
' rluh composed of Willard Howard.
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can buy
HALF TON Ford truck, also automatic
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
Ralph Runt. Melville Kenned”.
Treating Kodak Prints
gun. both good condition. MAY
I Hnwa’-d Messer and Robert Mitche’l I The bureau of standards says Ilia* home news, at Central News Co.. 66 Con shot
St.; or Ross News-stand. 381 Con NARD Young. Valley View St., opp. air
Open
port.____________________________ 37*39
I with Clifton Meservey as Junior club glossy kodak prints are obtained by gress
gress St.
An Account
leader.
HALF TON 1927 O. M. C. true*, en
placing the wet prints, fade down,
closed body, doors on rear. $150. will ex
plate,• .nnd peeling
Free
change for Ford Coupe; electric coffee
n ’N BOSTON—Von c«" h’lv [ , on
.. a ferrotype
M
- , ,
WHEN
mill, $25 cost $60; rolled top oak desk,
lleliverv
'’onles of The noii*ipr-n<M!r,et't*>. with the'.| them off when dry. A piece of plnte
five drawers, pigeon holes ln top. $25,
bnrne no"-, m. tho oid so>2*s no—= | • glass will sometimes answer for the
cost
$55 J. D. McEDWARD, Union Me.
A^encv. Washington Rt . next Ok’ south
ferrotype plate.
Tel.
10-21.
34*39
Church; also at M Andeiman’s, 284 Tre-

TROUBLE ROUTED

THOMASTON

Iu Everybody’s Column

, |^ ••.<•*•*■•* *•> .•..•..•.*•*••.••. *•■*•**•.
; LOST AND FOUND ;

ELMORE’S

say it with

SITUATIONS

FLOWERS

KITCHEN
CUPBOARD

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP

EASTER IS APRIL 5th

C

ECONOMY FLOUR & FEED CO.

FOR SALE

TO LET

i I

J

Suppose You

Place an Ad. Here

And Stop It

If It Doesn’t Pay

Your Furniture Dollar Buys More In Our

SPRING SALE

.«. .». .«. .«. .,. .e. ... p I
MISCELLANEOUS [

REAL ESTATE

; EGGS AND CHICKS;
(£.•..«.
.«.

!

AUTOMOBILES

I

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, March 31, 1931

$800
FREE

Page Seven

$800
FREE

ROCKLAND AUTO SHOW

APRIL 1 TO 4, 1931
FIREPROOF GARAGE•

Over $800.00 in Free
Gifts at the door

Gas, Washes, Greases,
Radio, Accessories

Society

JUBILEE WEEK AND LAKE SARANAC SANITARIUM
ft

Over $800.00 in Free

Gifts at the door

«

Gas, Washes, Greases,
Radio, Accessories

Occasional Chairs!

In addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
eoolal happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Motes sent by mall or telephone will be .
gladly received.
1

Miss Florence Kalcr entertained
the Jolly Eight Club last bight at her
home on Broadway. Prizes at bridge
were won by Mrs. Belle Lewis and
Mrs. Lina Carroll.
Lunch was
TELEPHONE....................... 770 or 7M-W served

Mr. and Mrs. E. B Hall of Warren- j
?ave re^url]cd from BloomN',
wJ*?re they visited Mrs.
Halls sister, Mrs. L. H. Hamilton, j
They attended the flower show in
Grand Central Palace New York i
which was a marvel.of beauty and:
lovehncss and where many of the
large groups of flowers won prizes of
$1000.

Frederick, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Blackman. was operated upon !
for appendicitis at Knox Hospital
Vcsterdav
'
_____
charles S. Libby of Wollaston,
Mass was jn yle city yesterday enroute for bis former home ln vinal.
h!,v„n

Miss Gladys Oliver entertained the
Sygas Club Thursday evening at her
home on South Main street. Lunch
eon was served, the color scheme be- i
mg rose and green. The evening was
devoted to sewing and cards. Misses,
Oliver and Clukey, the usual champs,
held their own by tying the score.

Among the students who have been
home on their Easter vacation are
Atwood Levensaler, Tony Gatti, Mar
tha Wasgatt, Henry Marsh, Mary
syivest.cr from University of Maine;
Qeorge wood, William Rounds and
Kennedy crane. Jr., from Bowdoin;
Dorothy Lawrence from Simmons;
and Robert Gregory from Lowell
Textile.

The sewing circle of Ralph Ulmer
Auxiliary U.S.W.V. will meet in Le
gion hall Wednesday at 2 o'clock. A
special business meeting will be held
at 7 o'clock, followed by a social.
~~
_
Kalloch Class will meet this after- I
noon at the Baptist parlors to sew. j
Take lunch.
i
There will beT^iness meeting of
..
. --------------- - 
the Congregational
Woman’s Associ
ation at the vestry tomorrow after
noon at 4.30.Archer M. Robbins of Portland
spent the weekend with his mother at
20 Maple street.
Mrs. Chester Decker and son Ar
thur who have been visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Leroy D. Chatto, have returned
to Dark Harbor.

Herbert Prescott is home from Ban
gor for the Easter vacation.
Chapin Class meets this afternoon
with Miss Jennie Trussell.

E. E. Rankin, who has been in St.
Petersburg, Fla., for the winter, left
yesterday on a four-day bus trip for
Washington, D. C.
Mrs. Warren P. Doughty, who ar
rived from Albany, Mass., last week
for a visit with relatives, went Sun
day to Gray, called by the illness ol
her mother-in-law.

Prof. Ralph Burns of Dartmouth
College was a visitor ln the city yes
terday. Upon his return to Hanojer
he was accompanied by his father,
William Burds of Vinaihaven, who
goes to pass judgment on his ten
weeks' old grandchild.

Donald Weeks was home from Bos
ton over the weekend. He improved
the opportunity to visit the Weeks
cottage at Cooper's Beach and try his
muscle with the clam hoc.

Mrs. Russell Crabtree and son
Roger of North Haven were guests
last week of Mr. and Mrs. I. E. Simp
son.
Gardner French was home from
Bangor over the weekend
Miss Persis Vose of Portland will
be the guest speaker at the meeting
of the Speech Readers’ Club Thurs
day at 2.30 p. m. in the girls' room
of the Central Maine Power Com
pany. As a field worker of the Speech
Readers' Club of Portland Miss Vose
spoke before the local club when it
was first organized one and one-half
years ago. She addresses the club
now as a field worker for the Ameri
can Federation of Organizations for
the Hard of Hearing. The Federation
of whicii the Rockland club is a con
stituent body, has headquarters at
Washington and is comprised of near
ly 100 clubs, throughout the United
States and Canada. It works to solve
the problems of the hard of hearing.
Through her efforts, clubs have been
organized in Lewiston-Auburn and in
Concord. There are now 29 federated
clubs for the hard of hearing. Miss
Vose ranks first among the workers
for the hard of hearing in Maine.
She organized the Portland club seven
years ago and was president five
years. She won recognition through
out the State in her work with the
4-A-audiometer used in testing the
hearing of school children. It has
been used in many cities in Maine,
Rockland included. Miss Vose was a
member of President Hoover's White
House Conference for Child Wells r<7
and protection.
At the meeting
Thursday, all seats will be wired with
the Federated Field Fone, which Miss
Vose will bring with her. Invitation
is extended to all hard of hearing per
sons, whether members of the club or
not. The subject of Miss Vose’s talk
will be “Privileges of the Hard of
Hearing.”

Steamship tickets to all parts of
the world. We attend to all details
including passport and visa. Phone
675 for details. Robert & Veazie,
Inc., Masonic Temple. M. F. Love
joy, Mgr.
36-tf

This is the beautiful tuberculosis sanatorium at Saranac Lake, New York, in the heart
It is one of the principal
charities to which the Fund is devoted. Actors from all over the country are admitted for
treatment and restored to health.

cf the Adirondacks, which is supported by the N. V. A. Fund.

During the week of April 6 to 11 to care for themselves and families., but who is a star in his own right!
of the most recent works com- ' There was absolutely no cost involved
Miss Daphne Winslow is home the Strand and Park Theatres will One
pleted was the building of a sani- ! in the making of this film, the stars
from Norway for the Easter recess.
participate (as previously announced tarium at Saranac Lake, N. Y., .for donating their services, film comin this paper) in a nationwide cam the care of tubercular patients. The panies their studios, raw stock film
The Breakfast Club was entertained at the Copper Kettle yester- paign sponsored by the National work is entirely charitable depending from the makers of film and all exday |jy j^rs jU]ja Burpee. At her Vaudeville Artists, the leading or upon the generosity of their own penses defrayed by the makers of
bome On South Main street, whither ganization of actors and actresses people to sustain it and it has be- Chesterfield cigarettes.
Remember it—April 6 to 11—Play- j
the members adjourned for cards, I from all parte of the worid. This or. come a tremendous task.
During the week of April 6 there ers and Patrons Jubilee week—spe^^fT Weeks"'
L' Br0W" ^nization was founded by the pro- will be shown a two reel comedy cial attractions—the famous “Stolen
ana Mrs. f. l. weexs.
Sessional people to care for the un- which was made by 55 of the greatest Jools" short and other surprises—
The Fales Circle will have a card fortunate®, who through sickness, screen stars of our present time. Not Plan to attend and lend your help, j
party at the home of Mrs. George accident or loss of work were unable one person appearing in this short It's a worthy cause.
Everett, Ingraham Hill, tonight.
I Wawenock Club closed the 30th
The O. T. Club met with Miss
STRAND THEATRE
Edwin Libby Relief Corps will have j Susan Spear Saturday afternoon,
year of its existence last night, cele- [
work Thursday afternoon on quilts. | honors in cards going to Miss Vivian
"Honor
Among
Lovers"
is
the
inbiating the event with a dinner at
at G.A.R. hall with supper at 6 j Ludwig and Mrs. Donald Farrand.
triguing title of the new Paramount! The Thorndike, and then adjourning i
o'clock, Mrs. Rebecca Ingraham, I Luncheon was served.
comedy drama which co-stars those!*0 the home of Miss Minnie Smith
chairman. There will be initiation in j
------the evening, and all officers are asked j Mr. and Mrs. B. A. Bass of Spring- two talented and popular players, Spring street, for the annual meet- '
to be present.
I field, Mass., are spending a week Claudette Colbert and Frederii Ing. These officers were chosen;
J President, Mrs. Susie Campbell; vice
; with Mr. and Mrs. Henry Keating,
March Wednesday-Thursday at thi president, Mrs. Evelyn Snow; secre
Miss Rose Adams and George j Mechanic street.
Adams, members of the faculty of j
Strand The story is extremely in- tary and treasurer, Mrs Leila Benthe Wassookeag School. Dexter are Miss Dorothy Choate entertained at teresting, building with effective ner; chairman of the executive com- i
home for two weeks' vacation. Their bridge Monday evening at her home, situations to an outspoken highly mittee, Mrs Hattie Keating; chair
sister Margaret, home from Nasson , high honors falling to John Willeydramatic conclusion. Too through- man of the social committee, Mrs.
institute for the Easter recess of 10 ; and Martha Burkett, second honors i out this pictUre there is present al- Frances Norton. During the season
days. has as house guest Miss Helen j going to Robert Gardner and Marion ways a keen sense of humor that 15 regular and five social meetings!
Vinal of York Harbor.
Kenney, consolation prize to Tobey manifests ltseif in many Of the amus- have been held. The club was origi
.. t - ie r-niiort ontortainpd the ' Brl.dges of CamdenRefreshments ing iines which for the most part, are nally limited to members residing at:
Mrs. Lewis Coltart entertained the , and a very pleasant evening were contributed bv those two sterling the Southend, but there has been a
N.&S. Club Thursday evening. Hon- cnjOyed
conirmuiea dj mose two sterling radual and successful invasion of
comedians, Charles. Ruggles and ther localities
ors in bridge were won by Miss Mad- j
Ginger Rogers
lenc Rogers. Mrs. Lettie Kalloch, and J Richard
A.
Booth
of
the
Corner
|
----— -----.— _ —, Miss Colbert is cast as a young and
Mrs. E. P. Jones.
,Drug Store returns tomorrow Irom charming secretary t0 / weBalthy
Portland.
, Wall Street broker- The broker
Class 26 of the Methodist Church
TODAY—TUESDAY
_
. ..
...
. . ,, . played by Frederic March, is very
will meet with Mrs. Minnie Miles
Representative and Mrs. Adelbert , much in ',ove with C]audctte> but he
The Supreme Musical
Wednesday evening. Each member G. Rogers of Greenville were week- isn.t wim
to
her. And
Drama
is asked to take 25 cents to help a end guests of their daughter-in-law, claudette> ln her turn, likes March I
needy member.
Mrs. Addie Rogers, Spruce street. . thQUgh she thlnks she js mad)y
;
They returned to Augur
Uuta jestera
i jQVe
a struggling Wall StreetMrs. Clarence Johnson and daughtcr_Margaret_ have returned from a j Vance Norton Jr„ entertained a operator who is> out to make a cool.
week's visit in Boston, where they i group of frjends yesterday afternoon million overnight. So while March
were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
ancj proved a cordial and dignified plays the best hand he knows in an
Johnson of Beacon Hill.
4-year-old host. Easter decoration' effort to win over his secretary,
adorned the dining room. Vance re- Claudette marries Craig. On Clau
dette's wedding day, March, con
Mrs. Lloyd Daniels entertained ,, d
ift
three tables of bridge Friday evening cfl/ed m“ny
___
vinced that he cannot have Clau
in honor of Mrs. Earle Goodwin of i Tbe jjethebesec Club has prepared dette any other way, proposes to her.
This is merely the beginning of a
Augusta. The decorations were m j an interesting program for its anorchid and yellow. Favors were won nua, meetine whlch wi!1 be held at story that gains interest with each
by Mrs. Bernard Hagerman, Miss, The -phorndike, with dinner at 6 succeeding scene. It reveals Clau
Mary Pratt. Mrs. Rupert Stratton, 10>c]0ck Mrs. Irene Moran will act dette and her husband, successful for
Donald Leach, Dr. Stratton, Bernard' as hostess
the moment through March's influ
Hagerman, with a guest prize fort
’
_____
ence, trying to find ideal happiness
Mrs. Goodwin. _____
i Thc Diligrnt p?mes are to be en- with the material things money ca.i
buy. It shows March, still madly in
Friends of Mrs. C. E. Johnson were gained
BuHum's love with Claudette, eager to do any
IN
,
. .
ur . „
Thursday at Miss Charlotte Bunum s.
entertained Wednesday at the home Miss Buffum
D,_,i,i
o«iRt.nri in
will be assisted
in servserv thing to help make her life full and
of her daughter, Mrs. F A. Snow, ing by Mrs. Fred Linekin.
complete. It finally reveals Clau
Cpean street. The afternoon was
dette’s husband, embroiled in an un
spent in sewing. Luncheon was
savory business deal and desperate'
Mrs.
Herbert
E.
Simmons
was
op

served. Mrs. Johnson returns to her
because of his losses, accusing Clau
erated
upon
yesterday
for
appendici

home in Westfield, N. Y„ Wednesday.
dette of infidelity. There is a climax
tis at Camden Community Hospital. of intense dramatic interest that is
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Burns have
convincing and satisfactory.—adv.
Adriel Bird was home from Bos
arrived home from Florida, where
ton
yesterday,
having
as
his
guest
the winter sojourn was somewhat
With
H. O. (Steve) Whitney of Boston,
marred by inclement weather.
_____
1 who will be remembered as a promiJeanette MacDonald
Mrs Andrew Coffey of Ash Point, nent factor in the Camden Motor
Warner Oland
O. P. Ilcggir
was a guest of Mrs. Fred Snow Mon- | boat regatta last summer,
day.
!
------Entirely in TECHNICOLOR
-------,,
The W.C.T.U. will entertain the
[ &rei*Vv<
Miss Velzora Look held a part}'; women of the missionary societies of
WEDNESDAY ONLY
Saturday evening at her home on the churches at Mrs E. E. Stoddard's,
McLoud street.
Luncheon and
Qrove street, Friday afternoon at
games were enjoyed by those pres- , 2 30. There will be something of inent, Mary Ginn. Luella Snow’, Har- ■ terest from each of the church soold Snowman, Lucien Green.
i Cjeties, and music by several of the
COURIER-GAZETIE
young folks. Mrs. Helen H. Carlson
ROCKLAND
„ .. „
.
1 will speak and there will be a readHinckley of South Portland, who has ing by Mrs E,iza Jones of ThomasMAINE
numerous friends in this vicinity, has tQn Refreshments will be served,
filed intentions of marriage with Mrs.
Irene Hayden Seavey of Portland. ——1
Hinckley was a candidate for the j ________________________________
gubernatorial nomination two years
ago.

.Whatever the Occasion We Have
the Chairs
Fresh from the Furniture Show comes a remarkable line of handsome odd chairs
—beautiful overatuffed numbers in the latest wanted covers and graceful reed
chairs and rockers in the new tapestries and cretonne.
and

At Smashing Price
Reductions
A
Come in while attending the Auto Show and see these splendid values.
yourself of the comforts and couitesy of our store
CASH OR EASY TERMS

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-319 Main Street

BO!

/J RADIO EXPERT
your

.CIGARS

33T

dailies finest.

R. W. TYLER
509-513 Main SL TcL 710 Rockland

i

The

StejALENGJSgviNG

Of interest here is the part Mrs.
Anna Tillinghast, formerly of this >
city and now commissioner of immi- j
gration in Boston, played in the re
cent Lawrence strike and her attitude
towards Reds who, it is alleged, can
be deported as alien Reds because oi
activities to overthriw this govern
ment by force. This subject is up for
discussion Friday afternoon at 3
o'clock by the Educational Club study
group. At last week's Lawrence
Rotary Club, Mrs. Tillinghast was '
praised for her foresight in causing
the arrest of two agitators, which pre-1
vented serious rioting in Lawrence.
She sent investigators there the week
before the strike.

Spiritualist services nt G A.R. hall
Rockland Automobile Show, April Sunday, 2.30 and 7.30 p. m. John
39-41
1-4, Fireproof Garage.
36-40 *'Lunt, medium.—adv.

Ki"g

NOLIOA' s

SPECIAL

HOME OF PARAMOUNT TALKING PRODUCTIONS

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
“You’re Right, Jerry. Dishonor Between
Us Is a Higher Code Than Honor Between
My 1 lusband and Myself . . . !
Is She Right?
Drama qf the right girl who mar
ries the wrong man . . . and her
employer who holds the fate of
her erring husband ln his hand.
Paramount Presents Their Story In
the Outspoken Modern Drama

“Honor Among Lovers”

Main Street
Feed & Seed
STORE
Once more we have moved, this

lime to a very desirable location—

500 MAIN STREET
Next to the Baptist Church

We carry our usual complete line
of—

Seeds and Fertilizers
Seed Potatoes

and Plants

Starring

in their season

Frederic March
Claudette Colbert
Charlie Ruggles

Wc also have a complete line of

Corn, Meal, Oats and
Feeds

GINGER ROGERS
ANN HAR.DINC
MAR-y ASTOR.
bhuirj Stnti HORTON
ROBERT AMES
HEDDA HOPPER

WEDNESDAY ALL DAY

ONE POUND PIG LIVER

I WHEN IN BOSTON You car. buy
] copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
i home news, at the Old South News
, Aucncy Washington St., next Old South
Church: also at M. Andelman’s, 234 Tre
mont St.

SERVICE

Dennis kino
5

Rockland, Me.

Telephone 890

j

Vagabond

Avail

<| q

HALF POUND STAR BACON *

Perry’s Market

C

A story of
R(ha$Pcture
young love
and youth triumphant
Paramount
Publix
Theatre

“NOT
EXACTLY
GENTLEMEN”
with

VICTOR
McLAGLEN

THE PAYSON CO.
Telephone Connection
>00 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

36T42

Cilchrest
Monumental Works
Main Straat
Thomaston, Maine
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Telephone Connaetlon

Home of

Read Our BUTTER AO on Pages 2 and 13
Read Our COFFEE AI) on Pages 3 and 16

WE GIVE COLD BOND STAMPS

NOW SHOWING

Paramount
Picturea

I

Every-Other-Day
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transmitter which I am now using
it is possible lo run the program set
THE SHORT WAVERS I on
any station whatever in the same
house without a bit of interference
A Department For Code j from keying impacts with the trans
mitter going full blast. The thump
Radio Fans Conducted filters is simply a 2. Mfd condenser
| and a 5000 ohm variable resister.
By R. Waldo Tyler
J Adjustment of the variable resister
' was checked in the short wave
(By R. Waldo Tyler)
receiver with antenna disconnected
Answering a question: De Forest from minimum key thumps after
claims, and by’ the majority acknowl which a checking in the broadcast
receiver showed no interference
edged as the pioneer tube producer whatever.
and the father of the audion by which
the radio reception of today is made
possible. Almost since the very begin
Regarding a television Inquiry. To
ning of the growth of radio suifs my mind there is little promise in
have been going on in the U. S. Su television as possible for home use
preme Court for infringements on De being practical right away. Some
Forests patents.
The amounts people have looked upon the recent
sought run into big millions, and one depression in the radio market and
follows another so closely that I am the wholesale dumping of well known
no longer interested in their outcome. makes of receivers on the market for
From what I have read the De Forest extremely low prices as an indication
priority seems well founded. The that something very unusual in radio
company has dabbled in “talkie" was going to be brought out. pointing
sound system and may yet be heard in most every case to television as the
next logical advancement. There is
from in a big way in this field.
• * * •
much more work to be done before
It may interest some of my readers television will represent anything in
to know that with oscillator amplifier entertainment as compared to the

present perfection of radio. Tele
THE SYNCRO-MESH
vision is a fact, it is being done every
day, but I am told by those who have
seen it that the thrill is over alter Buick’s New Cars Have This
the second or third look, and also that
Very Remarkable Gear
the method, position and apparent ,
confinement when operating one of
Shift
the television receivers even under
perfect receiving conditions is not
Production of the Buick Motor
conducive to relaxation. If we do get
good practical television in three to Company for the month of March
five years I shall be surprised. What has been stepped up 18 percent over
static does to a good program now the schedule of the same month last
adays is only a drop in the bucket as year. In March. 1930. there were
compared to what it does to a tele 8696 cars turned out—while the
vised picture.
schedule for this month calls for
* • * *
10,271 units. This figure also repre
The swing towards super-hets is sents more than a 30 percent increase
practically universal in the newer over last month's production. Deal
models of receivers. It looks like the er stocks across the country are re
neutrodynes and the tuned R. F. sets ported normal, with a constantly in
were going the way of the old single creasing demand for new cars—a de
circuit regenerative before long. The mand which is expected to result in
| midget continues in growth of popu additional increases in production
larity and there is a growing interest for April.
among listeners to return to phones. , “There is nothing so completely
I have already adapted several elec satisfying to most motorists." says
tric sets to phone reception. I. C A. Mgr. S F. Copeland of the Lewiston
comes out with the "Companion," a Buick Co., "as the smooth, silent
two tube all electric set for phone re shifting of gears. Silent gear-shiffception. Tire Croslev "Migit" is the ing used to be the mark of an expert
smallest of the parlor sets to include driver until Buick's Syncro-Mesh
built-in speaker.
came along to make experts of us all
Now with this superior type of trans
mission one can always shift gears
smoothly and Silently. No conscious
e^ort is required, for the gears mesh
without clash."
"A swift shift into second on slip
pery roads gives one the braking
effect of the engine eoualized on both
rear wheels." Mr. Copeland states,
"therebv reducing the tendency to
skid, and if necessary when going
down hills one can shift instantly
and easily into second gear, thus
utilizing the additional braking power
of the engine. This quicker, easier
gear-shifting also means faster accel
eration. and drivers of new Buick
eights with Svncro-Mesh are enjoy
ing a decided advantage at traffic
lights.”

BUICK STRAIGHT EIGHT
FOUR SERIES

$1181 to $2231 Fully Equipped and Delivered
All with SYNCRO-MESH TRANSMISSION

The Silent Safe Shift
We solicit an appointment that you may ride in and drive these quality cars
No Change in Models This Summer or Fall

LEWISTON BUICK CO.
S. F. COPELAND, Manager Rockland Division

ROCKLAND

PARK STREET

Mike, having been injured in a
railroad wreck lav dying. As he
moaned on his bed the odor of cook
ing assailpd his nostrils. Calling his
weeping daughter to his bedside he
said:
"Mollv, darlint. ain't It doughnuts
that Oi do be smellin?"
“Right you are.” the girl replied.
“And would ye moind askin' ver
mother if I can have wan ave thim
before Oi die?”
The daughter delivered the mes
sage in the kitchen and brought
back the answer:
“Maw says you can’t have one of
them doughnuts; they're for the
wake.”

PHONE 238

John D. Rockefeller last week
entertained a big crowd of natives in
Florida. A good dime was had by all.
—Nashville Southern Lumberman.

THE BOY SCOUTS
*»*

*

Current Comment

The next Court of Honor will be
held April 24 in the Universalist ves
*•*»•*••«»*«»*•»*.»j»By HARRY A. DANIELS
*•*
try. A visit at Troop 3's meeting last
night, gave the impression that near
ly all the boys there are working
This should' interest all readers hotel. Wide porches, large, cool j hard to get their second class at this
who have any interest in modern rooms, a beautiful yard, make the i next court. Other troops will have
most cheerful. This to get busy to beat them.
schools. I have already explained surroundings
building will accommodate about 50 I
♦ « ♦ ♦
how these younger men of the Forty teachers—and cheaper than they can |
Four
Scouts
have
paid their regis
Liens and Kiwanis clubs have taken live in a private home. It is but a
fee in Troop 1, and now that
office in the newer cities of the step from the club to the rear of the tration
their charter is due to be renewed, it
West, taken off their coats and dug school buildings, and there is no in- j is hoped many others will re-register.
This may have been a mild winter,
a 50-mile channel to make Houston convenience in bad weather.
Scout Thomas Milligan is transfer- but to judge from the business news,
a sea-port, and now the largest city
<v> <•>
<#>
• • « •
it managed to freeze a lot of assets.—
in the southwest and still growing
ring from troop 6 of this city to a Cleveland Plain Dealer.
There
is
a
large
cafeteria
in
each
very fast. How they have outstripped school building, where the children!
the older cities of New Orleans and may eat nourishing food at cost. I
Atlanta: how the active younger men This keeps them away from the!
in power have built up San Antonio questionable hot dog stands that [
with national and international ad usually spring up in the vicinity of;
vertising, calling it “the winter play schools,
and makes it unnecessary for
ground of America." until this sea them to go home at noon, as the 1
son they have at this writing 40,000 school feeds them cheaper than they
winter visitors filling the hotels and can be fed at home.
apartments there and spending a
MAIN AND WINTER STREETS
<s> <$> <t> ;J>
round million dollars every week for
Although
the
athletic
field
is
food, shelter and pleasure. It was
not so long ago that San Antonio was equipped for basketball, /ootball,
known as just another cattle town. baseball, and’all other outdoor sports,
It is now one of the most modern of there is a modern indoor gymnasium,
the younger cities \vq have in the with scores of shower baths, lockers
and other sanitary equipment for
United States.
both boys and girls. The large audi
«> <»> <Js
toriums in the school buildings are
The schools in the cities of Magic so constructed that moving pictures
Valley are as modern as new ideas of educational subjects may be shown
can make them. The ones here will to advantage in miniature theatres.
serve as an example. The Junior Most of us have no idea how far this
High. Senior High and Grammar has progressed in some sections of
schools are all side bv side along two the country. In a word, the buildcity blocks of land on the main , ines and surroundings are made so
highway, near the center of the city. attractive to the pupil that he has
We will take your Union street, no desire to play “hookey" as in the
where the public library is located, as old days. He would much rather be
a good example. Take two blocks at school than at home or any other
along Union street and go back to | spot he knows of, for he can have
Lincoln street. The three brown more fun at school, can play under
brick school buildings are set up on I better advantages,' has more inter
The station will be in charge of EDWARD
terraces along Union street, well back esting things provided for him—and
from the curb, with grass, palms, and his tank is a nicer place in which to
ADAMS, a graduate of the Tydol Service
ornamental shrubbery covering th<’ swim than the old swimmin’ pool of
entire front yard.
our younger days. Therefore he is
School in Manchester, N. H.
<S> <S> <4> -S.
happv. He can eat and play better
To the rear of these buildings, but at school than he can at home, and
along the side street, is the Faculty he is in no danger from automobile
He is an Expert
Club, situated just as your Nurses' traffic, for he is in a fenced enclosure
Home is in relation to the library. 800 feet square, which gives him
And back of these buildings, extend plentv of room to work off his
ing to Lincoln street, is the enclosed i surplus vouthful energy, with which
athletic field, stadium, and play all healthy children are endowed.
and will be pleased to serve you
ground, afl fenced in with a 10-foot It is worth a lot to a mother to have
high iron fence, with private en her children glad to tro to school, and
trances for scholars from the gym glad to stay there all day.
nasiums in the school buildings.
.
®
.
«• <9> -8> «>
The youngsters in the grammar
PARKING 25c
COMPLETE SERVICE
The Faculty Club is really a dormi grades come in close contact with the
tory for the teachers. A modern high school athletic teams by this
39-41
brick building, not as expensive as arrangement, and they are proud of
your beautiful nurses' home, but them and claim them as their own.
built on the same general lines, and They get the school spirit very young,
here the teachers who wish to, may and the high school does not seem
live in quiet, beautiful surroundings, something away and apart from
and at a moderate cost. Meals are ' them, but rather something to which
KNOX COUNTY’S LARGEST BANKING INSTITUTION
served in a general dining room, and i they really belong. It is an excellent
the place is run on the order of a i arrangement.
_____________________

We will exhibit four New Models: the New Victoria Coupe, the New DeLuxe Sport
Roadster, the New Town Sedan and the New Tudor Sedan.
All other models, including
Trucks, will be on display at our own show rooms. Don’t fail to see all the models, then you

will see why . . .
You save in many ways when you buy a FORD. Low first cost is just one advantage
of buying a FORD. Of even greater importance is the saving in the cost of operation and
up-keep. As the months and years go by, this saving will total many dollars. The economy
of the FORD is due to its simplicity of design, high quality of materials, and accuracy in man
ufacturing and assembly. Every part has been made to endure—to serve you faithfully and
well for many thousands of miles. FORD owners everywhere will tell you of the economy
and reliability of the new FORD. Large industrial companies which keep accurate cost rec
ords are buying more and more FORD cars evsry year because of their proved economy of
operation and up-keep. Many of these have fleets of fifty, one hundred and two hundred
FORD cars and trucks. One large corporation operates more than eight thousand. The
experience of these careful buyers is a dependable guide for you to follow in the purchase of

an automobile.

The Following Prices Are Fully Equipped and Delivered
THE NEW VICTORIA COUPE............. $670.00
THE NEW DELUXE SPORT ROADSTER 563.00
THE NEW TOWN SEDAN................. 718.00
THE NEW TUDOR SEDAN............... 578.00
THE NEW DELUXE PHAETON........
668.00
THE NEW PHAETON......................... 523.00
THE NEW ROADSTER....................... 518.00
THE NEW SPORT COUPE................. 588.00
THE NEW STANDARD COUPE......... 578.00
THE NEW DELUXE COUPE............... 613.00
THE NEW FORDOR SEDAN............. 678.00
THE NEW CABRIOLET..................... 683.00
THE NEW DELUXE SEDAN............... 718.00
THE NEW STATION WAGON........... 708.00

KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

A FORD FOR EVERY SERVICE

._______________

t

NOW OPEN

Tydol Gas

Veedol Oil

LUBRICATION ENGINEER

SOUTH WALDOBORO

-------I Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Collamore of
Nothing That Maine Needs the village were visitors Wednesday
c_ R..J1.. A„
c---. ' at the home of Martin Collamore.
□o Badly As 1 hese ror-1 Rev Mr Tjmberlake of Friendmer Has I 7 Points
I ship will hold services again on
More interest in lime is in evidence Thursday evening at the local church,
by farmers. Nearly everywhere, farm-AIr Timberlake is a gifted speaker
j ers are inquiring about prices of lime ■ apd was tfj
regretted that mor
and the relative value of the different !
not ava1’
grades. The best way to buy it seems portunitv to hear him last Thurs
to be in carload lots. Four or five day evening. Another special fea
I farmers get together and one man ture of the service was the solos
collects the money and orders the sung by the talented six year old
i lime. The man who collects the daughter of Mrs. Amy Stebbins. For
money and does the handling usually one so young her voice is remark
gets fifty cents a ton for doing the able.
Sympathy is expressed to Mrs. Ida
job. Many Twin County farmers are
Winchenbach in the death of her
planning to order lime during the sister
Mrs. John Winchenbach of
coming season.
West Waldoboro. It was especially
Ground limestone from Rockland sad. as Mrs. Winchenbach’s own
analyzes about 54 per cent calcium health has been impaired the past
oxide and delivers in bulk in open winter and she was unable to attend
Uk*4-35 a
minTm I the last rites of her sister whose fu
car 25 tons. The same lime in bags
. . . .
Friday
and in closed cars delivers for about j neral 100 p
fTlaay
$7 a ton.
Rockland Automobile Show. April
Land lime contains about two per 1-4, Fireproof Garage.
36-40
cent, calcium oxide and delivers for
about $9. minimum car 20 tons.
The ground limestone ought to be I
applied about a year before seeding i
down. It is often used for sweet corn.
It is slower in action than land lime. |
Land lime should be applied at i
least the fall before seeding down. '
! In fact nearly all soils need about l LEADS THEM ALL
two tons of lime per acre.
|
The county agent is glad to test j
.
soil for anyone. It only takes about , This is a nation-wide service
a tablespoonful. It should not be |
...
svz
n A
handled by the hands and it should organization. We sell AutOelther be placed in clean glass jars mobile Insurance in every
I or clean tin cans. Tests are made 1
j free of charge for anyone.
state having a Safety Respon
A new method of mixing lime with
i grass or alfalfa seed when sown, the sibility Law, (including Can
idea being to have some lime close to ada)
the seed that germinates, seems to be
of some importance if the man did
not sow lime as far ahead as he Merchants service follows
ought to.
In pasture treatment where lime is our policyholders wherever
! applied to the top of the soil only, it they drive.
| is probable that hydrated lime is the
I best to use since it is the only one
’ that has a tendency to leach down a
bit. The other kinds of lime are likely
to stay right on top and not do
much good. It is probable that one
wishing to lime in the Spring could
use a ton of hydrated and a ton of OWEN B. AUGSPURGER, President
ground limestone. The hydrated lime
would only last two or three years at
New England Department
the most whereas the ground lime
stone would last from five to seven 18 Oliver St. Boston, Mass,
years.
Everything considered, the ground j Let the Merchants insure your
limestone is probably the best buy. automobile. Annual dividends or
It is not only much cheaper in bulk savings paid to policyholders since
but lasts longer, it is not so unpleas- , organization.
ant to handle and many men say 1
that handling it in bulk is just as
Our Policies
fast or faster than handling it in I
bags. Even if there is some wastage, Obtainable Only Through
it is much cheaper. If necessary it I
can be stored outdoors in heaps.
YOUR LOCAL AGENT
In case it gets wet. many men put
about two inches in a manure [
spreader and spread it in that man- i
ner. It can be put about two inches j
thick on top of manure provided J
it is harrowed in two or three hours.
AGENT
If it is not harrowed in there is a loss ,
375 Main St.
of ammonia from the manure. This Tel. 77.
ROCKLAND
is especially true with land lime.
The county agent has diagrams of
home made lime sowers that work '
satifactorily and thev are verv easy
and cheap to build. These plans may
be secured bv anyone for the asking. [
Probablv there is nothing that our
Maine soils need so badly as lime and
more humus. There are about seven
AGENTS
teen valuable points that lime
Rockland, Maine
accomplishes.

MERCHANTS

MUTUAL

Merchants Mutual
Casualty Company

UNIVERSAL CREDIT CO. PLAN FOR FORD PURCHASERS

PHONE 333

.

Fireproof Service Station

LIME AND HUMOS

AT THE SHOW

A Little Resume of Their
Spring Activities — Next
Court of Honor

PHONE 334

OUR SERVICE FOR EVERY FORD

troop in Braintree, Mass., where he is
now residing.
* • • *
At Troop 2 three - groups were
working on tests—one on signalling,
one on first aid, and one on compass.
A new game, chair relay, was played,
after which each Scout was formally
introduced to the "Fly" family, re
ceiving a surprising shock in meeting
Mr. Letterfly.
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
Dr. Kent is expected to give firgt
aid instruction work at next Monday
night?, meeting.
* * * •
Charles lawry has been appoint
ed "weather" merit badge examiner.

ROBERT COLLINS

Cochran, Baker &
Cross

Are you ready for
a “rainy day”?
'

It is not always going to be fair weather
and smooth sailing. There will come a
period of rainy days in your life when
you will probably need some money.
Are you making preparations now for
these “rainy days?" The safest and
most convenient method of accumulating
a rainy day reserve fund is through a
savings account. We would welcome
your account at any of our six offices.

SECURITY TRUST
Company
ROCKLAND
Camder, Rockport, Union, Warren, Vinalhaven
A

Member of the Financial Institutions Group of Banks

Financial Institutions. Inc.. It n Maine Corporation owning a majority
of the Capital Stock of 15 Maine banks having total resources of more
than 186.000.000.
Over 85 per cent of the Common Stock ot financial
Institutions. Inc., is owned by Maine capital and the corporation ‘a
managed by Maine men who have had long and successful experlenoa t*
banking and financial operation.

At

s1

Of

gi North National Bank

North
FIRST GREAT

PRINCIPLE
The first great principle of success is accumulating

a reserve fund.

It stimulates energy and gives

financial standing—assuring happiness and suc
cess. Open an account now with this Bank.

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©
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THE STORY OF MODERN TRANSPORTATION
There are today twenty-six million gasoline
driven vehicles on the streets of America and
forty thousand motor driven planes are in the air.
A tremendous influence in the civilization of to

day. It affects every one of us directly and indi
rectly more and more in the course of our every
day life—The Automobile—The Motor Truck
and Accessories—hence comes the

ROCKLAND AUTOMOBILE SHOW
FIREPROOF GARAGE
APRIL 1 to 4
It will contain every up-to-the-minute detail
of modern transportation. Hundreds of free
Gifts will be made, Airplane Rides, 400 Gallons
of Gasoline, etc., amounting to a cash total of
CHARLES H. BERRY

$800.00. An Electric Radio will be given away
Friday night. Kirkpatrick’s Orchestra will pro
vide the music. Gala Free Dance on Saturday
Night, 10 o’clock to midnight.
LLOYD N. LAWRENCE

XI

£

Every-Other-Day
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New Essex Super-Six Motor

THE GREAT WILLYS LINE

HOBOS GETTING
FOODOF IDLE

World’s Largest Makers Of Knight Engined Cars Have
Produced Outstanding Machines

Survey Show# Profession
al Derelicts Are Wax
ing in Luxury.

Cable operation of the new in-1 of constant interest to experienced cables add safety and smooth, easy
ternal expanding 4-wheel brakes on I motorists at the Show. These non- braking action, according to en
the new Nash cars for 1931 is a source I stretchable and electrically welded gineers.

We Offer a Complete Service On

All Branches of
Automobile Insurance
• LIABILITY - COLLISION - FIRE - THEFT
t
»

CLARENCE F. JOY
375 MAIN STREET

TELEPHONE 882

ROCKLAND

New York.—Professional derelicts
get all the pickings while the white
collar mao. out of work, poor hut
proud, trousers frayed and his soul
seared, must get what satisfaction
he can out of being a hero In fic
tion, according to Capt. John A.
llammlll, commanding the Fifth
street police station. Captain Hammill was in St. Mark's Catholic
mission, the first food depot opened
specifically for needy artists,
writers, business and professional
women and others in the white col
lar group, put on their uppers
through mergers and general de
pression.
"I was talking with one of the
Bowery boys," Captain Hamutill
said. “I’ve known him since I was
a sergeant. 'How are things?' I
asked him. 'Well, I ain't doin' so
bad,’ he said. ‘Eating six times a
day—got ten places to sleep free.
Everything's Jake, except these
bread lines are too far apart. It
gets too cold to take them all in.
No, I ain’t doin' bad.’ ”
Duped.by Panhandlers.

Father Michael Di Ilsie of the
Franciscan order, who is in charge
of the mission and lias converted
it into a white collar restaurant,
atso had been taken In by pan
handlers.
“It was over ln Jersey some years
■go,” ba said. “A man who told
me of his starving wife and chil
dren cost me $41. He wasn't e' en
married. He just took me over."
Originally the mission plan was
to give food only on ThSnksgi'ing.
But when Father Di Ilsie found
that so many men and wSmen ap
parently were ashamed to ask for
food at bread lines, he moved back
the altar and gave up his recep
tion room, and decided to have mass
only on Sundays and food the other
days. “From 11 a. m. to 6 p. m.
there will be all the food you can
eat,” he said.
No food can be taken away. The
restaurant chains, which supply
most of the food, are refusing sup
plies these da.vs, it was said, un
less they are sure the food goes to
those actualy in need.
Puts Ban on “Chiselers.”

AN ALYZ E
THE VALUE
Weigh, in your own mind, the importance of grace and beauty
in a motor car. Then consider, one after another, the various
factors which are responsible for the new Oldsmobile’s striking
appearance ... its smart and distinctive new front end design—its
long, low, fleet-looking lines—its tastefully appointed and luxuriously
finished bodies by Fisher.

O

Consider, next, the desirability of capable all-round performance.
Then take the new Oldsmobile’s wheel. Experience the thrilling
getaway—the brilliant speed—the increased power and smoothness
of this great new car. Test, too, its remarkable ease of control—in
starting, shifting, steering, and braking—comparable with that of the
highest priced cars.

©

When you have defined your requirements on these points,
and applied them to Oldsmobile, consider the importance of a
third great factor—dependability. With all its important new features,
the 1931 Oldsmobile gives you the same proved fundamentals which
have won the praise of nearly a quarter of a million owners during
the past three years.

©

Finally, consider the importance of price in relation to all these
things. Then analyze Oldsmobile’s value in terms of what you
get for what you pay. You will find that the new Oldsmobile is not
only finer than ever in quality, but that it is also loiver in price.
And lower price plus finer quality makes the new Oldsmobile’s
value doubly impressive.

©

EXAMINE OLDSMOBILE’S IMPORTANT NEW FEATURES IN BODY,
ENGINE AND CHASSIS ... THE SYNCRO-MESH TRANSMISSION ...
A NEW QUIET SECOND GEAR . . . NEW DOWNDRAFT CARBURE.
TION . . . COORDINATED STARTER AND THROTTLE . . . ANEW
CARBURETOR-SILENCER ... NEW INSULATED FISHER BODIES ...
OPTIONAL UPHOLSTERY ... A DEEPER, STURDIER FRAME . . .
FIVE WIRE OR FIVE DEMOUNTABLE WOOD WHEELS . . . MORE
DISTINCTIVE APPEARANCE . . . FINER ALL-ROUND PERFORMANCE

________________w .’Vfl.w 0
COHSIOfR THE
F«ICE AS Will AS TMl U$l WIcAd
WHtN COMMJtNG VAtUtS. PHIVEHD FfiCFS IMClUPt

i-ko
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Thieves Walk Off With
Beehives and Honey
Martinsburg, W. Va.—Something
new in the way of attractions to
thieves was disclosed here when
William Lupton, farmerorchardlst, said some unidentified persons
had walked away with two of his
beehives, the colonies of bees win
tering within, and the season's
honey yield.
He said he had purposely not
gathered the honey this year, think
ing the bees would need it for
food this winter. He believes the
thief wanted the honey and had to
take the hives and bees to get the
honey.

The new Willys-Knight Sedan De
Luxe is a model whose lines, color,
finish and detail all combine in a
truly distinguished ensemble. Con
tributing to this model's distinctive
appearance are the smart wire
wheels, the large hub caps, the allsteel running boards, the wider front
fenders, the hood louvers and the
spare wheels in the forward fender
wells. The doors are of unusual
width, to facilitate entrance and exit.
Willys-Overland is the world's
leading manufacturer of Knight-en
gined cars. It is no exaggeration to
say that the 1931 model represents
the greatest WiUys-Knight value
ever offered. Not only is the new
Willys-Knight worthy of a place
among the most beautiful of all mod
ern motor cars—it is also the largest
and most powerful Knight-engined
car ever presented at such low prices.
The 121-inch wheelbase of the new
Willys-Knight, the overall length of
168’» inches, and the exceptionally
wide tread—58', inches—have given
the designers unuiual freedom in
creating interiors of comfort, spa
ciousness and luxury. The wider
rear seat accommodates three adults,
wearing overcoats, without any undue
crowding. Even tall men will find
plenty of head room and leg room.
In the Sedan models, the front seats
also are wider, and all driving com
partments are roomy and convenient
ly arranged. The front seat is
readily adjustable forward and back
ward; and the back of the seat, by
means of straps, may be inclined to
the angle, best suited to your indi
vidual comfort.

power. It can drive the car at a
speed between 75 and 80 miles au j
hour. The Knight engine actually,
becomes smoother and more efficient
with added mileage.
Specifications of the new WillysKnight:
Engine: Six cylinder sleeve-valve
type, four point suspension, rubber
insulated, cylinders cast en bloc. (
Nelson type invar steel strut alumi- '
num alloy pistons. Seven bearing
crankshaft. Cylinder borr«3inches,
stroke 4'u inches N.A.C.C. horse
power rating 27.34. Actual horse
power. 87 at 3200 r.p.m. Removable
cylinder heads. Silent timing chain
with automatic adjustment. Gaso| line filter. Air cleaner, flame ar- J
, rester type.
Lubrication: Full pressure to
: crankshaft, piston pin. connecting |
rod and cam-shaft bearings and tim
ing chain. Direct spray to pistons
and cylinder walls. Oil pump, inj ternal gear type with automatic oil
1 control valve regulating oil pressure
and automatic oil rectifier to pre
vent over-oiling at high speeds and
dilution. Pressure gauge on instru
ment panel. Bayonet type oil level for chassis lubrication. Complete HELPS PERFORMANCE
gauge left side of engine. Alemite set of tools. Non-shatterable glass
pressure system for chassis lubrica at extra cost.
Alloy Pistons
Note: We reserve the right to Aluminum
tion.
Cooling system: Cellular type! change prices, colors and other
Speed
Action
of the Essex
without notice.
radiator. Pump circulation thermo specifications
Willys-Overland,
Inc.,
Toledo,
Super Six
static control.
Centrifugal type
pump in unit with four blade fan, I Ohio.
Pistons of aluminum alloy of en
driven by an adjustable V-type belt,
With 26.500.000 motor cars and
chromium plated radiator shell. Heat trucks in use in the United States, the tirely new design, of the T-slot cam
j indicator on instrument board. Ca- normal replacement requirements for ground type, are used in the new
! pacity of cooling system 4:ls gallons.
1931 will be greater than the actual Essex Super Six. The slotting of the
Clutch: Single plate, dry disc type, production of new cars was in 1930.
skirt has been confined to the upper
| pedal and clutch adjustment.
it was pointed out today by C. H.
Transmission:
Standard
shift Bliss, sales manager of The Nash portions which expand most under
The new Willys-Knight Victoria selective sliding gear three speeds
Motors Company. Less than the usu- operating temperatures,' the lower
Coupe De Luxe is definitely modern forward and one reverse.
al number of cars have passed out of skirt remaining solid, thus eliminati
in design and treatment. Optional
Rear axle: Semi-floating, banjo
color combinations are available on type pressed steel housing, removable service in the past year, he said. This ing any possibility of distortion at
all Willys-Knight models. The wires inspection cover. Adjustable Tim- surplus replacement, added to the' this point The skirt of this new
normal replacement requirements in piston is, not round but is ground to
to the head lamps, side lamps, tail I ken bearings throughout.
the next twelve months, constitutes a special shape which scientifically
lamp and horn are concealed, and the
» « • •
a comfortable market for the year.
provides exact clearances at all points
radiator filler cap is under the hood.
when the piston has been heated to
The interior is fully as luxurious and i Front axle: Reversed Elliott typeThe Greater Hudson Eight steer its normal operating temperaturegraciously appointed as you would be I-beam. drop forged in one piece,
heat
treated.
Timken
roller
thrust
ing wheel is constructed of steel The locations on the piston where
led to expect from the car's external
beauty. The upholstery is rich bearings and bronze bushings on covered with black lustrous hard scoring is most generally manifested
|
steering
knuckles.
Adjustable
Timrubber, formed at the rim so as to are niven slight additional clearances
broadcloth.
give a non-tiring grip. The safe’v by this new design.
In the all-important matter ot , ken roller bearings in wheels.
Steering gear: Semi-irreversible factor of this steering wheel is such This Essex piston design preserves
driving safety, the new Willys-Knight
is as up-to-date a car as can be cam and lever type. Steering post that nothing short of repeated blows its characteristics over an excep
found. An advance of impressive height adjustable. Steering wheel of from the sledge hammer will break tionally long life and will remain
quiet for the durationsignificance is the fact that safety j hard rubber, 18 inch diameter, steel It.
glass is available on all models, in reinforced, 3 spokes.
Electrical system: Auto-Lite 2 unit,
all windows and windshields. This
glass is absolutely shatterproof and 6 volt, generator and starting moeliminates all danger from sharp par ; tor. L’.S.L. Battery. Single wiring
ticles and jagged edges. As figures system. Starting motor engages on
show that more than 70% of all fly wheel through Bendix drive
motoring injuries are caused by fly pinion. Finger-tip control at cening glass, the importance of this new ; ter of steering wheel operates lights,
Willys-Knight safety feature be horn and starting motor.
Ignition: Semi-automatic distribucomes readily apparent. While not
standard equipment, this vital pro ! tor with manual control. Ignition
tection is provided at very slight ex coil lock.
Brakes: Four wheel Bendix inter
tra cost—in fact, the cost is negligi
ble in view of the extra security at- nal expanding, duo-servo type, cable
forded. The four-wheel brakes on control. Hand brake operates on all
the new Willys-Knight are the duo- ' four wheels.
Springs: Semi-elliptic, chrome van
servo type, internal expanding, cable
and conduit control. These brakes adium steel. Front springs 39 inches
are instantly responsive; even a light long, rear springs 56 inches long,
pressure of your foot on the pedal j Hydraulic shock eliminators front
brings the car to a quick, sure and and rear. Tryon self adjustable
gentle stop. This insures a greater spring shackles.
Wheels: Wood , with spare tire
pedal reserve, so that longer dis
tances may be covered before any carrier on standard models. Six de
adjustment is necessary; and stren mountable wire on De Luxe models
uous work in emergencies will not with spare wheels in two fender
as quickly impair braking efficiency. wells. Wheelbase 121 inches.
Fenders: Full crown, pressed steel,
The cable and conduit construction
avoids the annoying rattles which one-piece type.
Fuel system: Sixteen gallon gaso
presently make themselves evident
with a less modern system. The pro line tank at rear. Vacuum tank for
We make our printing say ‘Hello’
STATIONERY
vision of a compression member be gasoline feed with filter. Hydro
tween the transmission and the static gasoline gauge on instrument
.
.
.
cordially,
interestingly,
atBOOKLETS
brake cross shaft increases the effi board. Tillotson pumpwell type car
tractively.
We
make
type
talk
BROCHURES
ciency and equalization of the brakes. buretor. Manually controlled heat
As another safety factor, the steering to intake manifold.
with ready attention and conBROADSIDES
Equipment: Hydraulic shock elimi
wheel is steel-centered, rubber-cov
vincing salesmanship. We plan
OFFICE AND
nators front and rear. Mono-control
ered, and unsplinterable.
• • • *
windshield with automatic wiper,
your printing requirements with
FACTORY
The Willys-Knight is the only rear view mirror, combination stop
intelligence and economy.
FORMS
American car to bring you the many and tail light, high frequency type
outstanding advantages of the pat horn. Speedometer, oil gauge, am
ented double sleeve-valve engine— meter, heat indicator and gasoline
the same type of motor used in many gauge grouped on instrument board.
of the most costly European cars. Dome light in Victoria coupe and Se
Rockland, Maine
The six-cylinder engine of the dan. Clock and cigar lighter in De
Willys-Knight develops 87 horse- Luxe models. Alemite gun system
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Trench Enemies Now
Sell Meat in Same Shop
Aberdeen. Wash.—William Weissenborn and William Hou ser fought
each other from trenches 25 yards
apart in 1918. Now they stand side
by side and wait on the customers
In Weissenborn's meat market here.
Weissenborn was a member of
the Lilian regiment and Bowser
was with the One Hundred and
Fortieth L'nited States Infantry.
Their companies fought each other
three times.
After the war Weissenborn came
to the United State', llowser had
been employed in his market for
some time before they discovered
that they had been trench enemies.

Poor Man, Given
Shirt, Returns Gems

I

Detroit.—‘Toor but hon
est,” is not a meaningless
expression to one Detroit
needy man.

New WILLYS Cars
A Big Six priced like a four

a Powerful Eight
a Brilliant Knight
and two new trucks
X

Mrs. H. H. Prenzlauer, su

MUNSEY MOTOR COMPANY
21 Limerock Street

“People in most need simply
aren't getting a break,” said Dan
iel Piatt, in charge of the convert
ed mission. Captain Hammill and
lots of others know it, anti the
merchants are getting cynical.
Why not? Bums are human and
should be fed, but for the mission,
we won't have chiselers.
“It is usual to say, ‘Oh, they
won't work,’ but this morning I
proved it. One of our supporters
said he'd give 20 of these Bowery
men jobs at $7 a day, free board
and lodging to pick potatoes.
"But these blighters just out of
office—one of them I know made
$200 a week before busint-s got
‘fundamentally sound'—Jumped at
the chance to clear $70 for the next
ten days’ work. They're working
in the cold today, those white* col
lar boys. They have families, some
of them, and all they want is a
chance.”
That the more than fifty bread
lines and food depots operating in
the city are quite adequate for ail
the unemployed who are willing to
work but unable to find a job lias
been asserted by the welfare coun
cil's co-ordination committee, on
the basis of surveys by social
agencies.

Hudson Greater Eight
Has New Shock Absorber

Rockland, Me.

pervisor of tlie Jewish Emer
gency relief depot, doled out
a shirt to an applicant. Later
lie came back and said that
while he appreciated tlie ar
ticle he did not feel justified
in keeping tlie diamond cuff
links.

The double manifold and riser
employed in the new Nash Eight-90
Series motor operates as though car
bureting two four-cylinder motors.
; The new twin carburetion system
adds materially to the power, speed
1 and smoothness of the new car without. in any way. sacrificing fuel
economy.

E. 0. PHILBROOK & SON
632 Main Street

Willys-Knight

Rockland, Maine

Willys Eight

SALES AND SERVICE

Willys Six

Every-Other-Day
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one or more wheels are locked before
PERSEVERING BY DEGREES
the proper braking power is applied.
"Satisfactory testing of brakes re
Jay See Gives a More Or Less
S. Nilo Spear Says That They quires scientific equipment, which is A.Veracious
Account of Joining the
costly and which requires consider
Grange
Are the Major Cause of able
space.
"The motor car is driven onto this Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Accidents
tester, and the wheels of the car are
I have joined the Grange—at least j
“Unequal brakes 'cause abnormal turned by electric motors, four dials, I have taken one degree in that fa- ,
one at each wheel, indicating every
tire wear and make safe driving im-, defect of adjustment, or of the brake mous organization and have prom
possible,” says S. Nilo Spear, of Nilo’S lining, drum, or other mechanical ised (with mental evasion) to take'
factors. The operator can tell you more if I -can stand it.
Repair Shop, Spring street.
“Unless your brakes have been in how many feet your car can be
In my home town I was told that
stopped from any given speed.
tested by a scientific machine you
“tn order to encourage better as I was well known as one who ,
cannot know how quickly you can brakes and to make driving safer, by could not ksep a secret I must get
stop, or whether you are grinding oft eliminating accidents due to faulty my jurisdiction waived and join1
tread rubber and brake lining, or brakes, this One-stop station is otter elsewhere—the farther away the bet
ing free brake testing service. Should
whether your car will be skidding the brakes be out of adjustment our ter. I informed this person I would
and out of control before the maxi experts will provide at minimum cost have to wave my handkerchief unless
mum braking power is applied.
the service the owner desires, and is a jurisdiction was furnished me free.
“It is safer and more economical ready to reline your brakes with After a few weeks I was told trfat I
to have the brakes inspected so you efficient and long wearing brake lin could be initiated into South Hope
are sure they will always perform ing if it should be required for safe ! Grange for $4. The regular price
when needed. Traffic conditions to-' operation of your car.”
! was, $3 but my reputation being ■
day, in the crowded city and on the
“agin” me, and as they were raising
highway, demand better brakes than OLD SPARK PLUGS
to buy a hall they would take ,
REDUCE HORSEPOWER | aa fund
ever before. Greater speeds are per
chance on me for the extra dollar.'
mitted by law, and greater speeds are
I (Insurance against “tattling”).
possible with the new models.
I waited another week for a secret |
Tests show that a motor in which
“Streaks of black are common on spark plugs had been used for more j committee to investigate for other
the roads—streaks that are mute evi
faults in my character but as I had
dence of improper adjustment. A than 12,000 miles developed 31.2 j hired three friends to speak well for
horsepower,
when
run
at
an
engine
brake is locking, and grinding rubber
me I was at last called to the initia
off the tire. A car with a brake speed equivalent to 20 miles an nour. tory, whatever that is. I am not
The same motor run at the same going to tell any secrets as they
locked, that is, one or more wheels
no longer rolling, is out of control. speed equipped with a new set of made me promise not to, and I forUnless the brakes are equalized and plugs gave a horsepower reading of 1 got them anyhow. I will skip brief
adjusted to the weight of the car, 38.0 an increase of 6.8 horsepower. ly over what I remember of the cereI monial rites. (I consider them
J wrongs done to me personally).
First they took my $4 and said it
ought to be more. Then a lately
dumped fertilizer sack was pulled
down over my head and amidst a
| burst of piano music and gleeful
song I was ushered into the torture
chamber. I was marched around
and around the hall, forward and
back, until I was dizzy. I was told
a lot of things by one addressed as
“Worthy Master” and told to com
mit them to memory, which I did—
| not. I heard something about placing
the candy dates in position; I
[ tlfought this meant a treat. Then
I was presented to the worthy over
seer for further destruction, and I
surely got that. And I heard men■ tion of the “High Priest of’Diameter”
! and the next thing I remember,
some one (I think it was Lester Mer. rill) threw water in my face and I
; heard a female voice say, “Thank
goodness he didn't die in our hall
and he will probably be all right in
a month or so.” In a few minutes I
felt better and in a faint voice asked,
j “Is the harvest supper ready?” Then
i I was told that before I could eat at
' the expense of the Grange I must
take three more degrees. Then I felt
I sadder and wiser. But time mel1 lows grief and there remains but one
j way now. I must persevere and- get
that supper.
* Demeter.
Specials in Radio Repairing and Expert Servic
A. Jay See.
Union, March 16.
ing is Our Job. We have the best equipped
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POOR BRAKES

Specialize in

REPAIRING

radio laboratory in Eastern Maine. When your
radio goes wrong—

NEW BUMPER ROLLS
PEDESTRIAN ASIDE

CALL 661
a. ..
WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN RADIO REPAIRS

F. W. FARREL CO.
643 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

A new automobile bumper, the
J work of Dr. Vernon Clifford, EngI lish scientist, has been successfully
demonstrated in London in saving
lives of persons hit by cars.
It is cylindrical in shape and is
carried a few inches above the
ground.
External impact on the bumper
drops it to within two inches of the
road surface. At the same time it
is rotated by a small motor connect] ed to the car battery, with the re' suit that a body, on coming in con
tact with the device, is rolled forj ward until the driver is able to halt
the car.

Have Your Generator Set
Back and Avoid Serious
Trouble
A frequent sight on the streets
these evenings is an automobile with
only one “eye.” Not only is this dis
concerting and dangerous to ap
proaching motorists, but it should
be a sign of trouble to the automo
bile's owner.
It should be attended to immediI ately. not only for the sake of safety
j to others, but to prevent further
| trouble in the car's lighting system.
The reason for so many one-eyed
automobiles’ in winter is the fact
that the charging rate of the gen
erator has been boosted in order to
keep the battery well up. Motorists
have been told to have their genera
tors set' for a higher charge in winter
than was required in summer, be
cause of the heavier drain on the
: battery. The increased use of the
lights, due to shorter days and the
j greater energy required to start the
] motor have demanded this.
But often the charging rate is
put up too high,' with the resulting
J M Crow, 09, of Ethel, Miss.,' the oldest Ford driver in Mississippi,
danger not only of overcharging the
traversed the historic old Natchez Trace in a covered wagon eightybattery but of burning out the head
seven years ago.
lights.
Light bulbs are designed to give
AS rugged today at 89 as tlie able service as a Confederate sol
100 hours of service at a regular rate
/\ ago in American history he dier during the Civil War. When the
about six volts. If this voltage
XX so picturesquely typifies, southern cause collapsed, Crow was of
goes up to seven or more, the life t
J. M. Crow of Ethel, Miss., is the compelled to trudge 400 miles on
of the bulbs will go down to as low j
oldest Ford driver in Mississippi foot Xo the old homestead at Ethel
as 25 hours.
and one of the oldest in the United where he settled down to rear a
And when a bulb goes out, the en- i
family.
w
States.
tire charge of the generator is
In
the
intervening
years
he
has
When as a babe of two years be
thrown into the other remaining
rode with his parents in one of a seen the lumbering stagecoach give
headlight bulb, thus shortening its
life still further.
train of 30 covered wagons out of way to the fleet automobile and the
It will be noted that when one
Cobb county, Georgia, into Missis comfortable motorbus, the soggy
light is out the other is much more
sippi, the old Natchez Trace fol gumbo and rough corduroy roads of
brilliant than ordinarily.
lowed by the bravo little band was his childhood to the wide, paved
Sometimes the cause of the high
still infested by the swashbuckling roads of today, and although he was
charge into the headlights Is a poor
ruffians whose bloody outrages long past middle age before the
or loose connection in the batterygave that era its place in this coun modern automobile became com
generator circuit. It would be best?
monplace
he
is
as
enthusiastic
a
try’s history as “the outlaw years.”
to check all connections, particularly
One of his vivid memories is hear driver as youngsters who can boast
the battery terminals, ground con
ing, as a boy of six, the news of less than one-quarter of his years.
nections and cut-out.
Five generations of Crow’s fam
General Scott’s victorious assault
Corroded terminals may prevent
on the heights of Chapultepec which ily are frequently seen together in
the charge from the generator go
his
Model
A
Ford,
the
second
of
its
ing into the battery, where it is in
ended the Mexican War in 1847, and
tended to go, and be diverted in
his proudest memory is of honor type Crow has owned and driven.
stead into the headlight and taillight bulbs. It is therefore import
HERE'S GOOD NEWS
CARE IN DRIVING
Highway grade crossing fatalities, ant that the battery terminals be
which have increased alarmingly scraped clean and tightened. They
Common Sense Operation during the past five years, surprised should be covered with grease in
safety men this year and dropped off order to prevent further corrosion.
and Sound Equipment Arfe about 14 per cent during the first The proper rate of charge cannot
six months of 1930. The total for be definitely told each individual
Very Essential
the six months is 962 deaths.
I car creating its own demand be“Automobile owners who drive to
and from their places of employ
ment, find it necessary at all times
to do driving during the period of
twilight or even darkness,” said
Clarence Joy, local insurance man.
“During fall and winter of each year,
our company experiences an increase
in the number of accidents reported
as a result of faulty lights, including
glaring lights, and in many cases the
absence of lights.
“Rain, fog. snow and sleet obscure
the vision of drivers and are the
cause of a high percentage of col
lisions particularly during December,
January and February. Drivers will
do well to maintain as clear a view
ahead as possible during the winter
season by keeping their windshields
clean and free of snow' and sleet and
dirt as well. Keep your windshield
wiper in good condition and when
driving keep side windows open at
least partially to prevent mist for
mation on (windshield.
“Tire chains often help in pre
venting skids,” continued Mr. Joy,
“but a careful driver is the best anti
skidding device. Do not throw out
the clutch if you start to skid. Keep
ing power on helps the wheels to re
tain some traction and may stop the
skidding. Keep your brakes equal
ized, drive carefully and you will find
you have reduced your skidding to a
minimum.
“Another hazard to motorists is
the increased average age of auto
mobiles and trucks on the road,” said
Mr. Joy. "This Is strikingly evi
denced now when fewer new cars are
on the roads. Antiquated and de
fective vehicles constitute a growing
menace.
The condition will be
gradually improved but for many
months the hazard will continue to
be more than normal. It affords an
additional reason for redoubled care
in driving at this time.”

NOW

What Has This Goti
To Do With Science?!

We can build you a Garage at a very modest
cost, which will return fine interest on your
investment in Retained Good Appearance,
Lowered Repair Bills and Greater Ease and
Comfort of Operation.

It continues to he

Range Oil of High Quality

NO SMOKE
NO DIRT

NO ODOR
INDEPENDENT COAL CO.
R. E. THURSTON, Prop.

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 1290

TEL 127
38-39

cause of the variance ln candlepower of the bulbs and in their
number and method of use. How
ever, It can be set after some ob
servation of the way it is charging
the battery.
If the specific gravity of the bat
tery goes up rather quickly, the gen
erator charge should be lowered

somewhat. If the battery fails to
reach full charge, the generator
charging rate should be raised a
little.
By testing the battery each day the
best rate of’ charge can be deter
mined and the generator set to that.
It is advisable to have an ignition
service man do this.

Dodge Brothers convic

and performance far beyond anything that

tion that the most important thing about a

moderate price has previously commanded.

motor car is that it he a good motor car—

505 The value represented in sucli cars will be

so designed and so hudt of sound materials

instantly apparent to every motor car buyer*

that it may last long and operate dependably.

fylew tjjorigc C )If/It I

The new Dod ge Six and Eight demon

Bodie® priced From $1005 to $1135.

I

of Dodge quality at Dodge Brothers tradi

ASK US FOR ESTIMATES

We Offer a Prompt, Efficient Service on

BRACE-5

strate that it is possible to incorporate in cars

V,

SERVICE

El EPEN LIABILITY

High pressure oiling systems,
which deliver lubrication to all vita!
motor parts, and fully antomatic
chassis lubrication requiring no more
attention from the care owner than
the periodical filling of a con
veniently located oil tank, are
features of the new Nash cars for
1931 of particular interest to Auto
mobile Show patrons.
__

That Garase

OWN YOUR OWN GARAGE

CAUSES OF "ONE EYE”

tional price-levels a measure of beauty, size

lieu' CDorlge rfix
priced Trom

Tour model® xwitk Mono-Piece Steel
Couf>e

.

. *1095

fiize model® with Mono-Piece Steel Bodie® ,

to $845. Cou|>e......................................

S 815

1’ivc wire wheels standard at no extra cost.
A// prices [. o. A. factory.
© Dodge Brothers Corporation 1931

W. H. GLOVER CO.
453 MAIN STREET

I

Visit the Dodge Exhibit at the Automobile Show

ROCKLAND

TEL. 14

See at First Hand the New Sixes and Eights
Probably few of the people who
walkjdown this hallway in a New
York building know they are taking
part in a piece of scientific research.
But they are.
Engineers of the Bell Telephone
Laboratories wanted to test the dur
ability of various types of flooring.
They decided that one simple way
was to have people walk on them.
So they placed them in a muchtrafheked corridor in their building
ano let the innocent pedestrian do
the work of science. The results will
help the Western Electric Company1
manufacture telephone booths that
wil! better stand the wear and tear
of telephone users' feet.

DYER’S GARAGE, INC.
DODGE

DODGE BROS. TRUCKS

W. D. HEALD, Cafhden

PLYMOUTH
ELBERT HEATH, Hope

GEORGE D. OLIVER, Damariscotta-Newcastle

LEWIS GARAGE, Boothbay Harbor

Every-OtEer-Daf
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Deluxe Accommodation in New Essex Touring Sedan

TWO OWNERS OF
MINE IN WANT
Old Prospectors Cannot
Agree on How Property
Is to Be Developed.

RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND

Spariousnes sand comfort are provided in this new Ess-x Super-Six Touring Sedan. Beauty of line and rich
ness of appointments, combined with new standards of performance, are offered in ail of the new Essex series,
with the Touring Sedan an outstanding member of the line.

That's why we make the grade
with the public. We sell nothing
but dependable, standard cars at
bargain prices.

CHEVROLET’S GREAT POPULARITY

HAS GREATER POWER

The New Car Has Many Salient Points Which Have Kept
Its Production In High All Year

Medium Size Bore of Essex
Super Six Gives Added
Strength

The 19 domestic production plants
of the Chevrolet organization are in
1930 Pontiac Coupe
full swing on the 1931 model, ac
cording to R. E. Philbrick local
1927 Essex Coach
dealer, and shipments are going out
1928 Oldsmobile Sedan
to dealers to assure immediate de
livery of all models.
1926 Studebaker Roadster
Fundamentally the new model em
bodies the same basic features which,
1928 Pontiac Sedan
since the introduction of the Chevro. let Six, enabled it to achieve a pop
1925 Maxwell Coach
ularity exceeding Chevrolet's former
four cylinder model and four times
1929 Nash Cabriolet
as great as any other six cylinder
car. However, scores of improve
1927 Chevrolet Sedan
ments and refinements have been
1929 Whippet Sedan
made this year—every change de
signed to increase the smartness, per
formance. safety or durability of this
latest Genera! Motors model.
In the line of nine body types are
three open models—the roadster,
phaeton and sport roadster, and six
closed models—the coach, sedan,
RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND
special sedan, the three-window
coupe, the five-window coupe, and
the sport coupe.
During the 1930 season a ring gear
of high carbon steel for the first time
was securely welded to the flywheel.
This method of construction is con
Large or Small Lots
tinued in the new car. and minimizes
CALLED FOR
the possibility of broken flywheel
We are in Waldoboro the first two teeth and means better and easier
days of each week and all week of engagement of the starter pinion
March 23-28.
Other improvements in the engine
’ include a re-designed clutch housing
Tel. Waldoboro 39
with the closure at the bottom ef
fected through three separately re
MEDOMAK HOUSE
movable pieces instead of one for
easier access for adjustment or in
Mass. Live Poultry Co.
spection; cooler running and longer27-39
I lived spark plugs; a new’ rubber boot
over the carburetor accelerator pump
Nilo's Repair Shop, Spring street, to exclude water from the pump
rtU be open Saturday nights here- cylinder and prevent freezing in cold
fter.—adv.
8-tf 1 weather; a new leak-proof valve

E

POULTRY WANTED

rocker cover for the top of the en
gine; greater pressure of piston rings
against the cylinder wralls to assure
more effective sealing against leaks;
redesigned valve push rods with the
snherical socket made Integral with
the rod to eliminate the extra joint
with its consequent possibility of
wear and noise; an improved water
pump for greater durability; valve
springs of variable pitch, assuring
tight closure of valves and elimina
tion of spring vibration; a copper
mesh air cleaner and flame arrester
instead of a centrifugal cleaner: and
a new type crankcase ventilator,
combined with the oil filler and pro
vided with an oil separator which
diains off engine fumes through the
underpan instead of through the
carburetor as formerly.
Refinements in design contribute
materially to smoother operation and
longer life of the clutch. Molded
clutch facings replace the woven
type; the clutch pilot bearing
is now ball bearing instead of bronze
bushing, and a spherical pivot re
places the yoke bracket and pin at
the clutch for mounting
The transmission case has been
changed to secure greater rigidity
and to permit access without re
moval of the clutch housing. The
use of nickel-molybdenum alloy steel
in the second speed countershaft and
sliding gears, carbonized to produce
a very hard surface assures maxi
mum life and minimizes wear and
breakage possibilities.

Rockland Automobile Show. April
1-4, Fireproof Garage.
36-40
Avoid spring housecleaning work.
There are many ways the People's
Laundry can help you. Telephone
170.—adv.
36-tf
________
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CHEVROLETF

The big advantage of medium size
bore design, it is claimed by Essex
engineers, is the fact that the pistons
of the new Essex Super Six can be
kept at minimum weight with respect
to the work they have to do. The
larger the bore the greater the piston
weight with respect to the work it
can accomplish. This is important
when it is realized that at the top
and bottom of each stroke the piston
comes to a dead stop.
Consequently, its speed at this
point is no miles per hour—yet when
the engine is operating at 3600 revo
lutions per minute, this piston must
accelerate from no miles per hour :o
60 miles per hour in the short space
of time of 1-70 of a second.
This is one of the contributing fac
tors which enable engineers to g't
mere horsepower per cubic inch dis
placement out of smaller bore en
gines than out of large ones of eotnl
displacement because these tre
mendous accelerations of the recip
rocating parts absorb a great deal of
the power produced by the burning
of the fuel and the lighter the weight
that has to be accelerated, the less
power absorption or waste.

Vancouver, B. O.—Joint owner*
of what is reputed to be one of
the most valuable gold mines In
the world, two veteran British Co
lumbia prospectors are nearing the
end of life's span in semi-destitu
tion, because they cannot agree
upon the manner In which the prop
erty shall be developed.
The prospectors are Steve Mangot. prominent for nearly half a
century in Pacific coast mining, and
John McEcheran. The mine Is the
Morning Star, one of the most val
uable In the Fairview district The
Guggenheim syndicate of New York
Is reported to have made the part
ners an offer of approximately
$1,000,000 for their holdings, but
the two are deadlocked as to the
conditions of acceptance.
Demands Spot Cash.
The Guggenheim interests. It is
said, have offered a substantial
cash payment and the balance as
the mine is developed. Mangot
is said to favor accepting this offer,
while McEcheran Is holding out for
having the entire $1,000,000 paid
down In spot cash.
Senator A. P. Shatford of Brit
ish Columbia also owns a small in
terest in the mine. It is said, liaving helped the two prospectors to
finance It. He favors acceptance of
the Guggenheim offer, but states
that his own holding Is so small
that he does not feel justified in
voting against either of the main
shareholders.
Steve Mangot was the original
discovered of the Camp McKiuner
gold mines nearly forty years ago,
and is one of the best known "sour
doughs'' on the Pacific coast. More
than thirty years ago, he supposed
ly retired from prospecting, and
settled down in New York with a
fairly substantial fortune; but the
lure of the trail drew him West
once more, and he is now living
in obscurity in a little shack in
the mountains of the Fairview area,
waiting for his partner to say the
word which will make him affluent
once more.
Mining Boom Seen.

If an agreement is reached on
the Guggenheim offer, the project,
it is said, will provide employment
for 700 miners at least. The de
velopment would also result in a
general mining boom in the Fairview area, which has fallen upon
lean years of late. At present,
placer mining In the Caribou coun
try is claiming the attention of
most prospectors, owing to the com
parative ease and the lower cost of
Smooth power and constant per mining the precious mineral, as
formance reliability are keynotes of compared with rock mining.
Experienced prospectors say,
the new Nash Twin-Ignition Eight
however, that many rich veins of
cars brought about by the valve-in- ore
are still waiting to be uncov
head construction principle of their i
ered In the Fairview district, and
motors.
that such a development as the sale
of the Morning Star would provide
the necessary stimulus for a gen
eral rush back to that region. As
it is, many buildings are toppling
into ruins In Fairview, and the
courthouse and jail have degener
ated respectively into a residence
and a stable.

The evlinder block and the crank
case of the new Greater Hudson
Eight are cast integral, the crank
case being heavily ribbed internally,
commonly called “bridgetruss” con
struction. which supports five large
main bearings. This makes for un
usually rigid crankcake construction,
which preserves perfect alignment of
the large crankshaft for an indef
inite period.

HAS SMOOTHEST POWER FLOW

Detroit is considering the con
struction of a huge underground
The New Greater Hudson Eight Is a Revelation Of Power parking lot. This garage would have
ramps leading to stores and large
and Ease Of Operation
office buildings, making it possible
to park a car and proceed to place of
business without going out in the
Full 87 horsepower is developed in not only provides easy gear shifting weather.
the new Greater Hudson Eight motor but also allows it to be done faster
Pistons and connecting rods of
ancl quieter.
at 3600 revolutions per minute. ReThe' transmission Is exceptionally aluminum alloy—a material much
taining its fundamental features ot quiet in all gear speeds because of lighter
and
cooler than
the
inherent balance, certain refinements new tooth contours which also assist i conventional cast iron—are points of
and engineering advancements have fluiet gear shifting.
particular engineering interest in the
Nash Twin-Ignition Eight-90
been incorporated that give an even
Tests of these new Greater Hudson
smoother flow of power at all speeds, Eight motors show that not only is , Series at the Show. This piston asBore has been increased to 2„ peak horsepower increased but there sembly weight has been reduced to
inches, while a revision of the con is a substantial increase in power J its lowest practical limits and is
, endowed with even greater strength
tour of the combustion chamber re throughout the driving range.
Hudson engineers claim that the and stamina than heavier materials
duces the possibility of detonation
improvements to motor, chassis and j afford.
and improves performance.
Low speed performance—that is body, combined with luxurious fit
The new Greater Hudson Eight
acceleration—is greatly improved by tings and upholstery, make the 1931
the addition of a small by-pass in the offering the highest quality Car they steering wheel is designed with three
intake manifold, adjacent to the mix have ever turned out in the 22 years .'pokes so as to give the driver an
ing chamber, which introduces a successful history of the company. uninterrupted view of the instru
mixture of gas and air of high ve Notwithstanding this, the prices are ments on the panel. This steering
wheel is mounted so that there is no
locity at low motor speed, thus main the lowest ever offered by Hudson.
cross spoke between the operator's
taining a homogeneous charge to the
Rockland Automobile Show. April eyes and the speedometer or other
motor.
instruments.
36-40
New cam ground, “T” slotted, 1-4, Fireproof Garage.
trunk type pistons whose design pre
vents warpage are a new feature.
These pistons retain their shape at
all times under varying degrees of
temperature and consequently this
decreases the possibility of irregular
wear, scoring, etc., at tigh tempera
tures.
Each piston is fitted with two com
pression and two oil control rings.
The lower oil ring incorporates a step
cut design developed especially for
Hudson application. This step cut
controls cylinder wall lubrication
scientifically and automatically re
duces oil consumption to the veriest
minimum.
Another feature is a newly devel
oped Lanchester type impulse neu
tralizer with lubricated frictional sur
faces. This assures constant and con
sistent dampening capacity through
out the full service life of the motor.
Water cooling reaches a new point
of efficiency in the Hudson niAtor
this year. A new, larger pump forces
40 gallons of water per minute
through the redesigned water passages
in the motor block and the enlarged
radiator core.
Oil cooling which assures cool oil
in the lubrication system gives a
cooler and better lubricated motor.
Labyrinthian baffles are incorporated
A
in the oil pan and the oil circulating
the complete length of the pan drops
Regardless of the age, or value of your car,
45 degrees in temperature before it is
. you should have complete insurance cover
again pumped to the motor.
Easy starting under all weather
age. At a small premium, John A. Black
conditions is assured through the use
of a starting motor of larger capacity
Go., Inc., relieve j’omof all risk.
and increased torque. Improved carburetion, which gives positive uni
form fuel distribution, provides in
Complete-Coverage Policies For as Low as
stantaneous starting in the coldest
$20 a Year. Investigate! Tel. 390 for details
weather.
Gear shifting, so easy that its op
eration is without apparent effort, is
obtained through the use of a dura
lumin clutch plate. Duralumin is as
strong as steel yet as light as alumi
19 LIMEROCK ST REET
ROCKLAND
num and when the clutch is released
this plate ceases to spin almost im
mediately from reduced inertia. This

Bluebeard’s Home Is
Now an Attractive Inn

See the

NEW

CHEVROLET SIX

Paris.—A Frenchman shocked a
superstitious nation recently by
opening a hostelry in the house
where France's Blue Beard mur
dered and burned a score or more
wives at Gambais.
The hotel man, unfrightened by
the gruesome furnace In which Lan
dru Is supposed to have burned the
bodies of his many wives, purchased
Landru’s old villa and trans
formed it Into an attractive inn.
Henri Landru, known as Blue
Beard, was arrested ten years ago
when neighbors became suspicious
of the strange disappearance of
the many women who came to live
under his roof and were never seen
again. He was executed.

“The Great American Value

Portland, Ore.—Nearly 3,000,000
visited the 22 national forests of
Oregon and Washington last year,
forest officials say. The report
shows that the 14 national for
ests of Oregon drew 1,627,380 per
sons and the eight forests of Wash
ington 1,253,130. The Mount Hood
national forest, only 80 miles from
Portland, was most popular with
|. 700,757 visitors.•

is one of the most sensational motor cars ever pre
sented to the public!
Not only does it offer—in the price range of the four
—all the wonderful performance qualities that are
characteristic of the finest automobiles: great reserve
power, flashing acceleration, dazzling speed and,
above all, marvelous six-cylinder smoothness—
__ but it delivers this thrilling performance with such
outstanding economy—better than 20 miles to the
gallon—that anyone who can afford to own an auto

-Li

t'otuv
inuuumce.
SUFFICIENT?

JOHN A, BLACK CO. Inc.

THE FINEST PERFORMING SIX HUDSON EVER BUILT

Competes with the LOWEST in Price
Challenges the FINEST in Quality

595

FO« TMI COACH o« BU JIMIS* COURf F.O.I DFTWOIT
OTMIt BOOT SmiS AS ATTRACTIVnY AR1CIO (

National Parks Visited
by 3,000,000 in Year

at the Auto Show

Be sure to see and inspect The Outstanding Chevro
let of Chevrolet History at the Auto Show ... for it

UNDERGROUND CAR PARK

mobile can afford to own and operate a Chevrolet

Six!
But, sensational as these performance qualities are,
they are matched in impressiveness by the fine car
features found in every detail of chassis and bodies.
An inspection will reveal literally scores of features
you never expected to discover on any low-priced
car—such as adjustable driver’s seat in all closed
models, adjustable two-beam headlights with toebutton control, theft-proof Electrolock and luxuri
ously upholstered interiors.

Colleges, Auto*, Roads
Blamed for Hobo Life

The Euex Touring Sedan, $775 f. a b. Detroit

Essex is the only low-priced car that follows the
motor design of the highest-priced cars in using

light-weight moving parts and in engine speed

Ames, Iowa.—It Is colleges, au
tomobiles, and paved roads which
make hobos, according to Prof. P.
H. Wood, Jr., of Iowa State college.
The ease of college life Inspires
men to continue their loafing, while
gullible travelers in automobiles
give too free a method of trans
portation, he declared.
Courtroom Crowd Gasps

London.—Spectators gasped when
a jury foreman in returning a ver
dict said, “We plead not guilty, my
lord."

70 Miles an Hour
60 Horsepower
Big and Roomy

RARE RIDING

COMFORT
Decide right now that, at the Auto Show, you will
first see the Chevrolet exhibit.

This design enables Essex to
develop more power at the
same motor speed and the
same power at a lower motor
speed than the “Low-Speed”
cars. It permits greater power
in proportion to weight, better
balancing of crankshaft loads,
improved bearing lubrication,
more efficient cooling and en
ables Essex motors to outlast
low-speed engines.
Essex introduces fine- car style
and Super-Six smoothness to
the low-priced field. It is
strongly built to assure lasting
satisfaction and enduring

dependability. It challenges the
performance of any six, regard
less of price and matches the
economy of cars most noted
for low operating cost It gives
you Rare Riding Comfort
for the first time at its low price.

All seats are wide and deep with
lots of room for comfort while
riding. Head-room and legroom are greater, doors are
wider, bodies are insulated
against weather and noise. Go
test its challenging performance
and Rare Riding Comfort
yourself. Your nearest dealer
is ready to give you a ride!

The Value Sensation in a Year of Sensational Values

SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc., 689 Main St. Rockland
BAY VIEW GARAGE, Inc., Camden, Maine
A

SIX

IN

THE

PRICE

RANGE

OF

THE

FOUR

The Greater Hudson Eight employs
the well known Bendix two-shoe,
self-energizing brake with weather
proof composition linings. The brakes
are fully enclosed, preventing the
ingress of water or dirt; and the ad
justment, which is only necessary on
infrequent occasions, is a most simple
one.

BLAISDELL AUTOMOBILE COMPANY
712 Main Street

. Rockland, Maine
Telephone 896

Every-Other-Day
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SEE THE MARMON
W. D. “Mont” Heald Is
Showing Fine Cars At the
Auto Show
W. D. Heald, Camden, Marmon
distributor for Knox County, will
display a Big 8 Marmon Coupe at the
Auto Show. This car is in a two
toned maroon with red wheels and
doesn’t lack anything that a fine
motor car should have. It is with
out any question one of the hand
somest cars that you will see at the
show.
. With this car Marmon has chal
lenged the world in the $3000 field.
It is equipped with a 125 h. p. Mar
mon built straight eight, motor four
speed transmission with a silent third
speed for traffic. Springs set in rub
ber and the new triple acting Ga
briel hydraulic shock absorbers give
one the greatest possible riding com
forts that have ever been accom
plished in the fine motor car of to
day.
Besides this Big 8 there is a Mar
mon 70 with an 84 h. p. straight
eight motor, delivering for $1175, a
Marmon 88 with a 125 h. p. motor in
the $2500 field, and the nationally
known Marmon 16 with the sixteen
cylinder 200 h. p. all aluminum
engine for which Howard C. Marmon
received the S.A.E. medal at the
New York Auto Show for the big
gest achievement in the automobile
industry for 1931.
The Marmon 16 is different in de
sign, different in performance and
riding comfort than has yet been
Behind the glittering array of fine
offered by any other automobile cars which today is compelling the
manufacturer.
admiration and firing the imagina
If you are interested in fine motor tion of thousands of Automobile
cars don’t fail to see Mr. Heald at j Show visitors lies the story of true
the Auto Show, and he will be American economy,
pleased to give you any information
The fact that these brilliant show
that you wish on any model.
cars represent an industry whose
Mt. Heald’s method of doing busi- | products bring something over five
ness is not by the use of high billion dollars a year wholesale and
pressure salesmen that are all the whose operations gave direct and irv
time knocking at your door, but in direct employment to nearly five mil
stead courtesy and good service I lion people simply emphasizes the
which the buying public of today importance of the fundamental rules
should appreciate.
of economy which produce these

•>
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One of the New Hot Spark
Genuine 15 Plate
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AUTOMOBILE BATTERIES
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HE Nash Convertible Sedan for four passengers rivals in smart
ness the creations of the leading European designers of dualpurpose cars which aroused public enthusiasm at the recent London
and Paris Motor Salons. When raised, its trim and closely fitting
Burbank top affords closed car comfort. Lower the top, and the sedan
becomes an open car. Its two doors are extremely wide in relation
to the length of the body and permit unencumbered entrance to both
front and rear seats. They are provided with windows which may be
raised, when the top is down, to deflect drafts. A Nash built-in trunk
is standard equipment. The Nash Convertible Sedan, on the 121inch chassis and powered with the famous Nash twin-ignition Eight
motor, is the only automobile of its type in the Nash price field

T
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CLOVERBLOOM
BUTTER

ROCKLAND

TEL. 966
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Fred C. Dyer

?

47 PARK STREET

❖
TEL. 1148-M

ROCKLAND

See Our Exhibit At The Show
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SALES AND SERVICE at MERO’S GARAGE, Chestnut Street, Camden

❖

Play Fair With Your Car!

Rockland Automobile Show, April
11-4, Fireproof Garage.
36-40

lb 29c

Read Our LIVER AND BACON’ AD on Pages 1 and 7
Read Our COFFEE AD on Pages 3 and 16

I
❖

“Built By Chrysler—Sold By Dyer”

Have It Serviced At Nilo’s
We have the Best, Most Completely Equipped Repair Shop East of Portland.
We are prepared to give you a better, more efficient and rapid service job than
ever before.

Perry’s Market

Alfred P. Condon
75 PARK STREET

SWAN'S ISLAND

❖

Motor Cars

cars represent is that the company : •>
does not have to pay out a cent of |
interest on any bonded indebtedness +
and can discount its current bills *
regularly.
A high engineering and plant effi
ciency, evolved by the constant ef f
forts of experienced executives and
veteran workers, many of whom have f
labored for Nash since the company's .j.
inception, is the final answer to how 1 •>'
the company has been able to pro- J
duce cars of the present peak quality £
at prices scaled down to the new dol- *
lar level.
i£

Mrs. Ruth Harvey, Lois Harvey j £
i arld Mrs. Rena Roiie are working in i ❖
th£ J-lam factory at Naskeag.
J Schools in town reopened Monday :
af?,r a ™ess
two
... a
T I7.rs-, F1‘a “?rse entertained the +
Ladles A‘d Frlda>' afternoon.
♦
Mrs. Hester Freethy has been ♦
working in Frank Bridges’ store the ■ J
past week.
•**
Mrs Gerland Newman entertained J
the Methodist choir Thursday afternoon. Those present Mrs. Sophia
Stockbridge, Mrs. Mary Butman,
Mrs. Elizabeth Morse. Mrs. Mary I
Trask, Mrs. Grace Stanley, Mrs.
Sadie Gross, with Mrs. Myra Carmen
of Rockland as guest of honor. A ,
delicious supper was served by Mrs. ]
Newman and a very pleasant after
noon was passed.

❖
❖

De Soto and Plymouth

+
♦
modern marvels of efficiency and | One of the most important of preme values which the new 1931 +
•:«

❖1

♦
♦

♦

New Agency For

TUESDAY AFTERNOON

❖!

i
❖

SPECIAL

This Battery is Remarkably Efficient
and Long Lived

♦

Announcing - - -

luxury at prices within the reach of j Nash manufacturing policies is that
the average American If there is a j which we term the “quick turn-over.”
public lesson other than that of na- ! It is a fundamental of good business
tional engineering progress in this • that the greatest profits lie in the
year's show, it is the lesson illustrat- , swiftest turn-over of goods. We eming what thrift and scientific econo- 1 ploy this principle at Nash in the
my can accomplish.
; purchase and use of' all materials
The stock comment heard oftenest1 used in manufacturing. Our invenabout the Nash display of the new ] tories, or stocks of materials, enter
Twin - Ignition Eight-90, Twin - Ig- 1 and leave the plants from 12 to 15
nition Eight-80, Eight-70, and Six-60 times each year; thus, there is never
series cars is significant of this pub- the huge cost in financing idle stocks
lie appreciation. It is invariably: i We are always exactly abreast of cur“How can Nash do it?”
i rent market conditions.
The answer to that question, al-1 This monthly turning of inventhough it involves practically every tories is made possible through
operation performed in the four great, strict attention to the Nash manuNash plants and the work of thou- facturing policy of making cars only
___ ____
_ __
*:* sands of men. is essentially simple on ____________
definite orders. The
Nash__
Motors
To produce these cars, which are Co. has never built a car without an
• finer in quality, appearance, per order for it. Production schedules
formance, and appointments than are made up monthly, based on the
♦ any product in company history at actual orders received for that
prices which are lower than ever month. Thus public demand accurbefore, it was necessary to take ad ately gauges Nash production from
vantage of every phase of the eco month to month. There are no sur
nomic situation, to eliminate every pluses to force upon the Nash mer
item of waste and overhead expense chandising organization and the mo
possible, and to make many judicious toring public with consequent loss of
investments in machinery and equip revenue.
ment which brought about as many
Another of the vital reasons why
production savings.
Nash has been able to build the su-

DO YOU KNOW THAT YOU CAN BUY

*
❖
*
*
❖
❖
❖

guests of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Scott I Lain and Joel Anderson, pupils 111
in Bath.
j the Main street school, Miss Lois
Mrs. Mabel Mank of Dover, N. H.,
Mrs. V. B. Hagerman entertained Hagerman, teacher, are Seven Point
is staying at her apartment in the the Auction Club at the Friday eve- Health pupils and have received cerWelt house.
ning meeting.
tificates and pins.
Miss Lois Hagerman has returned
. . , .
.
Paul Rowe of Auburn passed the
rl” building. , weekend with his father Charles
horn Gardiner.
thgA Maine Live pouitry Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Morse have
____ Rowe.
been in Portland.
Byron Mills has returned from
Miss Marcia Blaney and Mrs.
Mrs. H. P. Mason is at the Massa Rockland where he has been a pa- | Maude Clark Gay were in Portland
chusetts Memorial Hospital where tient at the Knox Hospital,
Saturday.
she recently underwent a surgical
Mrs- Cora Nash, who passed six
“It took eight sittings.”
operation. Many friends in town are : months with her daughters in New
solicitous that she makes good recov- ; Hampshire and Massachusetts, has i “What? Have you been having
‘returned.
your portrait painted?”
ery.
Carroll Speare of New York has 1 “No, learning to skate."—Boston
Mrs. S. H. Weston and Miss Betty
Weston have returned from a trip to been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. B.G. Transcript.
Miller.
------------------' Massachusetts.
Johanna Redman, Anne AshLet the People’s Laundry, Limerock
Mrs. Alice uousens is in Camden
j worth, Beverly Benner, Priscilla i street, clean your rugs and carpets.
where she has employment.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Scott have been Storer, Aubrey Ellis, Harlan Me- i Tel. 170—adv.
36-tf

WALDOBORO

Competent Mechanics
Electric Greasing

The Best of Equipment

Electric Brake Lining

Electric Everything

Electric Flushing

DEMONSTRATION

Electric Washing

Play Fair With Yourself and the Other Fellow by Having Your
Headlights Focussed Our Way—The Right Way
The “Weaver” Way

New Models
at the

30-FEATURE

Some shops do a carbon and valve job through the use of an 18 cent screw
driver and a lot of luck. We use scientifically correct machines that cost $500,
and do the job right. There’s no luck to it!

REFRIGERATOR

AH Work Is Done Under the Personal Direction of S. Nilo Spear

MARVELOUS NEW

show

NILO’S GARAGE
ROCKLAND

SPRING STREET

►5» •> ❖ 4*

World’s Lowest-priced Quality Eight

4- 4» 4* 4»4»❖ 4*

❖ •** *5* ❖

4* ❖ ❖ <•

•

TEL. 121-W

• ❖ ❖ ❖ 4» 4* ❖

❖ 4» ❖ <« ❖ ❖ 4» ❖

18 New Eights / , 1 4 New Sixes

MARMON

Prices U00 to #360 Lower than 1930

Will be on Display at the Auto Show

Finest Quality in All Nash History

4'

Lowest-priced Six Nash has Ever Built
As long as you are paying the price

Notable Engineering Advancements

*

of a fine Motor Car why not enjoy one

Marmon offers more Real V alue than any other car in its

price class
i ,

NASH

COME IN TODAY
EASY PAYMENTS

GLADLY ARRANGED

NEW

DEAL

FOR

TODAY’S

DOLLAR

THOMAS-NASH COMPANY
Park Street

Rockland

Tel. 1178

One Year Warranty

House-Sherman, Inc.
ELECTRICAL SPECIALISTS
(Your Local Authorized Dealer
for Majestic Products)
585 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND, ME.

W. D. HEALD
Knox County Representative

CAMDEN, MAINE

4I

“THE THRIFT HOUR”
The hour when a little time spent reading the advertising
in this newspaper can be made to play a big part in the
status of the family savings account............. Consistent ad
reading gives you first hand information TODAY about
the quality and prices of the purchases you intend making
TOMORROW.
The merchants of Rockland place their various offers be
fore you in each issue in order that you may know in ad
vance what the market affords. These advance sugges
tions, when acted upon, enable the buyer to make the
most of every dollar spent . . You, too, wil! find that read
ing the ads will make an astonishing difference in your
daily expenses ... An hour spent in ad reading is truly—
“The Thrift Hour.”

The Courier-gazette

Every-Other-Day

/
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< MOTORIST
By ALBERT L. CLOUGH

! Planes, Pilots |
❖

Oil Pumping

When Troubled

Wilk If,

Check Up The Lubrication System
As The lling.i

1-;

ll’rtl

THIS TERM IS APPLIED to the actions taking place In an engine
cylinder which result in a detrimental amount of oil accumulating in
the compression space above the piston. Oil so collecting and subjected
to the heat of the explosions, becomes carbonized, in proportion to its
failure to distill off cleanly and forms deposits on the combustion space
walls, which by retarding the dissipation of beat and by raising com
pression, cause knocking. By carbonizing on spark plugs, ignition cur
rent may be shortcircuited and firing will become irregular or will
cease. Usually, before the above named symptoms appear, high oil
consumption, evidenced by abnoimal loss of oil from the crankcase,
indicates that oil pimping Is going on, for all oil loss not due to direct
leakage from the crankcase is by oil pumping. Piston rings which
have excessive up-and-down clearance in their grooves, set up an actual
oil pumping action, which raises oil above the piston head and ill-fitting
and ill-adapted rings may fail to return into the crankcase surplus oil
adhering to the cylinder walls. Pistons with skirts fitting the bores
loosely, pistons which tilt in their bores and bores which are ovalized
or tapered all act to permit a move or less unrestricted movement of
oil np to the compression spaces. But in addition to piston ring, piston
and cylinder defects, oil pumping may be caused by oil originally too
thin or made so by overheating or gasoline dilution. Moreover, it is
often caused by such an excess of oil being splashed upon cylinder walls
by the lubricating system, that the piston rings, although of good design
and in good condition, cannot prevent its undue transference up past
the pistons. Too free escape of oil at connecting-rod and main bearings,
resulting from unduly large clearances between shafts and bushings,
is the usual cause ot abnormally heavy oil-splash on cylinder walls,
out unreasonably high oil-pressure resulting in excessive outflow through
bearings is an occasional cause.
RUNS TOO HOT
GRABBING BRAKES
J. R. writes: When I run my
S. W. writes: The brakes of my
1927
car at 35-40 m.p.h. the 1929
which has been

engine gets hot and the radiator
thermometer shows danger, but
when 1 slacken speed to 25-301
m.p.h. it keeps cool. Carbon has I

AT THE AUTO SHOW SEE

I

—and—

4.

J Passengers«

Frigidaire

(By F. V. F.)
The flying season opened within tv
day after the arrival of spring.
There were numerous demands for I
passage to the islands after the loss j
of the Gov. Bodwell and Tuesday ’
morning Bill Wincapaw flew' the '
Loening to Swan's Island with Capt.
John I. Snow, John G. Snow, Basil
Stinson, Maurice Lovejoy, and a
representative of the insurance com
pany from Boston to look over the
wreck. Wednesday he made two I
trips to the islands, once to carry
Miss Mary Roberts and friend to the ;
Roberts’ estate. “Fastholm,” on !
Vinaihaven. and another time to1
I carry a full load of passengers to
Vinaihaven
and
North
Haven
Thursday. “Al” Graham, who arrived
from Philadelphia the day before, [
i was called upon to fly T. A. Hurlbut
and L. Muzzy of the Electrical Re
search Products Inc , to Vinaihaven
where he waited while they serviced |
the sound device for the movies. Bv
means of the plane they were able to
accomplish in two hours what would
have required otherwise about 30
hours and a night on the island.

—Three Year Guarantee—
The New Frigidaire is the newest

in advanced refrigeration. Learn

After three davs of rigsing, fitting
and tuning up. George Dyer's Waco
was ready for flight Wednesday and
was taken aloft by Charlie for a tpst |
hop. It performed very prettily.
Thursday morning “Bud” McKenney
flew it to Bangor accompanied by '
“Jerry” Smead as passenger.
» • » •
i
Everyone was keyed up with excitement in expectation of the ar
rival of a Canadian plane Saturday
morning from North Sydney, N. S .
bearing films of the Viking disaster
for a New York news service. Tire
Canadians must have felt like so
many sailors ashore after a long
tor points have been adjusted.
cruise. We tried to sell them every
What causes this heating at the
thing from the hangar down, but
higher speeds?
unlike the proverbial salts their sales
Answer: We do not Know; but
resistance was “extrawdnrly" high,
you do not mention having had
and all they took away with them
the radiator cleaned out to remove
was a supply of gas and part of a
scale which may haye formed
there, nor do you speak of having
pack of Luckies which someone do
the engine water-jackets flushed to
nated to those victims of the high
remove collections of rust. If these the trouble may be complicated
tariff. They didn’t even stop for
points have not been attended to, with something else. It seems as
food but as soon as their ship was
it might be worth while to do $o. though you would be warranted in
gassed up and they were warmed,
as a partially obstructed water cir- taking this advice and having the
took off for St. John.
culotion is very often the case of I brakes relined, especially consider... .
overheating, especially at high road , ing that they have given you conspeeds.
! s’derable service already.
Richard Carlton, of Milo, has been
placed in charge of the mechanics.
His brother, Frank, has been added
“We're coming to a tunnel—are
One thing to the credit of the man to the ground crew as well as George
you afraid?”
who kills himself—he generally gets Leonard, a Rockland man. Happy
She—“Not if you take that cigar the one most responsible for his days are here again. Dan looks for
ward to the day when he will no
troubles.—Tampa Times.
out of your mouth."—Tit-Bits.

and See its Beauty at First Hand.
All porcelain—inside and

503 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, ME.

Tel. Rockland 967

longer have to help close the hangar
doors at night and this scribe to the
not far distant time when he will relinquish the broom to his distinguished successor. The distinction
will consist in assuming a responsi
bility that no one else feete worthy
of. Al Graham is getting in prac
tice (on the chaise lounge) for the
halcyon days of summer when he can
bask between trips at full length in
the sun on the bench at the seaplane
landing.
(
_ _______________________________

USU/UdKUU
► EMBALMING <
KOTOR AMBULANT!
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
served the families of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Day Tel. 450
781-1

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

Me.

after all, the strongest en
dorsement for any article or
service. Mr. H. F. Allen, a
well-known resident of Oak
land, conveys the genuine sat
isfaction that over 600 Sepco
electric water heater custom
ers are enjoying.

The beautiful home of H. F. Allen, Oakland, in which hot
water for every use is provided for by a Sepco Electric ..Water
Heater.
a nickel per day for each member
of your family.
Sepco is a service that is abso
lutely dependable, care-free, trou
ble-free and economical.

Thoroughly insulated with a 3inch wall of granulated cork, its
operation makes for economy. An
analysis of 600 customers’ ac
counts shows that it costs less than

-SPECIAL-

1 */2c Rate
per kwh
for users of

Storage Type Water Heaters
—also ask for details about the

3d Step Rate

Ask any employe about it
•' r.

Central Maine Power Company

$165 when installed to

tfour present

stein.

'

FARM-HOME WEEK

at any of

Damariscotta 105-4

,
'early

1300 Attended the '
v
Big Orono Dhow—KnoxLincoln Well Represented
_

entertained the Eagle Patrol of Girl i Sherwood Cook , Milton Chadwick,
Scouts at her home Thursday aft- ' Leonard Chaples and Blanche
Mrs. Harding Coid called on ernoon. Hot chocolate, sandwiches.1 Chaples. Linwood and Clarence
cake and fudge were served." The i Hooper were tardy once but not abfriends in Rockland this week.
Congratulations are extended to girls worked on their second class ! sent. Viletta and Harold Chadwick
newlyweds. Mr. and Mrs. G. N. tests and much was accomplished.' were absent one-half day but not
Next meeting will be at Port Clyde tardy for term. Friday afternoon the
Bachelddr.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hupper at April 1 at 10 a. m. for hike and | pupils presented an impromptu pro
gram with three visitors present.
tended the Davis-Grindle nuptials lunch
Saturday evening.
Mrs. William Barter continues very Many of the rank cards showed sev
eral ones; those having nine or more
Luther S. 'Wotton is a guest of his ill at Knox Hospital.
parents in Friendship during his
School closed March 20 following a are Sherwood Cook. Alvalene Pierson,
three weeks' vacation.
very successful term taught by Milton Chadwick. Viletta Chadwick
Miss Marjorie A. Hupper of Rock- 1 Luther S. Wotton of Friendship, and Edith Holmberg.
land was a visitor in town Tuesday. The following pupils were neither
Rockland Automobile Show, April
Miss Alvalene Pierson delightfully ' absent nor tardy during the term: 1-4. Fireproof Garage.
36-40

All attendance records at Farm
and Home Week in Orono were
broken last week, exactly 1286 being
registered. The programs were all
of immense interest to the farmers
and the members of their families,
among the speakers being Dr. Sears
who spent three summers in Labra
dor with Dr. Grenfeil. County Agent
R. C. Wentworth of Knox and Lin
coln Counties gave an illustrated
lecture on “Poultry.” The banquet
at Alumni hall was attended by 500 I
of the delegates, and it was fol
lowed by an old fashioned dance in
which there were nearly 500 couples j
on the floor.
Those attending from Knox-Lin
coln Counties were:
Harold H. Nash, Camden; John R.
Dean , Waterville; F. C. Norton, J
Rockland; Ralph P. Conant, Rock
land; W. K. Robbins, Camden; Wil
liam F. Start, Camden; R. C. Went
worth, Rockland; Mrs. William
j Start, Camden; Mrs. W. K. Robbins,
| Camden; Mrs. Nathan B. Hopkins, |
Camden; Hannah M. Hendrickson,
Wiscasset; Mrs. Orissa Merritt, Rock- I *
' land; Mrs. Maurice F. Lovejoy, : ...
Rockland; Mrs. Maud Blodgett. ❖
Rockland; Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood, I X
Rockland; Mrs. C. S. Beverage, Rock- ; .;.
land; G. R. Ogilvie, Jefferson; B. H ❖
Nichols, Union, Avis P. Nichols, I *
Union; Jessie M. Lawrence, Rock- I •>
land; E. L. True. Hope: H. E. Hardy. , £
Hope; A. B. Thomas, Camden; Henry [ .•.
B. Bird, Rockland.
X
Grace A. Lawrence, Rockland; j .J,
: Edna F. Boggs, Warren; Mrs. Pearl
1 Thomas. Camden; Mrs. Martha , X
! Gross, Camden; Frances A. Alex-pH
ander, Camden; Mrs. Harold H.
1 Nash, Camden; Katherine True.
I Hope; Gertrude E. Hardy, Hope; Ed
win Hussey, Winslow’s Mills; Harry
G. Benner, Waldoboro; Miller B
Hobbs, Hope; E. N. Hobbs, Hope; ■
Guy II. Annis, West Rockport; R. W.
Cripps. Camden; Elizabeth Annis.
West Rockport; Margaret Young,
' Camden and Edward B. Denncv. Jr.. ;
Damariscotta, Mrs. Everett Hobbs, 1
Hope.

Dodge Cars At the Automo
bile Show Will Prove a
Revelation

This efficient electric water heat
er will give you the same conven
ience, and service that it gives this
owner. Day and night it provides
a constant supply of steaming hot
water automatically. Its 50-gallon tank -assures you an adequate
supply for every use. Simply turn
the faucet when you want hot wa
ter and it’s there.

The 50-gallon Sqpco au
tomatic electric * water
heater which retails lor

Camde 1 2007

A NEW BEAUTY

“Allow me to say,” he con
tinues, in a recent letter re
ceived from him, “that I now
can see where no home is
complete and up-to-date with
out a Sepco.

A;

Gordon & Lovejoy, Union, Maine
A. T. Norwood & Sons, Warren, Maine
C. E. Mariner, Camden, Maine
Ernest Hawley, Tenant’s Harbor
Stahls Radio Shop, Waldoboro, Maine
Walter S. Bowden, Cooper’s Mills, Me.
II. L. Bossa Stores, Friendship, Maine
S. F. I’rentice, Bristol Mills. Maine
Kelsey Garage, South Bristol, Maine

Lime City Sales, Inc.

is,

“You maty tell the world of
my satisfaction in this heat
er.” *
*

G. M. Radio
Delco Light Products

out.

Associate Dealers—

be deprived of this HE 4 TER would be
like going from electric lights back to
candle light”
h. F. Allen, Oakland.

satisfaction

We Offer a Complete All Year
Service

of its Economy and Efficiency

« * *

run about 13,500 miles, have lately
troubled me by grabbing, whenever they are applied. The linings
have been washed with gasoline.
been removed and valves have been but without permanent benefit and
ground, fan belt is tight and pump now my garhge mechanic tells me
they should be relined, as the fabric
is gummy, having been made ot
inferior material. Do you think
this explanation is correct or is
the trouble from some mechanical
defect? Would it be best for me
to have the relining job done?
Answer: Inferior lining mate
rial often does cause the develop'*
ment of this grabbing tendency and
it seems reasonable to presume that
in good shnpe, radiator hose con- it is doing so in this ease, although
nections are new, engine oil is--------------------- .--------- -----------------changed frequently, and distribuTHtse,

Customer

Lowest Prices
in Frigidaire History

e

our stores

John G. Snow, proprietor of Dyer's
Garage Inc., and local distributor for
Dodge cars and Dodge Bros, trucks,
is taking a keen personal pride in
the new Dodge line. He has been
connected with the Dodge organiza
tion for many years, and before th^t
was a staunch admirer of Dodge de
pendability and sturdy performance.
Now, with the appearance of the !
new sixes and eights for 1931, he !
feels that Dodge engineers cooperat1 ing with the genius of Walter P.
Chrysler, have produced the greatest [
cars of all Dodge history. A new i
beauty distinguishes these cars add
ed to the sturdy dependability and
rugged, long lived engineering that
has always been their chief charac
teristic.
It continues to be Dodge Brothers
conviction that the most important
thing about a motor car is that it be
a good motor car—so designed -and .
so built of sound materials that it
may last long and operate depend
ably. The new Dodge Six and Eight
demonstrate that it is possible to in
corporate in cars of Dodge quality at
Dodge Brothers traditional price- ,
j levels a measure of beauty, size and
performance far beyond anything
that moderate price has previously
commanded. The value represented
I in such cars will be instantly appart ent to every motor car buyer.
Mr. Snow invites your personal inI spection of the cars at the Auto
Show.
All wood parts of the beautiful new
j bodies which feature the Nash TwinIgnition Eight-90.
Twin-Ignition
Eight-80, Eight-70 and Six-60 Series
at the Show, are impregnated with a
new patented solution to prevent
their weathering and to guard
| against the attacks of salt air, tropic
heat and climatic changes. The new
' process is said to be an important
advancement in fine coach building
Rockland Automobile Show. April
1-4, Fireproof Garage.
36-40
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McDOUGALL-LADD CO.

J*
.

We Specialize In

Automobile Insurance
VISIT OUR BOOTH AT THE AUTOMOBILE SHOW
I »•« »*« ft

•
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ROCKLAND GARAGE CO.
PARK AND UNION STREETS
Don’t Fail to Inspect the Latest
Innovation in Automobiles - - -
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“Free Wheeling”
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Car
A GREAT GAS SAVER

Rockland Garage
Company
ROCKLAND

PARK AND UNION STS.,

1 and which has proved its superiority
in many competitive trials.
Chief among engineering features
New Studebakers Maintain found in the new Studebaker eights
the new carburetor silencer
Leadership In Stock Cars is
which practically eliminates car
buretor noise. This feature is, in
The new Studebaker six with free i effect, a small muffler attached to the
wheeling and three lines of eights, air intake of the carburetor. Air
also carrying the free wheeling prin filter, gasoline filter and oil filter
ciple, marks the exhibition of the renders engines completely dirtRockland Garage Co. at the Automo proof and dust-proof.
The new full-power muffler and
bile Show. The new Studebaker Six
is completely redesigned as to ap valve spring damper offered by
pearance and embodies the engineer Studebaker last year are retained.
former increases effective
ing advancement of free wheeling The
with positive gear control. The horsepower, the latter prevents valve
vehicle is 70-horsepower rating.
spring surge.
New body lines of unusual beauty
One of the most interesting public
reflect the added thrill and perform
ance which has been built into the service developments of the automo
new Studebaker six. New radiator bile vaar is the free driving school
and body treatment conform in established by the Warren-Nash
smartness of appearance to that new Motor Corporation of New York.
design introduced by Studebaker on This school, available to all Naeh
owners, not only teaches the novice
the free wheeling eights.
how to operate his car safely, but al
Six Types of Bodies
Six body types are offered in the so gives him a practical working
sixes. These include a five-passen knowledge of every moving part in
ger, four-door sedan; regal sedan the car and how to properly maintain
_____________
for five, two-passenger business it.
coupe, coupe for four with rumble
By using two cylinder heads the
seat, tourer and regal tourer, both necessary oil and compression seal
with folding tops.
between the cylinder head and the
The new bodies are spacious. Extra cylinder block are more uniformly
wide doors permit easy entrance preserved in the new Greater Hudson
and exit. Ample headroom is pro Eight. Two heads simplify valve ser
vided by leaving plenty of space in vicing operations, the two individual
the body from floor to ceiling. Seat heads being more easily returned to
space is not recessed.
gas-tight position than is one long
Embodying Studebaker's advance head of this dimension.
ment of free wheeling under positive
The big. nine-bearing crankshafts
gear control, the President, Com
mander and Dictator eight models which feature the mechanical makp
reflect distinct achievement in up of all three of the new Nash eight
cylinder series of cars for 1931. are
modern automotive engineering.
Horsepower is 122 in the new balanced on machines so sensitive
President. 101 in the new Commander that they will register the weight of
and 81 in the new Dictator. Engines a human hair. The precision methods
throughout are seasoned straight employed in their making limit the
eights of L-head type, a design which variance of the bearings to oneStudebaker has consistently used thousandth of an inch.

HOLDS SUPREMACY

$

The outstanding
automobile achievements

of the past five years

belong to

STUDEBAKER

THE FOUR YEAR PLAN

UNION

Legislators Learn What High
way Commission Had In
Store

Dr. and Mrs. M. C. Stephenson en
tertained two tables at bridge Thurs
day evening at their home. Mrs.
Howard Hagar won first prize for
ladies and Clinton Creamer for the
men. Guests were Mr. and Mrs.
Alfred Hawes, Mr. and Mrs. Clinton
Creamer and Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Hagar.
Lionel Newbert is seriously ill at
Knox Hospital in Rockland.
Miss Ida Hughes of Rockland spent
the weekend at her home in town.
Mrs. Constance Calderwood Mc
Phail is ill and at the Knox Hospi
tal.
Mrs. Ina Smith of Waldoboro is
the guest of Mrs. William Haskell for
a few days.
The Union 4-H Club met March 28
at the home of the local leader and
elected these officers for 1931: Presi
dent, Robert Mitchell; vice president,
Howard Messer; secretary, Willard
Howard; treasurer. Ralph Hunt;
color bearer. Melvin Kennedy. The
subject matter taken up was choos-

Legislators have received concrete
information as to just what the, socalled, four year highway program
of the State Highway Commission is.
Legislative document 956, which was
presented to the Senate gives this
information in the clearest setting
forth, which it has yet been pre
sented. This is the program, a£ out
lined in the statement:
Route 1
1 a) The completion of a threelane concrete road from Kittery to
Portlandib) The completion of the two
lane concrete road from Portland to
Brunswick.
<c> The construction of a con
crete road from Woolwich through
Wiscasset and Edgecomb to the
Newcastle town line.
id) The construction of a con
crete road through Warren, Thomas
ton. Camden and Lincolnville, which
will complete the hard surfacing of
the section of Route 1 from the Wal
doboro-Warren line to the Lin
colnville-Northport line.
ie) The construction of bitumi
nous macadam pavement from
Brewer to Ellsworth, with the ex
ception of hard surfaced road al
ready constructed on this route.
if) The construction of sections
of surface treated gravel road to fill
in gaps between Ellsworth and
Calais, in the towns of Hancock.
Sullivan. Millbridge, Jonesboro, Whit-I
neyville and Perry.
ig) The construction of nine miles
of concrete road between Woodland
and Calais on that section of Route
1, between Calais and the Aroostook
County line.
ih) The construction of ten miles
of gravel road on Route 1 south of
Houlton.
(i) The construction of a bitumi
nous macadam road between Caribou
and Presque Isle.
ij) The completion of the road
between Caribou, Van Buren and
Fort Kent.
Route 101
The completion of Route 101 be- ;
tween Augusta and Rockland.
Route 102
The completion of Route 102 be
tween Augusta and Belfast.
Route 128
The completion of this route be
tween Route 1 and Boothbay Harbor.
Route 132
The completion of Route 132 be
tween Cooper's Mills and WaldoboroRoute 137
The completion of this route from
Winslow to Belfast, taking into ac
count State aid sections already
built.
Route 174
The construction of 3.5 miles of
gravel road between Route 1 in
Prospect and the Waldo-Hancock
fridge. This has been modified by
the 1931 program and it is now pro
posed to connect the State aid road
already built with the bridge by the
construction of about two miles and
also to connect Sandy Point with the
Waldo-Hancock Bridge by the con
struction of approximately 3.5 miles
of gravel road.

T

achievements began with Studebaker’s determination to

sponsor moderately priced eight'cylinder cars of superior de
sign and durability while other large-scale manufacturers remained

committed to sixes.
The Studebaker Eights quickly wrote motor car history. They
won, and still hold unchallenged, scores of official records for speed

and endurance. They became, and still remain, undisputed World
stock-car Champions.
Studebaker’s success with Eights became the goal of the entire
motor car industry. Numerous manufacturers began featuring

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bucklin of
Rockland spent Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. W. J. Morse.
Mrs. W. J. Morse proved an expert
marksman last week. Standing in
the doorway of her home she took
1 aim at two large rats which were in
the yard near the henhouse, and
killed both with one shot from a
| double barrelled shotgun. And it was
the first time she had ever used the
weapon.

ALL THIS WEEK

GARDEN OF ALLAH
COFFEE

lb 29c

Perry’s Market
Read Our LIVER AND BACON AD on Pages 1 and 7
Read Our BUTTER AD on Pages 2 and 13

ing a name for the club, and Union
Happy Farmers was decided upon,
i A pleasant hour was also enjoyed
with games and a visit to see the
local leader's baby chicks. The next

meeting will be April 4 at the home
of Clifton Meservey. Local leader
Miss Spearin will also be there and
a good time is anticipated. All are
invited.

luxe Bed Outfit

A Modern Bed—Coil Spring
and Felt Mattress
This outfit deluxe has been®
made up with one of our~
newest metal beds in wal
nut color, a resilient coil
spring and comfortable all
Layer Felt mattress. All three pieces have been in
cluded and you can pay as you wish. Just a small
deposit will deliver everything. Open an account.
TEAR OUT! MAIL IN!

Eastern Furniture Co.
Rockland, Me.

March 31, 1931

Please ship this Bed outfit $29.50. I enclose $1.00 deposit and
agree to pay $1.00 weekly until paid.

PLEASANT POINT
hese

SPECIAL

Name ........................................................ . ....... . ....................................

DELIVERS IT

“The present state of the country I
I is enough to make any politician [
think," declares a contemporary.
Well,
that's
something.—The
Humorist (London).

Address ........... ........................... _..... . ................................ .....

283 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

Eights.
But Studebaker's greatest achievement was still to come. On July
io,

1930 Studebaker introduced Free Wheeling with positive gear

control—and another great epoch in motoring began.
As developed by Studebaker, Free Wheeling is so remarkable in
effect, so simple in design, so easy to use, so much safer, that not one

driver out of a hundred would do without it after a brief trial. Free

Wheeling is not the feature of a season but the future of an industry.
For the first time in the history of the automobile, Free Wheeling
with positive gear control releases car momentum from subjection

Aew WILLYS

Cars

to the power plant that creates it and puts that momentum to work

—enabling a car to travel 10,000 miles for every 8,000 miles of en

gine effort. It saves gasoline and oil. It saves car wear. It simplifies
gear shifting. It brings a new thrill to motoring.
Today America’s two finest cars—Pierce-Arrow and Lincoln—

have adopted Free Wheeling as introduced by Studebaker.
And thus comes to a magnificent climax a program of progress

that for the past five years has been the pace-setter for the entire
industry—symbolic of the leadership which for seventy-nine years

has marked the name of Studebaker.

A Big Six priced like a four
a Powerful Eight
a Brilliant Knight
and two new trucks

See the new Free Wheeling Studebakers. They embody the only
development of real consequence at the Show.
Studebaker cars are priced f. o. b. factory from f795 to

E. 0. PHILBROOK & SON
Rockland, Maine

632 Main Street

Willys-Knight'
STUDEBAKER-BUILDER OF CHAMPIONS

Willys Eight

SALES AND SERVICE

Willys Six

